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PREFACE 
The material for this study was obtained during three 
field trips, August 1953 - February 1954, August 1954 -
September 1955, May 1956 - March 1957. For two years from 
l\!ay 19 I held the Walter Mersh Strong Research Fellowship 
in the TJniversity of Sydney. 19 I was awarded an 
Emslie Horniman Studentship for 12 months by the Royal 
Anthropological Institute, London, and in 1957 the Austral-
ian National University generously provided a grant-in-aid 
for one year. I express my gratitude for financial assist-
ance to the Trustees of the Strong Estate and Horniman 
Fund, and to the Council of the Australian National Uni-
versity, 
Grateful acknowledgment is made of the co-ope.rat 
officers of the Papua-New Guinea Administration, espe-
cially those who were stationed at Tap , Goilala Sub-
district, C.D., during my periods of fieldwork. Spec 
mention must be made of ldr R.F. Hearne, P.O., who escorted 
me into the Kunimaipa valley to begin fieldwork, and who 
later kindly allowed me to accompany him on a patrol 
through many of the areas inhabited by Kunimaipa speakers 
the Trust Territory of New Guinea. 
i 
ii 
To the Missionaries of the Sacred art and the Little 
Sisters at Kamulai Miss Station I owe an especial debt 
for i.t.'lfailing help and hosp it ity. I could not have wished 
for better neighbours. Although I derived great bene 
from discussions with all the priests and laymen I am par-
ticularly eful to Father Maye, who introduced me to the 
people of Omu, organised the building of my fir house and 
helped me in the e stages with the language. Father 
Michellod iat me the complexit of verbal 
expressions in Kunimaipa and to the bewildering confusion 
of the first dance-village ceremony I attended; I later 
accompanied him on a trip from Kairuku through the Karuama 
and Tapala valleys. Very much later I collabor with 
Father Willem a study of the language. 
My greatest debt to those who assjsted me in the 
field is, inevitably, to the Kunimaipa themselves, and 
especially to the people of Omu with whom I for 
nearly 2t years. I became so much a of the local 
scene that they obliged 'to -burn my eping mats' 
before I left, st ir neighbours insult them for fail-
ing to behave correctly towards a guest. So much my 
information was collected from so many people that it seems 
h~vidious to s out any for special ion. They 
generously allowed me to witness features of their 
which are forbid(len to nat women 
' 
spite 
the inconvenience, to accompany them to a ceremony across 
the mountains to north-we st of the valley. 
Seeing them under all sorts of cond ions I got to know 
many of 
deep 
them 
ct 
well. li'or some of them I developed a 
and for a few of leaders a genuine 
admiration, 
preparing my material I received useful suggestions 
from seminar discussions at the Austral National 
versity. Drs Brown, J.D. Freeman and Marie Reay 
read various chapters ically and offered m&'1y helpful 
comments. To my supervisor, W.E.H. the 
main burden, and I thank him for many sugge ions on 
matters of.arrangement, style and content, 
For techn al assista.'":lce preparing the thesis I 
am indebted to Mr R. Stone and Mr I. Mackay 1 to the st 
the inting Pool at the Austral 
and to Mrs A. Guenot who typed it. 
National Univers 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The people 1 am call 
themselves or ir language. 
the Kunim.aipa have no name for 
say they are 'real people' 
and the language they talk 'real • From Government 
oensus are probably 8,000 pe speak-
ingd ots of their language, which I call Kunim.aipa. 
The border between and Trust Territory of New 
follows the crest of the main mount range 
jn this region, 
the 1 
some 6,000 or more 
in Papua. 
those aking 
No map available which shows all the areas where 
Kunimaipa speakers 1 ive, the enclosed map of Goilala 
sub-d ict covers the main ooncentrat 
, the headquarters of the s\b-d 
mately 80 miles north of Port Moresby. 
Island, separated from mainland by 
of them 
ict, approxi-
Kairuku on 
Sound, is 
off the lefthand bottom corner of the map. 
3,500 Kunimaipa live the va.11 eys of 
Kl.lnimai:pa rive:r (pronounced Gunimaip by natives) and 
ibutariee. Further to south there are nearly 
1 
1,500 of' the Lolo 
and out 1,000 the Tapala, Me 
Several more live in 
to the of Mt Chapman. 
The b concentration of 
there are 800 them. That 
the settlement of 
recent. :from the 
the Ipi-Biaru 
from 
' 
upper Waria valley 
areas, prob in the 1920s ac>id 
still 1 e area"' 
at the of the Kunimaipa valley 
over on the Ono river, 
probably , language, 
other areas set 
I was the Lowa 
speak ~y~~'-""'~va, and others who 
language people of the 
These are people variously kno\ll1!1 
Goilala. 
2 
~~~~~ people say that the 
the 
of steel 
century. 
the lower Kunimaipa 
axes. That would be in the 
Prior to 
Kue fa 
upper Akaifu 
the lower Kn•n;m~" 
the 
the 
cation). 
2 
1 
and tributaries, 
2 
Karuama valleys. 
Auraipa 
speakers in the 
the Bubu valley where 
• 
only area L"'l 
ibutary 
' 
2 days' 
the Ono-Kau 
Some of them are 
between the people 
their neighbours 
a different, 
on for generat 
on unoccupied land. 
are people who 
quite different 
to t11e east$ 
Tau' adi or the 
HiOnrs moved over into 
after the arrival 
years of this 
was also occupied by 
moved back: to 
them following 
private coll!llluni-
• 
3 
The moves across the mountains were part a mass 
the of the Kunimaipa and its tr ar 
during 1920s and 19 
' 
course o-t'l' Which 
3 
par were completely a:nd others depleted 
up about half ir population. addition to 
those moves numbers went from the of Kun:imaipa 
river to the Bubu, they long traded inter-
married. are still living 
' 
but the 
re~urned after and jacer1t were 
brought under Government control in the years 
194 7, Others went the of -~he river 
grounds the Timomi and Auraipa valleys, 
where are still 
People they moved because of 
ing rose in Kunimaipa , and. e 
they tired flee into bush whenever a patrol 
4 
passed through. was 
homicide re 
4 
I am us 
it 
In 
term 
of the 
Government 
s of prospe 
but the old 
to 
a high l!il'lel, 
when the 
either to her 
region wh 
2. 
ar there 
often 
the 
camped 
4 
were suit for parishes or, if 
grounds. of the areas in T.N.G. to which went 
were alre under control. 
creation contains onl.y ion of 
''"''"·m"•~.1,a came The creator Zaroa came where the 
Ono area to the , made Kunimaipa and 
ibut valleys, prototype 
whence had come. 
only s 
The 
gener a:t ions 
, pestles 
, and 
I l with 
clubs -
they 
made by 
the 
who 
sp 
everyt 
human 
ople 
some stone 
nobody l 
s 
them, 
he ere 
say. 
ob eta -
ing knows 
• 
the y at may 
&'1 period, or, more doubtfuJ.ly, 
lost~ not that 
s 
the area. But 
have subjected more re times, 
both 
, they 
ably for 
periods, to influences 
sou.th'!!' 
I 
l 
the 
I lived 
jted 
my 
main areas which 
valley runs 
par of Omu for nearly 2i 
and :Ma1rch 1957, made ma,"ly 
the 
in that 
north south. 
between 
to 
surround areas. ceremonies I met from many 
d areas, near and 
Ai war a to the 
, includ 
5 
• 
some from 
:r Melanes Pidgin nor ice the two 
is fluently 
more than a dozen men of the 
after first months. time 
arrival the ionaries the but y had 
not in an available • They me some 
help wben we met time to t and later I 
one of in a 
alphabet. 
one of s;:rmbols the calls for 
ial explanat j_on. I use letter 'h' for the 
icative, is VO in :tnit and med positions, 
and s position. 
Climate 
The in the 
everywhere mount 
highest rise to ,000-12 ,ooo I 
Many of 
bilingual, a result 
Kun:imaipa 
the top of 
and 
and 
live Papua is 
oye sea • 
5 
• 
varies in different parts, 
90"-100" annum. The season begins 
at O:mu 
November or 
December and cont s to April. Evli!ry wet season 
there typically one severe storm with heavy and 
winds. Houses and palm are blown down, and 
some gardens destroyed land ides washaways, 
ion of storm temperature varies 1 ittle 
6 
throughout the day from a minimum of about to a maximum 
of 61°F. For one or two weeks on end valley enveloped 
in rain and mist. During re of the season 
more quent the afternoon and overnight, but it is not 
unusual any time of day. The mountain tops are perpet-
shrouded in cloud. The average ma.<:imum temperature 
the wet season around 68°F and minimum around 56°F. 
Rainfall during the dry season averages less than 
per month. The morning typically sunny average 
maxinmm rises to 77°F. The heat of t sun at 6 ,000' 
tempered by a cool south-east • Clouds often gather 
after midday, especially higher up the mountains, and 
not unusual in the a:t'ternoon evening. Occasionally, 
from n1.Lu- to late afternoon, low cloud drifts along the 
valley, below the level of habitation, and billows up 
mountain side. l~ights are quently clear and cool. The 
lowest minimum I recorded 1i\B.S so°F. 
7 
sleep bes id.e f n • but they 
a short bark cape to them from 
and doors. They are now to buy blar,.kets, 
which they use for sleeping and as a substitute for 
the bark 
in age 
1956 
Sex 
Male I 3 I Female1 5 
Total 8 
With 
groups , 
no s 
accepted 
fert y 
below 
• 
:Ponulat ion 
no growth in the 
of the population 
Table 1. 
i-bution of 
Age 
• The distr 
in December 
of Omu :Parish 
1-2 2-14 I 15-29 I 30-44 I 45-59 I 60+ I Total 
1 22 25 
0 21 24 
1 43 49 
equal 
; 15-29, 49; 30-44, 
12 11 98 
.LO 5 88 
22 l 16 
three age 
population shows 
s of il ity commonly 
demographers bear out 
low. The 
of 15 years is only 28%, 
for children 
birth records are 
conclusion that the 
of the population 
the rep.laceme 
are estimates 
I made myself. 
7 
ratio 380. 
50% are 
ratio exceeds 750. 
The birth rate 
idly 
less than 
low. Over 
populat appraxi-
years, and the ment 
iod :for 
which 1 collected records children were born to 47 women 
the 1 4 yea:r age group. This equivalent 11.5 
births 100 women year, is extremely low, a~d 
8 
impl s an average of less than children woman through-
out the whole of her reproductive , .L 
Several factors contribute to law birth e. 
Abort is cert one of 
' 
but it impossible 
8 
accurate dal;a on idence. Most of 
the women I know to ising abort 
' 
but the 
highe figure was given me by a woman of about 30 who 
:four t s. The de of s of Omu residents 
from abort the 25-30 years suggest a rate. 
The reason for abort ion would le one to 
that the rate is higher in the younger group, and 
The replacement rat 
years per 1,000 women 
comparative irldex 
and a crude ex 
8 
the rat 
aged. 15-44 
the age 
of the 
ch 5 
es a 
ion o a populat 
replacement with 
There 
threatened 
a reluctance to give because women were 
gaol procuring abortion when there was 
a Government patrol post in the Ku:nimaipa. 
9 
9 
plus slow maturation probably account for the relatively 
small number b in the first half of the reproductive 
period. Only 10 of the ohild~en were born to women aged 
15-29, and 9 to women aged 30-44. Nevertheless, from dis-
oussions with the women I am certain that abortion is not 
the only cause of the low birth rate. 
Kunimaipa mothers abstain from sexual intercourse for 
a long period after the birth of a child: they believe 
causes ill-health in young children, who become affected 
through the milk. There are differences of opinion about 
the length of the ban, and it unlikely that many adhere 
to for the two or three years that the majority claims 
to be the ideal. But I have 1 tle doubt that many follow 
the precept for at least about a year, and some probably 
for longer. Men urge their wives to abort in order to avoid 
the ban on intercourse after - and, to a lesser extent, 
during - pregnancy. An inst itut icnal ised rel at ions hip in 
which men share wives for sexual purposes provides an 
alternative solution for the men. 
Lengthy breastfeeding of children - up to 4 or 5 years 
of age - is also likely to have a significant effe in 
9 
My evidence suggests that girls are 17-18 years of age at 
the onset of menstruation. 
10 
delaying conception. It is perhaps worth noting that only 
4 women in Omu gave birth to 2 children the 3l year period. 
All were mul t iparae and the elder child born to each woman 
during the period died before its mother conceived again. 
The idence o:f yaws is low but nothing is known about 
the incidence of other venereal diseases which might affect 
the birth rate. 
A high infant death-rate is added to the low birth rate. 
During the 3l year per:i.od there were 19 deaths. Age at death 
is shown Table 2a. 
Table 2a 
Age of Death of Omu Residents, 1953-7 
Sex I 0-5 mths I 6-lJ. mths I 1-4 yrs I 5-14 yr:s I 15 yrs+ ! Total 
' ' I I i i I I 
Male I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1 I 4 I 7 I I I I I I Female 1 4 ! 0 I 1 I 0 ! 7 I 12 
Total ; 5 I 1 I 1 i 1 I 11 I 19 
• • ' ' ' 
The death of 6 infants from 19 births represents a 
rate of over 300/1000, but the figures are too small to be 
of much significance. In order to increase the number I 
asked the 56 women in the parish who had borne children for 
10 
details of all their children, living and ad. Fifty-five 
10 
This method is valid since no regular heal th services, 
which could have produced a change in the infant death rate 
over the period, were available at the time of my visit. I 
gBNe first aid to older children and adults only, 
of the 
ages of 
Sex 
! Male I 
f Female I 
Total I 
The 
It 
under 6 
I 
infants. 
mortality 
those 
buted 
Most 
timat 
tion 
living 
1 " 
-"" 
tw:L'll. 
13 
they had had were 
death are shown 
dead. The 
11 
at Death of Children 
mths 6-11 mths 1-4 
ity 
1 
2 
noted that more 
when the ra.te of 
comparable to 
to Women of Omu 
yrs 15 yrs+ Total 
2 27 
4 28 
6 55 
12 
227/1000. 
were deaths 
Caucasian 
high infant death rate contrasts with a 
1-4 years of 70/1000, including only 
This relatively 
to prolonged 
diseases. 
are estimates orily. 
age of infants were 
, teething, crawl 
infants were killed 
one woman, and a g 
must be attr 
and to the 
of medical 
criteria used for es-
ai"·ke,11 ing of pigment.a-
and similarity with 
- the smaller of 
by another. 
The null!lb·er risk excludes died before re eohing 
within the this 
group 
living children who were 
12 
records is not possible to s anything iable about 
causes of child mortality. 
In add ion to 
community, lacking 
life a primit 
known effe natural products 
treat injury or disease, homicide used account 
average of' about one death each year Omu par • Men, 
women 
men 
children were killed, 
surround 
in raids by 
ing has now virtually 
an 
stopped, and 
duced. 
parishes, 
likely health 
may lead to a growth 
will 
populat 
intro-
the 
but the soc structure of the society I descr e 
be seen the background of a population 
was not ing at time I the study. 
the Kunimaipa l scattered hrunlets, 
a form of residence which they a.re showing great reluctance 
to ab 
Government 
villages 
ceremonial 
I am 
50 houses, 
at the 
ing on 
for the compact type settlement 
officers 
built 
purposes, 
a 
want 
in 
not 
them to adopt. 
pre-cont 
for residence. 
The only 
period were for 
a village, 
dance 
• 
cont between and 
is occup over a period of months 
• The are built two rOV·lS 
to an arena dancing t place. 
' 
average populat only 
ions 
daughters and her 
sons • men older boys sle in a men's 
• 
panorama gives some of the of 
hamlets a par ws the territory Omu 
from on the ft to 
crest the forms the skyl • ts 
wf1ich are were occupied in 1952, a year 
I • I took the , some 
been abandoned new ones establ d. 
:Before arr of Government, t s SS were 
inually ohang this as, one after another, 
were abandoned on d 
sites. 
A hamlet should be abandoned il ab ceremony 
held 
' a vv-tltch gives us an to 
of hamlet up. a cere-
mon grou-p., the decade or so of ex 
serves other for the residents, but bi.g 
ceremony in the hamlet the 
tion their as a group, 
14 
also why welcome ;jo a 
l • n1J.mbers promise 
more succes ceremony. A man not forced by economic, 
soc or political t tc 1 
t ined one, ally he s 
leave unt the big (In men 
do not adhere .) The that 
s of a al hamlet are found to ated a 
var of c ic and t the tion cf 
s over ~ as men jo leave 
" 
• a hamlet 
a man has agnates there is a 
him to 1 with them most life. 
' 
es s domic , or permanent residence, them* 
say he to 1 
y do not follow the logj_c con-
ion of and 
ance, cogna:t • Rights 
obl regulate a range social 
includi11g 
' ' 
kill - apply to a of :rel a person 
both s equally. appl s to both men 
wome11, so a married so 
tio:ns wife's • 
15 
d per iTl life a man may live a 
of and 
' 
at 
no t s he ever have c 
' 
once and Ior 
he any them. a of 
as d affines 
are distributed through ugh sev-
eral parishes. center his own 1 
rel at , which s not alter 1 • 
sib of famil a from one hamlet 
of 
and the ity associated h 
of 
men produces a,~ agnat 
ideology. there 
on 
by 
bas 
nothing automat 
kinship system 
' 
major 
or it about 
agnat emphas and a man is to exercise a con-
s degree cho 
T"" ;"~ Kunimaipa depend the l on 
• Pork in the diet irregular int 
but more often about once a then 
small ·+ 1v only. The men they not 
go now as en as they to the pre-contact 
per , w}1en a party might in ing 
16 
several days. This certainly seems to be • The 
a daily diet of vegetable foods, and often nothing but 
14 
sweet potatoes which are the staple. It is the only food 
grown in quantity, surplus fed to pigs. An 
occasional surplus of one of the subsidiary crops is made 
an occasion for a small feast in the hamlet. 
It cannot be said that individually the Kimimaipa are 
disinterested in gardening. Both men and women are to 
try out new plants and they take pleasure j_n a well-stocked 
garden. But the culture gives nothing like the emphasis to 
agricultural 
15 
example. 
products such as occurs among Kuma, 
The killing of pigs and d ibution pork 
are essential features of every ceremony, and although 
non-staple vegetable foods are displayed at the big cere-
monies, and presented to the guests at all ceremonies, they 
occupy a very secondary place. 
14 
Despite the low protein d the nutritional status of 
the people is fairly good, but their small build is due in 
part to sub-optimal nutrition dur the growing period. 
Average height and weight figures adult males are about 
61" and 118 lb., and for adult females 57" and lb. The 
absence of diseases which are colllI!lonly foimd in tropical 
areas - malar , hookworm, iasis, ascaris and tubercu-
losis - results in a reasonable standard of health. (Results 
of a medical survey made in Omu, Kunimaipa valley, 1956, 
by Dr R.J. Morahan, Department of Public Health, Port 
Moresby.) 
15 
Marie Reay, The Kuma, p.86. 
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more important vegetable foods at cere-
are mount pandanus nuts, 
bananas, The lat owly 
climate , are supply at to demand, 
are mostly oial occasions like feasts 
ceremonies. Panda:nus palms are cultivated in ext ens 
pl ions on the edge of forest, and the 
16 
courses. The smaller, ly ivat 
panda.nus palms are be deeper the • 
mature between September and er, and constitute 
only seasonal crop. y are eaten raw, SS 
is an exceptionally poor season the bu1k of the crop 
dried smoking, Smoked nuts are kept for the oc-
cas mentioned ab eve, depending on supply, they 
The pandanus s 15-25 years to come 0 
cont to bear many ars. The oldest must 
at a:st 100 old, and possibly a good de older. 
Note, for example, the a.11us pl ions Rukruk 
valley in panorama • 
.t.oew.coe nut-bearing pandanus the 
are principles as land 
below. Barren palms are 
by anybody who ne them. Fallen 
have uses - as thatch, the 
sleep mats, , and as 
They are gathered ind 
used as timber 
aves of the pandanus 
of houses, as 
• 
18 
The s we up ·to 70 lb. They are 
to avo the iou.s task o:f ad up 
the segments smokj:ng, men the the 
just as they • This can be quite 
a number men to their when they the 
nerve or -their straps 
• 
ial terraced ens are made yams down near 
' 
typic by the men a hamlet group. Only 
men plant yams. Garden ic is practic always per-
formed in the yam garden which to be harvested for a 
ceremony, always in yam gardens anted 
other t s, 
also 
potato 
re-fenced 
usually in ches which can ·be conveniently 
the garden is abandoned they :mature, 
Sugarcane is to grow to a of ' or more. 
of planted by men require ention 
time to time. Bananas may be wrapped to prote the 
fruit from pests, and 
stakes. But none of 
and sugarcane are supported with 
involve the regular back-break 
of sweet potatoes, which are cultivated the women. 
Husba."!d and wife together to clear a new plot for 
ion~ a task ste axes knives l 
considerably. the hand, the 
l uted pigs did root garder:i.s, so was no 
the 
some 40 50 ago' cons 
garden s has become one 
men .. the s must 
of 
main oc 
brought from the 
task, 
1' 0~ 
:fence used firewood 
labour 
co:ntigtK•US gardens too from the 
dis advantage gre er likel 
a 'tendency 
18 
of 
The main 
people 
from one garden to another. Gardens are rarely 
close to dwell cause of the of s from 
marauding p 
is said that crop fall if root a ot 
it 
off. Unburnt 
are planted 
ever eep 
potatoes. 
:many 
road. 
comple be re 
removed, and sweet 
ick without ado. How-
' a 11ever sweet 
ies of s are ed and 
the Kunimaipa say 
'ion can the 
Others are 
, are &bove 
panorama on 
the slopes, 
1e of 
20 
anted the season do not produce 
large 
' 
plant ground is weeded 
loosene,ct. pot s can be 3 months 
ing, and sweet p oes after 6 months. soon 
exhausted, and a second is only if 
couple are too busy to a new ot. 
Engl potatoes, pumpK1ns , ·be ac'ls , , corn, 
ouo , tomatoes, and green s are 
women. Some be planted 
a simple terrace is icularly eep. 
people know a 1 is b ieved to 
make potatoes and flourish, but 
is and I eve1"' was • 
Dur wet season 
a slide, but pigs oonstit l,Jy far 
most important hazard 
ak 0 
times becat1se their 
is a c 
' 
gardens the 
potatoes her 
these 
name 
from 
iri 
owner 
• 
• 
have been pigs. 
are fed break 
the ruined garden has 
main cause 
from the 
obviously 
Omu + v was ocoupat 
with b ceremonies. Men did have time new 
, and many women to 
garden, conse reduct ion now and 
again the men wollld talk in ioh 
might tackled, b no so1utior1 been 
reached when I 
nts about ownership land c ollllllonly take 
form 1 our/the 1 , the land 
parents", we/t y are the owners, !!!.!IBJ;:;h • ' is a 
llenera.tion No d. inct 
between s and ir s ed 
through the mo related through 
and 1n·an.aparent' in a land claim be 
of 
dist two to 
land - A man's son 
's lan:L He 
ivate or to d land ( h 
done) s person who 
the land should 8-Y!d receive 
• they do sot he right to 
them, 
22 
sons and daughters have a res right to 
it the land of ir , a11d to these 
rights to the 
up the land of kinsmen, botb. iJateral and 
who no They also 
use- a 's who has no sons to exerc 
claim~ 
Any of a man's es, matrilateraJ, r 
' 
or 
' 
for t loan to make a garden. 
Claims are made because H man s a garden a specific 
place where he or no land, not for the 
sake acquiring landholdings. A man does not 
request loan of better qual y land, beca1A.Se 
that the owner would refuse. A refus 
cause them both great shame. add it , a request for 
loan of can be met by a to 'pay-back' 
the 
• More importantly, borrowing of land is an 
tegral part of the ex ionship between ind 
viduals concerned, a man who approached with a request 
the u.se takes account¢ 
ne a good reason :for or af:fine who 
continually acknowledges his obl ions of' help 
a relat who does ivates the same pl on a 
occasion with the tacit consent of the primary o".l'ller, 
0111<nership to cult 
23 
A woman 
has no 
be 
not named as primary owner unless 
• Such a woman l in the 
imary owner of the s of· her father's 
which 
ikely to 
from another par 
• 
A woman "',.,..,,,., 
brothers 
' b 
al_l them 
and 1 ing in 
cultivates l 
and 
s 
claim 
husband would be 
an 
cu.it 
ant 
the 
natal parish where 
e of father's land, 
attachment the People deny 
on her parents gardened. She cult s her 
's land if her husband is an immigrant and no 
rights to land of h husband 
ivates own 
• 
A woman who s to l with husband 
par her a res right inherit 
• That right does not depend on her 
ive use the • Should son return to 1 with 
mot 's brothers or their sons, he can inher from 
h her's brothers. If her marries 1>ack 0 
natal 
the l 
been 
ish her r,she can claim 
grandparents as she would if 
same rights 
had 
lived the parish a.s a child. 
r 
imately per cent of marriages are between men 
and women of par s. Under se c ances 
imposs for ance to str bila-
practice. ance for sons 
to son, a a brother 
ivate some their 's • Except there 
are no sons, the to land women who with 
the isli are comparable to rights of younger sons. 
women exploit se but 
event of heirs 
of women can inherit. 
ant redistribution of to 
density of the of 45 
a long-fallow 
more adequate re genera-
26 
H.Co ·~:;:;:.,:;+~~,i;.·• VII, no.6, , suggests 
in which 
than 
~i.i.c•~ 'cult 
to t 
is fallowed 
tivated', p. 
'J!'ew forms 
an acre 
·theory 
long-fallow cultivat 
head per , p. 237. 
is 
employ more 
types or which might uence I 
saw good oes f'r om a f'irst ing 
on 1 that previously ed tall 
coarse cane 
ify 
(which, 
land. 
The 
ra.r of 
two 
a 
an 
to pressure 
gra.ss" be so, there is no reason 
for pres populat 
1 ered, not a.s ) tb.ere 
sertce may y for 
about 3i years there were 
in 
' 
and one of was a cont ion 
which had b when two men concerned were 
in population need not 
• The men say that 
area of grassland 
~vnoAT in the absence any 
Whether the ext 
mo 
reached. 
necessarily ad 
.has been 
WO in Port y. owing at 
' 
ic 
of many I express of Ku:nimaipa att 
to • 'After he harvested on llJV • u 
1 I there. He 
won't eat the humans die, but land does not .. 
forever, so about us 
has been c imed pigs so 
t a woman's child to a sow so 
that one of the p s may be by the new mo·ther. 
Everybody I asked denies 
• ic was rare (2 
s in b 
but two 
ss, 
Kuni:maj.pa adult, 
member of 80 
A Dupeyrat, 
.. ~ • p .177 
tr b ies 
among 
are now generally 
Ku.~i people are d 
the Fuyughe 1 
never saw 
a P 
iglets 
from 
\ 
) ' women d and st do 
probably a sser 
are 
he (or 
ty 
of vit 
' J 
them. 
was told 
iglets 
he c 
e to 
be an 
a man to 
R.W. iamson 'l'he 
' --that Kuni women also 
he d not 
as the Fuyughe 
south 
puppies may be 
ir mothers at 
of a 
are 
I 
suckl 
s 
in b ceremonies - and reputation depends 
so - must have • There 
hiS hid a ause men give 
no chance of 
receive pork 
as individuals. 
""'"""'~,+.e individual 
is the sum tot the 
the credits debts 
man ere are his own ib y, not the 
men who are part ipat h 
A man (or woman) who hout 
pigs' in the course a comes very angry, has 
shame proportionate to his estimate of the truth of the 
ion. In prac& is rare find a who 
literally has no p Why the shame? one int 
gent informant explained, call a man 'a rson without 
p to accuse him of sponging on others not paying 
his debts, because p he ca,.~not ·~~w-.h~·~ ' the 
pork he rece 
• To some extent the insult also impl 
a man cannot get pigs - he 
goods to purchase one, because he 
not lp by provid one, because 
neither the necessary 
lazy; or 
has al 
w 
sym.pathy. so as these are true they add to a man's 
Kunimaipa pig herds vary in s h rate o:f 
holding ceremon·ies, b1it arr about 2 or 3 sows with 
jr l and 2 or 3 , about 10 p o:f varying 
28 
s s. o:f p left by a e.d. owtler may 
, the majority are kept 
s .. 
Most a family's p are result of in-
crease. When a herd has depleted by death, loss &'ld 
slaughter ceremonies, k contribute shoats. 
These gifts are 'paid-back' a later date pigs, and 
is not usual f'or the giver to 
none are forthcoming from 
immediate pa~rment. 
source a man s to 
purchase one from distant kinsmen other par s. Ideal-
ly, a distant kicsman gives a pig if he can and 
he should be will to await buyer's conven to 
pay. If has none available he tries to find somebody 
who has, but this case the buyer must be able to supply 
immed ely whatever the seller wants. 
The pr of piglets is about 10 /- for a male and 15/-
to for a female. Money sometimes used, and shell 
ornaments, 's , cloth, blankets and axes are 
exchanged p , It usually more di.ff a 
man to f the necessary goods it to some-
body with a p which he is to A more :formal 
type purchase frequently organised a big 
HaJ.f-grown pigs are traded the south and s end 
ste axes the north north-west. 1'en or a zen 
p and axes hand.s these 
family's pigs are hous in in the woman ' e 
house; most boars are castrated to fac itate domestic ion. 
Fivery woman has her herd she becomes o old to garden, 
but men do not rear pigs, A few animals are raised for 
men and widowers by the kinswomen a."ld s 
whom they make gardens and supply firewood, 
p d sweet atoes speed the The 
food pre-masticated by the women for young 
whole tubers are g morning """d evening to the older 
ones, wh are left to forage dur the 
day. Their potatoes are cooked to pre them develop 
a taste for raw tubers, but judging by the st fences 
required to keep them out gardens, the quency 
which bre through and the speed which they 
ruin large areas, seem to be a vain hope. 
Tbe animals a:re let and the 
and a.o return unt afternoon es heavy rain 
sends them scampering heme for shelter, Ev comnarison 
" ~ 
dogs the pigs are well looked , and though a 
specimens not many 
seem to die. by somebody, rarely identif' , wb.o 
bears a the owners is commonly suggested to 
steel axes from north and north-west. or a dozen 
p axes change hands in se 
The 's p are housed pens in t_he woman's 
house; most boars are castrated facilit domestic 
Every woman has herd she becomes too old to 
men do not rear pigs. A few are f'or 
single men and_ widowers by the kinswomen and s for 
whom they make gardens and firewood. 
Pigs are s to ed. their growth. 
food is -masticated by the women yoll:ng s ~ but 
whole tubers are g morning 
ones, vih ioh are ft to Ior 
day. The potatoes are cooked to 
, but j 
even:L"lg to the 
them.selves dur the 
vent 
by the 
develop 
out fences a taste for raw 
required to 
which they 
them out of gardens, quency 
through the 
ruL'l areas, would seem 
The animals are let out and fed 
with which they 
be a hope. 
the 
do not return unt late afternoon uriless heavy rain 
sends soampering home for By on 
though a with dogs the p 
pro port look miserable cimens many 
seem to 
• Mag somebody~, ident , who 
hears a grudge the o vvTiers ls commonly suggested 
the poor of a to coun,ter the 
are effec woman' s house rebuilt on a new 
site. 
Kunimaipa supplement ir measures 
i:ng p by r on r 
25 
on a make 11 pig-sp s' y 
the necess skills apt to look 
p • Most ri vihich stage 
the and 
at ab • 
pop ion consists ent of 
breeds, 
genou..'l • The f 
from 
Terr ,. and 
extant 
to the south. 
inues. 
bel 
appropriate 
ir 
y 
south, 
p 
anno unoeme nt s 
life-cycle 
are 
creator 
p 
came 
ts now tl1e 
26 
be 
be 
They 
sou~th 
as 
'pig-stones' 
owned. 
and 'pig-caves , many of 
at 
&~oIDancement s are rtce s 'Wh ic b. are 
and ceremonies. p.462~ 
or do • 
were made igenous p the herd had 
were scarce. 
are made for any one sow ax1d 1.itter. an 
wh 
to the d the time by sow or 
the p occas 
the sow d is 
espec arranged o 'I do tail 
ear of' my p announcement 
are performed on most p to rna.ke them 
in 
same 
to rear pigs.) 
owners know 
legend 
•wash' 
are o used 
'into 1 pigs the course 
p 
and tles 
magic(> 
reference to 
say that their 
I 
ceremon s to 
who lived somewhere 
owners spend d for a p wh has 
home, a which aided the that 
eacti pass on 
h may of ing the lost 
if a man 11as some wrong 
against a kinsman - such as ing or 
ass him 
a the 
is tng' p 
appropriate r to 
and 
d appearance 
other people, or to 
the 
was passed :from 
built 
irit 
t1-- e the dis-
some de 
then s tl1e 
return of p 
ibut to t 
by the p 
New Guinea .. 
• 
own, 
they no 
the 
south of 
,125-56' 
y, 
33 
Theft of p is :prob rarer because 
a man can cl compensat in court. 
theory the pigs raised by a man and 
be killed by and his 
' 
the her 
the and her • Al though tr1is ict divi-
sion not in pract e, certainly true 
h spou.ses control over the d ispos ir p 
The demand for pigs ceremonies always er 
than supp1y. js common to hear a man say 'I cant t 
go to the dance-village, I 't got a 
' 
even though 
wife is a herd anything to or more 
• has no pig e because the fate of 
his pigs which are to be killed. in near is 
ided. 
28 
is the custom to some soon 
A man, his the children usually mark of 
1 
' 
or distant relatives e spouse may 
a piglet simply they are short pigs. Such 
are ncrmally taken by new owner as soon ae 
are big enough. 
to ' 
person :for whom 
pig by ing ear 
The 'markL'lg' be 
usual to the convenience 
1 a pig taken in 
pig is intended 
or tail, but this 
aphor· 
not • 
s 
ship. 
1 
is 
' 
er. 
only one transact 
' 
a 
e 
iplex relat 
are fewer 
trw--isaction 
A wj.dower marks pigs in women for whom 
he often gives 
where and when he 
in the herd 
he 
pork. It 
kills 
from 
are 
wish 
adult 
approval 
• 
n ies , a man 
particular 
one 
the 
• 
emergenc i.es. 
thelr 
from a d 
gardens, and to whose 
the widower to 
Children are given an 
4 or 5 years, 
to look 
killing his with a 
c 
, mark pigs. 
a child exnresses 
• vraen the time comes to kill tl1e p 
whom it has been promis 
as much seriousness as 
ives begin 
his wife further 
pigs are 
ives, and a 
r11cner,;tl • A sow may 
a few other pigs may be 1 
ion between spouses 
kin is not 
does not 
• 
the child's 
were an adult. 
for big ceremo-
the animals 
killed 
parent 
breeding, a:nd 
undecided to meet 
to kill with 
A\ woman who comes 
as many ceremonies in 
35 
her parish as one who 1 s close by. When her 
men her gives them ' j_ pigle to take , but 
the only suitable p t by her husband 
to his kin, he will agree re to 
taking • 
Or a who must f a pig a ceremony may 
have only a. pregna"'l.t sow available. They a rel at .ive' a 
geld to the ceremony, and an agreement reached 
the distribut o:f the sow and her 
grown do not homes eas , and taken 
into account when a man g 
a pig to a relative in ing one 
which into a Far eating to the work 
involved feed extra , women take pride 
a house pigs. ition there are the 
of accompanying to the ceremony where will 
meet doom, rece pork ' burn the the p 
prov.ided, as well as oying the icipat ion 
ceremony. 
and are wil to make adjustments in 
disposal of the herd, to me the needs eaoh other 
but in t rtL'1 the own interests. The system 
of pigs, even though not , does ensure 
a d. the • :More-
over, to p resou.rct~s 
meet most all owe 
men to dee tin1e 
t dis adVa.'1tage being uneco-
the sense may fed for years 
they are fuJ,Ly a 
price to pay the ity to meet cruc social 
Before 1'lawn b men wome11 st to 
tatoes the akfast.., 
J_s , but soon sunr 
, often to sit the sun for a iJLe 
i.v.g tl1e work'" a ty:p dry season t:b.ey 
leave soon er 8 a,.m. The women t a few 
s a snack day, espec 
ch 
' 
but men 0 e il 
tl1e~.,. in to :late 
' 
ng 
y work t on an elllpty stomach. 
A woman sets fer with netted_ bag 
• A carr an-
bag, a sits on 's and a 
piglet on a most 
end Mis '"'cime y are 6 7 years 
, but b ace their 
mother. boys peer 
' 
pigs, as older accompanied 
"'4. woman Who is ing a new gar,Ien goes f to 
old for wh 
:previous then to the new 
in the d returns to the old to d oesi. 
finished ing spends a t 
weather. On a dry d s 
does not late a!'tern.oo·n, but no 
prate she sets home as soon as 
enough oes, sho l 
ers are erect and 
tected the sun. 
a morning the women delay the 
during wet season, when the all 
day, d to d enough for 
On such oooasiorw chil.d.rer1 are ft at 
older or ir 
women set own pace 
a from time t .i.me, c to to 
may 
with 
l'1iS 
ed 
each 
rel 
other's 
oc cas J.on<Ju. 1.y to 
sometimes one 
g s 
news, which 
es and 
they tend 
the 
ing 
often 
one 
opportunity to catch 
compensat for t 
walk home a of· po ta toes. cause an 
ions:t1ip ~be a man all women except 
and SW'OD!lCjO., WOlllSil d 0 not 
e ot-her much in the the 
social life en to gardens, A 
ans to spend ntust 
the 
stops a 
t 
to 
he 
po 
the 
where she 
, and unless 
drsn. 
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she 
.Reaching takes a :few re re-
On the 
ep 
then proceeds to make a stone oven. 
oor of 
several 
e 
in d 
a several 
where she a 
fire slightly ground on four l s s. 
the firewood cat s properly she piles rough stones, 
several , on • b 
The 
warm 
' 
because the stones block draught of the 
,,,,u.uc.u becomes is soon a acrid smoke, 
e unbearable to one not accustomed from birth. 
smoke streams OV~t roof in such quant y 
arly vis across the 
' 
Unperturbed, the 
s on beside the , unless it f 
enottgh to go outdoors. 
the wood 
' 
stones on to the hot 
coals ix1 hollow ow. stones are the 
removed., the 
on top, 
s are and the potatoes 
the family's even meal then are 
the pigs. The potatoes are covered with 
leaves, banana leaves 
leaves we down with s s or dry earth. 
coverings are 
pending on 
on to block any steam which s s. .De-
of stones and ty 
cover , 50 to 60 lb. potatoes normally from 2 
hours to cook. product is avour to 
pot 
Wh 
es cooked by or in the ashes. 
potatoes are cooking bo any corn, 
pumpkin, or greens may 
' 
Clay s' scarce, 
have been st completely 
i::he ementary foods are 
ren the l 1 s share. er she has eaten, woman 
on with nett • She always has at l one 
s bag under and are to be made 
to others. The clothing wears 
of c1o , formerly made of 
, ne re 
• Her str is 
almost a 
' 
she never s far without 
it. 
The atoes axe taken out of' overi, a de ing 
row from p J.f they are in t • 
The potatoes are 
children are 
' 
she fed 
as some be given them 
morn , does a woman t 011m meal, By 8 or 9 p.m. 
evening is l to SOUXtd 
' 
and 
small eons oor, ill warm 
from oven, h a burning ide 
night .. is tightly tered to 
out co1d, 
ical of men's is • 
In contrast the women, 
day alone, and to , .L 
part 
the men's 
house. Cutt i,ng fenc :L'lg gardens, firewood 
for me s house a lesser his wife's, 
arching for p tends to are a man's maL'1 jobs. 
to a man to wife, who can spare l 
time from production. :Buildjng his 's house , and 
oo-operat other res to build 
men's house require h ion every few 
season, men go groups to 
the women carry home to be smoked, 
his gardens and 
little if 
fie to provide 
hls 's house 
his kinsmen, unless he 
the basis a Then 
organise a bee to t or begin 
the 
the 
nuts, 
and 
very 
he 
• approac:r1 work, even by 
the group who l together in a hamlet, 
training for co--ord effort re 
sat ion a b ceremony. 
ionaJ.ly a man goes to vis k 
other parishes if 
another in the 
of p 
rout 
is very poor 
in 
or B in 
s, too, 
wa 
but or two ss 
the dead person 
hamlet. The men 
A few to 
a close ive or a resident 
or most of the at a 
cons tr of e coffin 
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majority s arou:nd gossip i.ng 
d ibuted the burial. 
dead on is an , mourners come 
' 
pork rece the res a 
be be and ibuted. 
is a the men a 
to they 
big 
ite feasts are the ' 
will hold in the 
an ord a man his 
's house, or the men's 
and boys. the men's 
house causes no a man who 
's house considered 
versation, 
The :rnen 
and t 
I 
• 
the 
, when 
d to 
e 
l 
and recent 
• 
xaen 
ep 
men's 
eps in his 
good con-
on e 
morn s 
from e 
are 
crit , tl1at men and b arn 
norms socie • 
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Features of Kunimaipa life 
The humdrum monotony of daily life is interrupted every 
now and again by a ceremony. The three essential features 
of a ceremony are the killing of pigs, the public statement 
of stereotyped announcements over the carcasses by those 
who kill them, and the giving of the pork in order to inform 
people of the announcements that were made. It is scarcely 
an exaggeration to say that pigs are never killed in public 
unless there is the intention of making such announcements; 
the exceptions are so rare as to be negligible. Then, 
having made the announcements, it is not enough to assume 
that people are aware of the fact. That can be ensured 
only by a gift of pork from the man who made them to those 
whom he wishes to inform. A man who is present and hears 
announcements, but who is given no pork, can and may deny 
knowing that they were made. 
No special buildings are erected for a small ceremony, 
when one or two pigs are killed in a hamlet by the resi-
dents, but the big ceremonies are characterised by the 
erection of special buildings. The names of the big 
29 
ceremonies are the names of the buildings - a kavis, 
29 
A simple building with a tall roof. 
a bullroa:rer enclosure, a.YJ.d a ctively. 
hold a ically 'to kill a p ' , or 
if is necessary l'le spec 'to 'to kill 
a bullroarer ure' or 'to a dance-v • 
A period of s to e weeks apses from + v 
o:f the final cis or cere-
mony unt ing • of time 
ocoupied but most of is 
spent by Hosts arrangements ir 
and planning the suppl s of pigs, food and areca nut. 
From 50 to 80 p are at kavi.s and. ce-
remonies. 
which a is built. 
of about four months 
de longer. Each important 
'll . 
....nose 
of 
I attended took a 
a good 
ing may be sur-
rounded by r ual practices to ensure the success of the 
• The -so 
' 
making a 
dance-viLiage requires organ is at d 
t are to be avoided, for the are accus-
tomed to work independently, are to the 
sma.llest ight whether intended or not. All takes 
t and diplomacy. 
in 
, when build is completed, the 
last a month or 
two. Several hundred fully grown pigs are killed at such 
30 
a ceremony. 
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There are three main categories of participants at big 
ceremonies - Hosts, Supporters and Guests. 
I use the word Host for each man who has a group of 
pigs brought for him by other people, who makes such an-
nounoements as 
from these p 
chooses, and who distributes the pork 
31 
The Kunimaipa have a word, hegunitakapu, 
for a Host at all three types of big ceremony. 
A Supporter is a person who takes a pig to a big ce-
remony and gives it to one of the Hosts for killing. The 
Kunimaipa use the words 'pig-wife', bolanapu, or 'pig-
husband', bolabupu, depending on sex (bolana.rab, pl.) for 
what I am calling a Supporter or Pig-Supporter. Supporters 
normally supply up to about 85 per cent of the pigs which 
are killed at a big ceremony. The Hosts provide the re-
mainder. A Supporter makes no announcements; he is given 
some pork which he takes home, but he has no control over 
30 
During my period of fieldwork people became afraid that 
the Government might prevent them holding ceremonies in 
their ha:mlets, Consequently they speeded up the rate of 
holding ceremonies to the point where there were not enough 
fully grown pigs, and some smaller animals were killed. 
31 
See p. 9 for the meaning of this word. 
46 
the d.istribut:i.on of of the pork ceremony. 
husband and wife their unmarr attend a ce-
remony on the strength 
for a Host. 
the p they, as a :family, provide 
Guests are invi.ted every b ceremony, usually 
sing or dance, hear the announcements, and to receive 
make no 
'singers' 
or ' , and a small number o:f men are invited to a 
dance-village ceremony aa 'Cnlookers', 
Ab ceremony takes Lll a hamlet. I refer to the 
men who 1 in as the the ceremony. 
All Sponsors come Hosts, but a man who does live 
the hamlet may also become a Host. 
One the Sponsors becomes Owner, of bi.g 
ceremony. The Owner is man who first announces his 
ion to hold the ceremony to make announcements 
ific persons. does years beforehand and 
thereafter the ceremony known as his. Occas two 
men jo Owners. The Owner of a dance-village 
32 
A married son or daughter would have shame to accompany 
who t s a pig to a ceremony; similarly a woman 
accompany her husband and her co-wife, ss 
takes a pig of own. 
observes strict prohib ions on his behaviour after building 
commences. 
The reasons the Kunimaipa give for organising the 
ceremonies some indication of what they consider 
important. One incentive to make announcements for the 
dead and the The a."lnouncements are a way of honour-
those for whom they are made. The living are there to 
them, but few of the aiTnouncements the dead are 
believed to have any effect on the spirits of the dead. 
Most people 
33 
the sp it a dead person 1 
ep :i.te of the pigs ceremony at or soon 
after the funeral - the ~ ceremony. no pigs were 
killed, is said, other land the ir 
beat the new arrival. The great majority deny that 
the spirits of the dead take ts of killed 
for the mortuary rites. Nor is it believed that 
the an:noun.oements were to be omitted the spir of the 
dead person would punish or penalise the liv in way. 
The living ins that they make announcem.ents for 
the own benefit - so that people won't them, and 
to avo ings of guilt when they remember the dead 
In some they p have no spir 
s' 
48 
Kunimaipa not about world a:fter are vague 
on subje 
• 
op le 
reply d isarrnin.g frankness, 'we don't know, we've never 
been there, you?' Cons the lack 
interest the s of dead, it is surpris i.ng 
that they attribute to spir very erest in 
the the 1 
Nor do they worship, or sacrifice to any o·ther 
itual be • At the big ceremon and ially 
at a dance-village, they perform rituals which 
believe to ensure the success of the ceremony. 
' which a.re brought 'p 
' 
uals 'make' pork from ceremony reach ' 
, i.e., faraway. The ceremony does nothing to or 
the 'p ' , and ceremonies may 
withou.t 
• 
a man 
people to them of the 
living dead jects of 
between the donor and rec 
i.s made cause of 
condu.cted 
then give pork to 
way both 
become l 
pork-gift 
or maintenance of relationships pork exchange 
l people help to account for insignificant 
to dead. 
49 
The incentives a man to away pork from 
pigs he kills supported by a ban restrict pork 
an ividual may eat. Trad ionally a d not e 
pork from pigs raised by himself or any of 
34 
himself or spouse. To eat pork was bel 
consequences; a person's crops would not 
grow well, his would not flour and he would in 
vain. become deaf, weak at and 
of breath, diaab ies which could easily al in 
the event of ari enemy tack. The prohib ion was ibuted 
the use of same growth-promoting rituals on 
ion was that one's teeth fell 
one e pork over which 
were made for one's close cognates and affines. • too, 
should given away to who could eat 
Another ic the eociety 
most of of ab the 
applied women. prohibitions are no 
longer observed. a mass e11d.grat ion from Kunimaipa 
to the Bubu .G. the Kunimaipa learned from 
their kinsmen e ing pork from pigs raised 
oneself and one's kin d not lead to the consequences 
predicted by their ancestors. inl:lab of the Bubu are 
to have aba11doned old custom after observ·ing 
practices ans. .Nowadays, Kunimaipa are willing 
to pork from pigs raised the relatives, though a 
few baulk eating o~n • 
• It was this 
cul tu:re, e cially as 
seems to most 
who ited the 
The concept 
the e 
35 
y. 
'pay-back' h . ~
36 
50 
terist io of 
.homicide* 
Government icers 
soc and thought. Any re ion; :folJ.ows 
at a date, of an ial +· ac vlOil the same 
kind, said to 'pay-back' first act The c 
ion and :i.B des ed by r word 
verb - meaning to exchange or to reciprocate, same 
word also used ion 
OllSly,. 
The essential of the 'pay-back' exact 
repet ion of the iating action and react 
J.G$ 
valley 
36 
nouns. 
involved 
• of the 
p 
Add of the 
into a nou.n, 
itles a chapter about the 
in , 1938. 
enters into the format 
a person, an 
des crib a.s 
example 
'The 
1 pay-back' pig. 
appropriate 
example 
s s converts 
is 
also enters ix1to 
the forms adjuncts 
the 'pay-back' those 
al express 
ting ma:r_.ner, for 
do good. 
, in 
we to 'pay-back'. 
are symmetrical. The only exception the 'pay-back~ of 
some offences, The vict of an offence always aims to 
'pay-back' done to a man who is osely 
related to him by committing the same offence - theft for 
theft, adultery for , kill of a P for kill 
of a pig, and so on. But sometimes such equivalence 
eludes him and if' for example, cannot the opportu-
nity to seduce the of At he man who 
' 
he may 
set killing the man's pig. ury ie 'paid-back' , 
even not a equivelent 
ell other contexts the 'pay-b:'J.ck' the exact 
reverse the init act A man who rece a 
of pork an obligation to 'pay-back' with a 
g pork of the same size; one who supports another by 
taking a P at a big ceremony be 'paid-back' 
a p of the same size when he is a Host at a ceremony; 
those who receive an ion to dance a dance-village 
Hosts; a man should 'pay-back' by inv L~g the 
who receives a wife should 'pay-back' her k:L11smen h an-
other woman, and so on. Although the 
and react 
between d 
between close rel ives 
rel at , 'pay-b 
In contrast to these symmetr 
ing reciprocal of identical 
of act 
different from that 
operates between both. 
relationships 
or actions, 
asymme ionships are rare, As we ct 
from soc ty strongly • 
Another reason often given holding ceremonies 
us'. This a reply so 
quently to explain why ople observe customary be-
haviour that intense in.iscept il to must be con-
sidered a ic the culture. a suscept-
il developed the years of life, and exterJie·i 
to an ing of behaviour as a 
perience grows. 
From the of about 3 years, when a con-
sidered to be of learning to d i."'lguish right 
from wrong, until age about 8 9 
' 
the main technique for teaching correct be-
• Kunimaipa s children know what 
they should and should not regard the tasks that are 
to them by are 8 or 9 years • If 
they fail due, not to of knowledge, but to a 
lack of desire, ss • inattent and so on. Many, 
but not all, parents to corporal punishment at 
in hope of ing the ild to do bet 
a child begins to the parents cease 
corporal punishment 
• an adole to 
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from a blow inflicted by a parent, the parent would have 
great shame. From this time insult comes to the fore 
to correct misdemeac~ours and shortcomings. 
People can be insulted for depart from any of the 
ideal rules of the society, all the things that people 
should do. Yet at the time an adult's behaviour falls 
short of the ideal, nothing is to him public, 
only people who might comment to him in private are his 
ose kinsmen, if they to help him avo the same 
• Others make a ment note, and perhaps 
discuss the matter among , but they say 
to the man concerned either in public or in private, The 
matter brough·t into 
by a man's opponent in 
become involved at a 
open, in the form of an insult, 
quarrel or brawl in which he may 
date. 
The s , if broken, expose a man to the likel 
hood of insult are obligat of kinship and affinity, 
the regulations, residence rules, the conduct of 
ceremonies and the corre procedure for making the numerou,~ 
announcements which must followed by the appropriate 
d pork. 
There is also a list of insul about a man's 
phys characteristics - 'snotty nose•, 'legs l a small 
frog', etc, - and about his ind , 'you haven't 
54 
especially as ev:idenced by the frequency 
with which t s ceremonies, 'you are 
a woman wi p evidence of meanness is also 
seized upon, pork with h OWl'.l family 
of it to men' s 
' 
reci-
pigs equal size for kill or a of pork 
comparable to that he rece at a cerem.ony. 
One of the most ts reference to 
, toothless:ness, or 
symptom of decrepitude a man who approaching age 
at which the old are made. insults 
to a 
' 
tr 
injury originates the dispute. Other s 
person - 'you bloody 
(or st inking or mouldy) bones' also cause a man great 
Onoe the announcements been comments 
cease to be 
a 
ad 
is 
buried. 
easy enough to understand why a man 
• 
made bones 
It so obvious why should rE 
st made even though the ad are now 
they were placed in a tall ial 
flesh had rotted bones 
equ.ently 'washed' p 
pp.452-5 • 
were 
blood 
so being called an old roan his t.ime. Al-
though it a maI1' s physical power a begin to 
de once old-age are s for him 
a 
' 
the announcements are said long b such 
deterioration becomes apparent. There no sudden 
a man's , and if has qual ies he 
inues to play a leading part in haml.et and 
for many years to come. 
that a man for whom the announcements 
have not been made does tre the matter seriously. 
how is ind by a ose 
kinsman a P ape c ially to erase the insult 
from and to it on to an man. for the an-
nou,~oements have been and for whom, re, 
insult, a incttrred by a is not an 
40 
Constable the course of his j - for if 
conduct 
obl 
In the of 
cur" ""°'",.Y 
certain, 
men 
39 
40 
The V 
estimating ages 
but my is 
are 
true even 
, but no other insult considered 
records or of ac-
o ld.er people one cannot be 
announcements are made 
50 ars. 
it were another kinsman who made 
a Government appo ed adman. 
ser enough to 
, though I d 
another by 
the k 
not see 
him an 
of a is 
happen, a man 
man prematurely, is 
gaoled Govermnent offioers 
nt control, the 
secretly to request a 
offence. ior 
ma..n was 1 1 
in parish to the 
offender,. 
most o insults, that a man can do 
to rebut 
equally damaging 
charge, or think of an insult 
to 
ast 
take 
at a b 
the 
years 
him some 
ceremony, 
before 
A man who cannot 
an opponent 
he ing 
str 
great 
publ 
' 
although 
attention 
experience shame 
lfor 
' 
a person 
' 
even 
opponent. It may 
he can expose marL 
his hour 
assembled crowd. 
these 
or ing 
• 
a s reputat 
• Many 
increases the 
to a man's fail 
ir' absence 
shame his 
iumph 
in a 
are 
num.ber 
' 
place 
alludes 
:ton where 
made 
of people 
the 
publ • 
legit reque 
only two people concerned 
57 
know about the • It is not publ y which causes 
them shame. The not:wn corresponds wel.l the 
d ionary ing of 
made oneself or made r iculous, or ha.Ying 
again.st propriety, modesty or decency'. 
t , but the al.so want to a reput ion 
beyond the narrow conf s of the in wh live .. 
approved means for ting pe other 
to out you to give pork from cere-
• Th true only for for 
ham.Let parish ing a reputation as 
a used to important achieving notoriety 
security. To the that a man e abl a 
reputat as a killer he protected himself, family and 
property from attack by others, espec men not 
related to " ' +i llll, own and par s. 
The and means of ieving a ion is 
to a lead in the ion conduct 
b ceremonies. calls qual s of leadership 
which few men possess. The Ku.nimaipa dist two grades 
Concise Oxford Dictionary. 
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ader - B Men Good Leaders. that men 
achieve these statuses by homicide and the organisat 
of b ceremonies, but examination of the records of re-
cognised leaders shows that second defini te.ly 
more important. are no defined 
entry :L'lto either status, but the d between them 
depends on the ent leadership a m&"l gives. A B Man 
advice to the men of , and to a .lesser 
extent to close rel.atives, espec those 1 
in same par • A Good Leader influences men 
hamlets within the par to some men , -'. 
o. 
clear that no of incentives 
men accept values of ir society to 
part ceremonies. But inoent ives are not The 
and ion of the big oeremon ies, e 
a dance-village ceremony involving construct a 
y 
' 
the several p 
and o:f iate Guests enemy par 
fraught ies" being so, 
to be that those who accept re 
sib y for the undertaking, thereby lesser 
men to s isfactio;"1s, be socially 
,. the main nronosit of is dissertation 
there is a more L~portant reason W:hy high 
is accorded t a leading role the 
a cerem.onies. I hope to show tba t the ceremonies 
cruc s ificance both the and 
of K1mimaipa soc 
ioning 
society basically cognat I would not claim 
that kinship system an ible in any 
absolute sense, s it is not hard to imag conditions 
such as the development of on land, or 
of cash crops which ad to one set of 
relations be far grea.ter importance than 
at present. against the of economic 
cond ions, ample land, no grovrth of popula.t ion, a 
ment chnology, a div ion of labour limited 
to divis between the sexes, and a eco-
nomy producing littJ_e or no surplus, the 
k:insh. through both equally many soc pur-
poses. This effe on the sort of 
they 
A of b ui;n;EirrJt.L kinship does not al men in 
groups: ea.d, each on the centre a category 
cognates, many whom are not related to each other. 
ab ceremony a Rost is involvea rel at ma 
60 
s and wife. may 
the sum total of the j_r s are 
the own s essentia.JL 
not fill organic whole. view of 
the sum of 
is 
welcome to 
s, 
ing 
Host 
mony is 
become 
one and 
he can 
hamlet 
notable 
man, wherever lives, a 
ceremony. 
adult male res 
held a:re ·to 
they ¥Vi Sh., 
only one part 
create the obligat 
he wishes. 
of hamlet where the cere-
so, but non-residents me,y 
cause a man :i.s not bound to 
for p es, 
wh 
ures of the residence system 
a 
explains two 
the mob ity of 
ies from one hamlet to another, the 
committal. If a man finds cond ions in one 
he car1 move, and. no time 1 does 
have an ion about where 
l • Ult 
' 
ab system 
a man obligat to categories of people, not 
can honour wherever he goes, and so the soc ty can 
to :move., 
The system residence can be u:nderstood only tn 
ance of group in 
61 
• ceremony which 
goal towards 
lay 
residents sponsor ir 
hamlet 
are d ct 
t11eir act 
the 
ie s as lit group 
ceremony in 
feasts hold in 
, and the 
ceremony is held. All 
are obliged to 
ed, 
come 
men may 
the time 
not be aband 
res of 
the ceremon_y, 
jo them as 
il 
e 
as 
s. 
A t's Supporters are his co gnat 
and ic tr1e mutual 
to each many ways, includ 
p big ceremonies. When ms.rr 
support 
, a man 
to increase his potent of Jl ig-Supportere, 
big 
I 
kin 
should a woman who 
cognate, 
not a close cognate, or 
the of a e himself or 
, and some people say he should 
woman of 
is wrong 
commit 
does, 
is also an important in 
en men who live in the same 
ful for a man to quarrel wtth or to 
tnst his close cognates 
offended man penal 
• 
refusing honour his obl ions of pig-support. The 
say they a small ceremony to arrange a 
ish 
t 
recono iat men who 
no reconc :tat held if the two men do 
not co-operate in ceremonies, 
1 the haml 
0 
the 
of the 
intract off•ew'!er who 
is bedng 
by if may even 
does not for the iod. of the b ceremony, becauee 
h ties discourage other res ts of parish 
co-ope rat in the 
not an offence moral t 
men who l 
ives, 
the same who are not ose 
or 
cff ence against 
soon 
' 
or when 
• A formal 
ed men who 1 
ir d is 1 
big eremonLy. 
The big ceremonies 
other, an 
only 
the par 
dispute takes place 
by men of 
ab ceremony is organised 
me is arranged between d 
the same if 
to cond.uct a 
conse 
s 
the soc between par groups. As I have 
' 
uvuu.c;ide 
prest 
be one the principal me aos of 
, and it was legitimate to kill an unre-
s 
ed person who 1 parish, :Prom the point 
of are 'sorts' of op le 
63 
in other parishes, people whom he may kill, and people with 
whom he has important obligations, especially at ceremonies. 
Looked at in terms of parish groups, homicide opposes 
parishes as warring groups, while these same enemy parishes 
42 
are invited as Guests to ceremonies. 
The warlike behaviour of the Guests on arrival at a 
dance-village, and the welcoming speech by the Hosts when 
they 1 the respective killings of each other by Host 
and Guest parishes, leaves no doubt that both see each 
other as enemies. But groups whioh are enemies must come 
together at ceremoni.es if individuals within the Host 
groups are to be able to honour their obligations by giving 
pork to certain persons in the parish of the Guests, to 
notify them of announcements they have made. In this way 
ceremonies prevent a state of permanent host ity between 
parishes as groups, and contribute to the cohesion of the 
society by the establishment or maintenance of relationships 
between individuals living in different parishes. 
In short, the ceremonies have important consequences 
for the society at large as well as for the individuals 
taking part. In serving the more limited aims and desires 
42 
Strictly speaking, neither Hosts and Supporters on the 
one hand, or Guests on the other, are discrete parish 
groups. See 
men, and B o serve this wider 
soc of ceremo-
nies and ads up to 
2 
each river there is a success of named 
regions denoted by the The names 
place 
names, are appl to pe • Tb.llS, j_s an Omu 
person, are the Omu people. 
l 
of Hog.bin a:..nd Wedgwood, T am us the J. ish' for 
vernacular ~· Most hold that wrong 
to the On this basis is pol 
unit of the society. 
The territory of a par typ ally the area down 
the valley side from mount 
contained tween two atures - second 
watercourse or of a spur. territories vary 
somewhat s but, hunt 
H. I. Hogb and C.H. Wedgwood, 'iiu<:1:t-L Grouping 
, Oceania, XXI11, 1953, 241. 'Each ish 
of assoc with a of 
a ive name, and forming unit,' 
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Mela-
composed 
bear·ing 
p. 253. 
would probably be between 3 and 4 s lllile s, 
about f stede1 
The Kunimaipa do enlarge ish ory. 
vacated 
r ful owners to be occupied by • Only one 
examp1e 
of 
can be cited. It h 
occupies terr on both banks of 
river, a ve s ion. tons 
tr ad of the itory on the western b 
are to have moved 1 the irig s 
' 
e y had suffered much loss 
at hands -the people. When they did re-
' 
some G peop1e moved across the river, 
ir descendants have lived ever s • In 
cases of a parish been deserted, the territory 
was taken over by ot here a.11d, an absence of ars, 
the former occupants to reoccupy 
Part of the terr of 
I lived, is the panorama. 
the spur, forms 
2 
near in,, a 
sea 
Oniu, 
It from 
skyline, to Rukruk 
of 
about 
ion of 
6,000 
4,500 
are ab 
190, 
ft, t:r1e 
this 
Omu 
from 50 to 210, witt1 an 
no or of the or 
populations o:f 
3 
of about 90. There 
units, nor any 
r assoc ion be the people the of a 
res id wi thi.'1 a a man has ain 
obl ions ot'ier res 
' 
those rights 
and obl ions which make him an ct e member of a 
local parish group. the Kunimaipa change ir res 
:from one 
most families move to another hamlet in same ish, 
occasionally one moves to a outside it" class 
the people who live 
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between domicile, or rma:nent' 
, and residence at a 
Residence within a ish 
membership of 
'a person the 
Go 
which ind 
, 
ained from 
riot, Department 
icular time. 
not synonymous 
ed by the 
. ) . 
to 
, 
'pe the place 1 , or nat 
the ing of either or b 
ers who 
are thus two qual 
members include 
ions, b 
'effect 
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members of a ish, a.re 
male 
domicile. 
and domic ~Tat 
birth-members' and the 
sentee b IIogbin dgwood 's 
4 
·~· l...Ll-
cation, not the t ent ial b 
no t.hat the native of a par are de 
a common ancestor. 
e about marriages are between a man and 
a woman domic different half 
ion are 1 potent b th-members' of two 
They become r.1ative of that ish in they be-
come 
' 
and potent the other. 
A man s h own place 
except this is his father's parish, 
H.I. and C. 
'A b irt;h-member one 
Parish-terr orv is f u ' birth-membership , is J 
territory of a par 
absentee-memb 
reason living 
e who are 
descent 
one who 
he or was an ctive b 
man or woman birth-memb ip rights 
parishes, settled territory 
thereby become an effect birth-member 
not taken birth-membership rights in the o 
he or remains a nt ial birth-member 
' ers, 
and 
has 
then 
p .59, 
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is mother's. A woman resides 
11usband after marriage, but is a nattve member of 
the i_sh her father arid brothers are dom:Lc 
she grew She never her 
rights :member sh in par • 
No d inct is made a par between those 
nat members are the offspring of two nat members 
those w'no are the offspring of one only, nor between 
the of and female members. A person when 
for 
which a native member: e.g.,!!& Omuuu, 'I am an Omu 
person' .. plural form Omuhol, 'Omu people' , used 
more loosely. may to some or all of native 
members, or some or of the ents .. 
Children adopted fr· om ano parish who are reared 
by a stepfather have potential rights in par 
both the gen and th2 ir stepfathe:r; as well as in that 
the mot Should they c inue to 1 in par 
of the stepfather, they are they or 
de ants - become :L"lvol ved in a with a 
ive, they might reminded of their or:l.g , but would 
not cause any concern. 
nat members of a par are never resident 
ji; a:ny one t , and there are always some 
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ive members re ing • They are pot 
b who re res , a:nd 
) 
members. 
long to 
me Those 
the ive members who remain a long ( 
and vears) be-,, est 
come ised 1 members* 
A arr a:l live a he 
5 
not dom ed known as a guest, t11e first 
years he not to himself a pos :ion 
a native that r 
a c would con-
s With passage of time, 
o·vercome-s initi.al reserve shyness 
of strangers 
' 
as he becomes in vol the 
of the , becomes SS and ai1y 
to his at us as a st., 
A man e • - • 4 2nsens1:.; to on score 
tng a once has become a Host a, b 
er 5. Women from her 
sts .. 
s marr to 
res ents are :r1ot as 
6 
par an opponent to to he 
if could thinlc nothing more the 
es rrtent h ion 
ceremonies the parish. is I have k 
p I . \ i~e,.., become a t a ceremony): I' never become 
of you' 
. ' 
he s. s s 
' 
he have 
done more t is 
th that is s out. Be com a a 
ceremor1y stands ive lC ion ot· 
the 
is 
word origin' • word is 
most .mean the parish in a on 
abl domicile - normally that of' father, 
case :it of' 
' as h own. However, it used of 
or hamlet where a man lives for a number of years and takes 
a ceremony as a resid Host. such a ish 
or a ace of or 
A man has been a resident Host at a ceremony 
ill not a ' of a p 
need to make 
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res id there for only a years. An 
out b s who i ... es some th of order of 
15 ars become.a 'a person of the place , zepoha:pu, 
and it a man I am a er., 
has changed bis domic (Nat the par 
c constitute major of se who are assed 
as 'people the place forever'.) A member 
s not become a nat a rema a nat 
of parish which was domic 
pr act nati'Ve ere and 
members • a nat is 
inher ed rights to property in a lsh, he ac-
quires usufruciXlarJ rights by part ing ceremoni.es. 
temporary or permanent resident, owner of 
the trees he plants the s he brings 0 
use by • He may come the ce-
remony in the hamlet 1 he 
to become a Good he may come a B 
If domicile parish they are 
ive members. 
in otl-1er is common. 
10 the men 1 in parish i,n, 
7, who ~ ior to t11e isbment of c 
Government con 1947' had not lived in par 
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of those who had lived to Bubu 
valley the Territory Guinea the • Others 
had lived s or with cognates in s. 
A man may go to live any where has s, 
7 
distantly related kapotakari. He settles a 
hamlet them; provide him food unt es-
tablishes ; 
' 
he no rights to 1 in 
par 
' 
y allow him use of land. 
The reason mov often de choice of 
parish to which a man was so the mass move 
to u, also if people move to take in a 
particular ceremony. Where the choice of not 
determined by the reason for moving as, for a 
move following an intra-psx quarrel, common 
ice s or closely related kin. 
Initially, a man's sta.~d higher in a isl1 where 
or h has birth-rights, because they imply super 
rights to natural resources that par • In time, 
the difference disappears, as r deriving from 
ipation parish affa least as impo.rtant 
as inherited r • 
contrast to change of residence, of 
is rare~ T!1e 64 res id e o:e Omli in 56 included 
e p.102, 
4 men ( 3 o:f them ), sons of women, be-
come nat members by chang the domicile from the 
par s of t ir 
livlng h his 
A man who 
cessarily remain 
never have to 
8 
ive 
a 
man who was 
er .. 
domic does ne-
of h 1 • 
an out 
where they 1 ive, so be com 'a person 
t·orever 1 no iotions about the ure. 
two ive members of Omu who had become 
ised r parishes told me it 
in par he was a er, yet I 
a few later both to live 
0 had l :ikewise spent a iod 
another b.aj re 
generations ar out oonclus 
only l or 2 men per 
move permanently 
system 
for census purposes 
because people are 
nt :f'rom the 
who do have b 
or of Onm par 
Village Books by nt 
inter-·par moves nowad 
be pu:njehed they are 
a ro1 arr 
sa.~e number move 
a , there par 
emphasis group pe 
ly from. father 1 s to mother 1 s 
a in ea! 
a:re nat C.>:t" 
Chapter 3 
THE COGNATIC BASIS OF KUNIM.l\.IPA SOCIETY 
The Ku:nimaipa have a word kapot meaning source or base. 
The kapot of a tree is the base of the trunk, Ae I have 
already mentioned, a person's zekapot is literally his 
'place of origin', and feasting is said to be the kapot or 
'base' of a big ceremony. In conducting enquiries, it 
proved a useful word to elicit background information on 
1 
customs and beliefs. The word is also used in relation to 
categories of people, in which case the prefix~- meaning 
'man' may be added. Thus, 'you are from what abkapot?' is 
the appropriate question to ask a person to what kapot he 
or she belongs. The prefL~ is dropped if the name of the 
2 
kapot is given, for example Lamaiz kapot. The members of 
For example, when I heard of some act of behaviour or a 
belief which was new to me, I would ask for its kapot. The 
reply might take the form of the origin if this were known, 
the events which led up to the particular instance which 
had prompted my enquiry, a general account of the ideas, 
beliefs, etc., which underlie the custom, and so on. Some-
times they would reply that they did not know the kapot: 
all they knew was that this was what their ancestors had 
done. 
2 
The name of the kapot, in this example Lamai, is always 
given in the possessive case, i.e., Lamai's kauot. 
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are spec by add the -,Jll! ( s 
(pl.) to name, e.g. 
One : 'A man X 
were called X's people: se bad many 
who, in turn, y had , did the same 
so on. are X's " we Th :i.s nt 
ies de ts, males s' 
are kapot. s are as 
c as n st are pre-
pared rsonal 
name the fOUc"ld ancestor, even when suggest 
to them.. The a.re n:ore cautious: some 
thi.nk it be, but for 
reply the 
\ 
. } 
but d tell who or X was; so could 
y know, y ask~ 
' 
that chj.ldren 
b male a:ri.a. of ths 
further the r to memb the same whetb.er 
it from or mother. tf.1. is were 
by ion, res would 
a , as above 
def This would be a stock as defined Radcliffe-
udes all descend 
or 
8 kapots 
kapot as a stock .. 
5 
the Bu.t in 
p I think it he 
of as a cognatic st 
oognat 
important d 
Ku:nimaipa. l~o 
origin t·he 8 kapots 
gene any of them arose. 
about t generat io:r1 
When conditions 
Forde (Ed.), 
~.;;;;,,:;...,.;;;;:::=~~=:;,,::;.::;;:;i;i,~> p.22. 
J 
Prize 
5 
Engl 
6 
• Concept (To be 
d i:fference between 
so I shaJ.l make a 
terms for 
people 
ier than 
were no 
6 
as well as 
4 
is view of t1:1e 
reason I sf1all 
to understand the em-
to with the model 
we can proceed to 
modified. 
hPTwnen a kapot a 
alogio know-
oan a myth 
, nor suggest how 
is there any idea 
tl1e various kapots. 
arose are a-1 
informat 
K , Curl Beque 
J '~A~' .,,_t;_.,. 'l;J,.j 
~""eo"-""ar and plural in 
as it were an 
no 
are no 
irrelevant Kunima names of some 
8 are male names wh are in use. 
quite cow.man people not to know names of 
four ir • By the time an 
is adult feye, if &X'iy, the are st 
ive. names of the grandparents are 
his late 
childhood adolescence certainly remembered, 
never the names. 
example, one young woman whose mother 
ive does not know the names of s: 
she never saw and never mother the 
names. On the other 
' 
is S:ble to g names 
her father's , both of whom knew as a 
her was killed, both men and 
women who lost a parent they were young ildren are 
frequently the names of the dead parent's 
parents, even though 
the parent. 
There is no appreciable d in knowledge of 
according age or sex. Clearly there 
no tema.t instruction in the own sake. 
iv:i.dua.1 acqutres gained from personal 
c ax1d/or from accounts of eve an~ 
f • There no ban on ment name 
a dead person or of d dead, both 
the dead and l ing are more likely to to 
kinship terms pers names. 
course, taught the k 
towards dead parent or 
b since the instruction in childhood, it is 
viously without genealogical 
are based. 
a res genealogies which it poss 
ct from people of all both sexes about 
anybody ) 1 
name or two in the those now living. 
Even in second generation de s are often 
vague , confl t • For young adults 
ion can be obtained from older 
~ 
' 
for 
the latter there are gaps nobody can 
' 
and. differences the detaiJ,s suppl by d iriform-
ants wb nobody can resolve. 
Includ children, are two or ions 
of the living Zaho s kapot h 
has • Rav given se alogies, 
informants say the descendants over the or 
generations, through s and females, are members of 
kapot of the most ancestor said to been 
a member. These of are c ognat ic 
ocks. 
However, no kapot can the ad the living 
who are, or are said to have been, members be in a 
cognatio stock based on a known alogy. In other 
words, cognat are parts a kapot not a:a 
entire kapot. The genealogical 1 the s"'v"'"""' 
stocks a s are no 
Clearly, some descendants been forgotten, faot 
that any de are shed precludes the y of 
ing a cognatic stock a is, 
by de 
7 
ion, ,!!111 the descendants of the an-
cestors. 
A person should not :marry anybody to whom can 
a ionship. As a re 
' 
four parents are 
normally from different not it able 
becallile he does not k.~ow the names of 
parents, a person does not 
ema:r1, 
from whom 
the respective of 
al ancestor a:ny ancestor 
trace ir common descent.' 
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were 
who does not know a 
even those 
namee do not know to bel 
maj v men and women 'lyou are 
" 
, reply by one Should 
c a 
are from father'?' , or 
, one B!E.!2.! name is y 
reply e I use the term if' 
'becat;se ' r~rsd , l 
a aim made 'because of mother'" 
of the kauots both of 
t 
This 
by virtue 
one 
o:r j~s 
he eta or 
ich e bis 
7 S lIB€: of 
I mean to denote t 
s membership of 
cf birth (or 
(or her) 
the an 
not 
p 
from 
s 
a pe.r'son may a 
s, 
only 
• 
is a 
to 
one of the two 
This cess 
1By 
individual 
8 
s com-
position the kapot. 
To of the two is s 
I questioned the adult res id en.ts Omu out tl1e 
ion to e • 
v~itb the a about 
kapot the ancestors l or 1 in 
Omu. 
I the cause 
a 
ishes is also in-
s could give na.'lles 
re are only as 
woman as men and 
:Lan v. 
It ar· t s 3 ana 4 
jn b the 
by ma tr 
To 
9 
does 
women are 
them. 
some 
ls 
t.rue 
a 
both 
o-¥' J.C 
account 
for the 
iat 
a 
if ion &~d. 
of 
• 
(I make no d 
\ 
• j 
' 
are 
s 
ion 
( number ot' repl women 
" ' ompar:ison 
to which 
( 
Other 2 5 11 
To 
shown eaoh kapot separately t e 5. be 
no tha.t considerable variat the 
of men d rent 
Number of membershi.p claims class 
Tot 
as 
I 
Zaniwa I 8 2 10 l Enaupu I 3 3 6 I 
I 1 5 6 
Lamai I 7 3 7 1 , 19 j i 
Zahoinaj 16 1 4 I 1 
Goria 1 5 1 6 
Zuaro I 5 3 6 14 I I 
I 
8 men Zaniwa' s who claim membership by 
pat il ion, and the 2 who claim membership by m!'lr,., 
imt can be placed a single genealogy. same 
true 6 men of 's kapot 6 men of Saia' s 
kapot respectively. The 2 men of Z 's !!U!5!.£, who were 
when I made survey, are a brothers. 
milarly, 19 men belong to 's k:apot can 
alogy, tho 011e man, whose 's 
mother was a woman, gave by 
f iation. In her ea.ch kapots those 
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claiming membership both by patrifiliation and by matrifi-
liation are members of a single cognatic stock. 
In each of the remaining three kapots - Zahoina, Goria 
and Zuaro - there are several cognatic stocks. The numbers 
of men in each are set out in table 6. The genealogical 
links between the truncal ancestors of the respective stocks 
of a kapot are no longer known. The stocks are not named. 
Table 6 
Number of membership claims by men for three kapots 
classified by cognatic stocks 
l~ame I • 1 Membershi~ claim by I of I Cognatic 1- - -.-.- - . - -.-.-.- 4 Total kapot I stock ' patr:::fil 1 matr~f1l1a- 1 I I tion tion I I 
i I . i 
Zahoina I 1 I 2 I 2 I 4 I I I 
I 2 I 15 I 2 I 17 
I I I 
I I I I 
Zuaro I 1 i 2 ! 2 I 2 I 3 I I 3 I 
' 
I 
I 3 I I 6 I 
_i I 
I I I 
I I I I 
&oria I l I l I I I I I 
I 2 I 1 1 I I ! I I 
I 3 I 2 I : l I I 4 1 
' 
• 
There are 2 stocks of Zahoina people. The first requires 
no oo=ent. The second stock of Zahoina people does, because 
all except one of the 17 men are descended from a woman who 
was the father's mother of the oldei:rt living man of the 
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10 
ck .. The exception is woman's brother's son's 
da.ue;hter' s son; no cendants of woma11' s 
are 3 stocks of people. of old 
men say that the tru:ncal a.noes of the first stock ( 
the oldest liv man of stock 
1) was a man from Lobdon wh.o came ·to 1 ive :in Omu 
with hie cross-cous of 2 m1d 3 , ·but not 
known why he did so. cross,... cousins sto 2 and 3 
are said to been members of Zuaro's by patri-
ion .... 
are 4 s Goria people. f t 
been so de a man 
and his ( anrl ir ' remain. s j 
speakJ.ng more corre as a family 
a cognatic stock .. 
The 2 men of stock 3 of Gor s a.re pa tr 
cousins, One of these men has 2 sons, and 
reared his brother's son 
3 younger men give 
worth 
stock 1 1nho 
of a:n.te 
viously been 
' 
ir 
h was killed. 
patr i.on as 
of younger men 
reoorded the 
it was 
, who wr:ts a 
0 
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' 
I 
ir as be-
cause l long s wi.th the men 
's ( more ars they es 
11 
the i.r own hamlet, one 
men.) 
4 's on the 
bas of 
' 
by 4. men an 
man, 2 sons &Ld son by the 
same ter s 
"' 
s j 's 
trace a a-
• The 
man t cons s Zuaro 
1 with Zci.aro men s 
do, 
d 
cons why es of • 
A to of h 
to h wife's • a man's 
are to lives. Most 
e domlc with the husband's kin, more c 
with his :t1ers and 
In it an erest the 
and ially the 
of 
• 
xnaj of c 
spend at ast a a:rs l n. 
next ir son obl i.ons 
to and to 's 
i11 
are to a r 
as 1nore s natu::ce 
to OWYl and f'l is ts gro 
er, then, men and women 
the 
Of' + AL 1J of the 
materna1. grandt"ather .. is not inferio:rity 
membership r of women or of ir lfor 
s mea'1 a ceases tO ·be a member of' his 
's is oi' ive 
' 
an exclusive ect • 
to rea1 e reverse 
the is hts or 
5. 
c dom ile ad ted by mo 
iv·e res 
men domic ; an ceca-
widow re br to live 
l1er·s; or the next ion a man es ish 
ile h h I~ 
" "' 
or sons. suc:r1 
ca,ses, a woman. 1 s 1 the 
if to live 
in are l to gi.ve 
as the their 
was a ma11 ano 
iB no po at or 
sh autcmat lapse because emphasised 
preced generat 11ames 
are en, descend ar·e y to 
of a ., h 
-" 
more a 
were ime .. 11'.h_e term 
not 
' 
but not i ' it 
the ants women me 
ten, in 
cas:ior1al s domi~i-Le men 
a of he not a member~ For example, a man 
l.ive h 
coun.s -:'tns and men 
ove, men whom he can trace no al 
• 
of the s of domic 
one of kapots fil ion, wh 
l!lore likely to be emphasised 
answer because it; imposs to ... 
" 
conclus A man pos ion the 
deriYed • I WOD~ld that 
he and sons or sons become an e 
ive re ad tinctive name 1 kapot name 
would come b use. would prob be 
poss by next ion, b had not 
by then name might be forgotten, and the uals 
men of 
' + Kapoo whom y live. strongly 
suggests a fairly assimilation of an om.er 
comes men of a of is 
a member* the SC s over several generations 
an incomer cont to live with men of the kanot 
he jo 
' 
evidence tl1ey came to be con-
s a of that kapot. 
cues cent groups 1 ed 
by Goodenough, wr d y posed by 
w. Good 'A Malayo-Folynesian c 
Organieat 1955, 71-83. 
ic or scent that coll cognates 
( f t cousins ) ong to more than 0I1e cognat 
• means tha.t cognatic stocks 7 at level, over-
, and consequently unless some or , and 
addition to, be brought operation, 
imposs to div is a soc ty into d 
e groupings'. 
groupings be 
basis of residence, from 
gory ons who itute a !J?.pot. 
they do, when 
bv 
• 
kanot names .. 
The groups are dis 
a 
' 
but t!1ey are ra.rely 
among c of people ( 
membership one c 
dents a typ al hamlet are found to 
all, res s 
ties. ile a we 
membership are dom 
- some 20 to 30 
total - are too numerous to d. 
Freeman, 'The Concept of the 
15 
e 
aeh a 
aJllOl"~ the cate-
Kv.n 
to t 
e 
persons se-
their spouses) 
15 
The res 
to some, 
the respe 
cent the 
is enough to see why the hamlet are 
name of the dominant SS, the 
imp1 ion re are of 
members) of 
of ition of all the smallest 
be m.emltersh ip any them he (or she) 
res s co gnat in 
sense of a person's cognates that s ignificar1t 
for residence, not of h ( ) 
s who arE; fellow n1erribers h him (her) one ic-
kapot. 
icar1ce of 
of might kapots are 
not totemic. t lar1d, garden land, 
owned. jo:intly members of a kapot. This 
important resource, it only type o.f property 
jo by members of a !U!:Il;Q],- gather 
wood and b u:i.ld imber st without 
to of land on trees gro\v .. 
men of kapot own r 
hibit another man from in.g a f l.aU(l, 
but they do do so the man who t11e be-
comes owner 0·P ..\. tt1-e anil ownersh passes to • 
in ir 
The 
to come together are p 
d a big ceremony; or go ss announce-
men ts be made ir liv or 
memhers. ne the or2y 
by 
beyond bounds knowled.ge, 
everybody o\*m and ne our s. can 
appropr kin for whom 
or· sl1e comes o contact,. means some ing 
or more men, women and 11.. In 
fact, t1e cm1 use at two re re:rence 
most people, one ich arns :from 
h another wh he through a'ld learns 
1Ie ose one or on the 
closeness of ive s, 
so on, or he may use 
var poss Horms. 
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two 01JS it re 
wr1 y use to r·e to e • 
tr11e of l d 
y do not use kin terms 
ak reference tern; a 
vague re ion somewhere the past they had a 
common ancestor. Moreover, means that 1 in 
same soc 
persor.i.s l e to ten 
ishes is ive of of soc ions be-
themo are in me a.sure t d 
a man see 
once or more. 
a aware among 
the cons soc 
a ·are ~his ives. persons 
whom he 0 to b 
rec towards • lives them, 
he the a quency depend 
d ance h home. he a 
s to the re so tr 
to poss can, ·To he cred 
of men and women .• 
ideally he to await :Lr convenience 
maim re saf'e 
knowing them 
are on oppos L11g s s a b tle not do y en-
, but each ies warn the 
see in danger attack .. A man not 
people any 
' 
nOl'' with them, 
are the people ts ceremonies he 
' 
for they are the people he should with pigs 
at their ceremonies. They exchange of pork 
ceremonies, ient p prevent a ma:n_ becoming 
a Supporter every t of close ives becomes 
a in ' . "' case some a 'e c1.ose ives 
' 
Wl1lCt-,,. 
as sts. The at ion C OlllJfl 0 nl y mi:1de 
t a man uld not eat pork pigs they 
' 
but re ies to a category narrower range 
other , he should not 
or ase of se ople, make ion 
to them of 
' 
or with or 
any 
' 
:Because s and 
to are his 
( kakama.Eu, s 
of sores, wound.s, anger, ru1d. an 
s ion much of behaviour 
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anc1 this reas-~n 1 
to as t shame • ) iu 
e contexts .. 
A person's ' are ed with 'sweet 
people' - ' ,, } ; or 
and s 
'Sweet are people wno 
are not s 'botl1 
' 
people, not closely ed, for whom a term can be 
towa:rds ' people' 
ted to be all reverse behavirJur 
ople' ~ 
011 to 
·be not ictly , for there a11 tn.'termed iate 
of people ·by a te'!:·m, may be 
ed sweet people' , • ca-
t people' 1 the same par 
and people, who l in dif'-
are res on be-
y related sweet pe 
have fewer obl e other do ' people'. 
See espe chap 4 and 8. 
marr all of a cognates., 
wi of these c 'pain people i .. 
A-f"ter marr the spousets i ' also become his 
'pain const es 
the eore an unmarried person's ' people' i.s a b 
teral k This means a on' s 'pain peopJ_e ~ 
are a people relat 
' 
not a group 
sense. 
' of urilllarr d are 
same the extent of the ' 
01° married s a on the 
t:i.onsh spouses.. For two brot 
two 
men ( 
if two unrelated women 'pain people 1 
wives are ic , though 
may iduals common. 
pointed out, ' cogrLatic soc 
of a kindred is reckoned 
but are e who have the stocks with 
a kindred'. Kunimaipa do a term for cousin. 
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co us are classed as s :ings' and y are di.s-
t ioally c:~ross-cous • f 
bv two the 
v 
COl-lB can be 
ts are s 
In order de CO'.lS impl 
same people' , 
it nece.ssary know wh s 1 are re 
to. onl:y one 
the second as 
s' are trunc ancestors, 
second ion are f co us 
s the 
are second cousins; 
a.re first co11s:Lns, the scendants in 
are co us re to a , the 
of common consequently no 
the 
a ic soc ie 
a k COilS of 
stocks of a names 
are to can be 
genealogies a are The 
d of to t of kindred 
means too ople can1-iot r1ame t 
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t e more 
senior ions. The major of ople can name two 
the the 
admit do know 
and/or mother's so 
the women came 0 the women 
were Omll vvomen a riu.rnber 
' 
answe:t""'S 
course, 's 
kapot does not mean derived b.er 
are u:nreoogn 
• 
way of 
ioh ask op le 
are ' ople'. 
y' I do 
ions from 
inquir e I Without doubt a • s 
s everybody to can t·race 
genealogy. norm-
to second co1is a ople 
cannot nan1e are ess aware 
for adttlts, ~b 
pe are 
ct parents were the children of 
a ings. I hes to s ·that kr1ows this, 
for I doubts about some of those se s d 
they are st young I know some 
were ch pos learn in 1 from 
s or cousins of d_e parent, or 
th.e surviv parent 1 s that 
do. 
ors, l :L"Ilpress ople are able to trace 
in d to ab same range. 
No one 1.ine cor1sistentl~r traced by 
others. 
it to cognates to a has a 
known gene ionsh , t11ere are to w.hom 
he cannot trace but wnom he 
as ' people'. people be-
1 ~one not conf to se who are 
iat 
' 
al 
ion after her are 
some of peopJ.e with I die-
can name to say a.'1 
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ance or a belonged, on thj_s 
the of th who are known to 
among the pe 
.A tb.e me 21 I a-0.ked so included as 'pain 
d men in other parishes. maj 
men a par maintaix1 a ial ionship one 
or more men (less women) 
par s. A man rsons his 
s The term be to 
any persons who claim scent a common ancestor, b·ut 
in terms 
, etc,,, or a general 'my people' , 
nemeri, ref er to h ose re1at t~l1erever tf1ey live. 
Conse the used t sole to 
to d kin be en persons d 
• 
origin rel at s no known. 
assume sanie time long ago toolc ace a 
marriage w!1icl1 the ionship stems, but 
since 2"'1-1- Om1l women migh.t gone 
a man in ano or a woman the other 
might come an Omu man. Not knowing 
Wl1ic!1 it was, are unable to name t of 
wh they are meinbe:rs. except ion, is 
the only filU!JlE. I ever ard i.cl1 
woman, 
' 
a Bub:;c gene ions and 
(or son1e of live in B11bu 
f s by a e:r 
can as a result of a 
kinsman of tbe vict 
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marr 
more 
terms of re 
to generation 
any otl1er 
aid 
for 
effect 
r son. 
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marry a man 
de s 
ey are 
same 
ling a close 
to be the or 
s 
as 
' 
re 
no ict 1 of succession, and a~y younger or 
There no assoc ea 
success on 
party the re the 
oi' 
s 
' 
obt oct 
e other' e ceremo11 • a 
ai; a ce rE;Jl1<)ny 
more in of 
P~ m.::L71 s ho 1li d .!!:.!!:!?.JLS!!:!f§:E~, nor take 
to have on Only the most 
to eat pork a by his 
man w1'10 sexual. 
is aa_--.1 ed des 
is thought ad to rnarr 
It is ' to marry such a g no shazne 
sexual ionship 
if or 
dj.vided. A 
say ' people' 1 sweet people' 
qual with such persons y 
have 'a little pain', i.e,, are some 
proceed to d between and 
kin, though because of 
for ose 
to as 
' 
the sen.t context pre-
c s 
ople'. 
sweet 
t are 
• 
l 
'd 
people 
a 
is b 
not 
&arr 
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will 
ant 
more 
d 
are 
a carries tr1e 
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a d ant 
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1 ove .. 
close cc>g·na."ces, ne is there measure of 
to no 
as 'pain 
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male 1 
ss t as 
• 
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are more likely to 1 
also to maintain 
is 
• 
.L 
re lat a,re subject 
d ant a.tes 
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same 
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on c 
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concerning sex re-
Ir1 t.:tddi t 
' 
:io11 enters o tl1e o.:f 1~es1.dence, tho most 
men a for ile? as 
come ar of 
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ice of res ence. 
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is s and st ir 
ob.1 , because the obl ate behav 
categor :pe to e~1cl1 person, 
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thro p equall~r, society 
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Chapter 4 
THE SYSTEM OF KiliSHIP AND :MAR .. "R.IAGE 
This chapter deals with the various categories of 
people which the Kunimaipa d i:nguish within the wider 
category of 'pain people'. (In discussions relating to 
sex rel at ions and marriage 'pain people' of opposite sex 
are more commonly referred to as 'shame people', and I 
shall use this name for them when appropriate,) I have 
already mentioned the more important restrain·ts and con-
straints on behaviour which are common to 'pain people' -
injunctions to help and ass each other ix1 many ways, to 
refrain 1'rom quarrelling with or injuring them, and from 
mentioning sexual matters to them, Kunimaipa discuss 
the marriage rules terms of the obligation between 
'pain people' to support each other with pigs ed; ceremonies, 
and al though I have no doubt that this is the obligation 
which is uppermost in ir thoughts, it must be borne mind 
that it but an index of the whole collection of obliga-
tions which is shared by 'pain people', Here I follow the 
le ad, and chapters 7 and 8 return to d cuss the im-
portant consequences the norms obtaining between 
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regardlng 
regulat of rel.at bet~1ee11 par s. 
The following account J .. ons betvveen a:n.d 
s limit to such variat as occur with the 
general of reclprocal obligatlons between 'pain 
pe • The' c e of ople to whom and 
terms are applied are l in ix 1, an ct rated 
charts ing s 125 '"' '2;4 .l.,..i.L.; 
As of household a father ins ts on ience 
from h Vtife the • A few fathers may joke 
artd e t11e young children, but cease to do so 
when a child is 5 or 6 o·ld. It is incompat with 
the 1 s as di,sc inarian, but more lmnorta'1tly, 
incompatible rel at between t people r .. 
A the only man 
hits A man hit h sibl t cl1ild:ren for 
ict a brother's , whom he 
s join other adults 
disc and mild the 
of se and ives, 
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boys, may be p1111ished quite sever-
ely they do not reform in response to milder forms of 
as they older boys can 
escape a father's discipl by going to live with 
other relatives, both patrilateral and ma.trilateral, who are 
more lenient, Adult sons normally l with the fathers, 
and occasional quarrell is more marked between them than 
it between But conflict be father 
t son is mJ.ivers or inev It does not 
ari,se from their posit in the soc st rue , for 
this bilateral soc a man's economic, political and soc 
rights are not determined solely by pat y, The 
valence from a son's impat with a father who 
st wants to correct and guide him, fu"1d a . "' ing OJ. 
strong obl igat to the man who reared • 
Mother and children 
element discipline less clearly evident 
a woman's rel at ions hip with children, but she too, in 
Kunilnaipa , has the right to from them 
in for her care of them infancy and childhood. 
stress nurture, not g birth to a child, in ex-
plaining the obligation of children to their p s, and 
indeed, other as well. To the mother the main 
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responsib ity not only to fe snd tend her , but what 
equally important in the view, is she who saves its 
life infancy by carefully disposing aJl personal 
leavings on which sorcery could be made. 
KuJ1imaipa parents are very indulgent with young child-
ren, for they believe that nntil a child 3 to 4 years 
age has no sense and therefore is not responsible. Its 
wants are attended to as soon as possible, parents and 
nursemaids pa.>ider to its whims. I never saw a child cal-
lously neglected, despite the difficulty of cond ions 
re ax young children, If meat or vegetable foods are in 
short supply, children b ow the of 4 or 5 years get 
proportionately more anybody else, and in the old days 
they were even allowed to bre the taboo on e :Lng 
bidden pork ( Le. , from the p :i.gs of close atives) if 
they to be given some of To stop a child gett 
into bad hab s, parents might take it away vis ing 
day if they anticipated the arrival of 
should 
eat, 
eat, but which other ildren 
which 
the hamlet could 
Whichever parent punishes a child, whether by , 
or as it grows older, by corporal punishment, the other 
supports the child. is partly from sympathy, but 
is also deliberate policy. Since a is more likely 
to mete out punishment for serious 
mother for support on 
;u.;.ov.~mvanours, the child 
occasions, 
same pattern is extended to kin beyond the domes-
tic family. Just as a child turns to one parent when the 
other punishes him so, as a youth or ad.ult, he turns to the 
kin of one parent he gets into with the other 
parent or 
him 
narenT.'s kin. If necessary one side will defend 
the other. But stern, arian patr 
kin are not contrasted in a stereotype with gentle, indulgent 
matr • A person's is ideally the 
same with both, There is no d 
tween mother's sister and father's s 
mother's brother and father's 
' 
A mAcnPr 1s brother who sees his s 
them 
for 
likely to indulge 
sends them away 
, or for killing one the 
in obligation be-
ter, or between 
ter's children only 
always welcomes 
home as 'punishment' 
's pigs. But a 
mother's brother behaves in the same way to a child as the 
father's brother does if they all 1 the same hamlet, 
Bro the,!.§_ 
brother insists on ob ience from a younger 
brother are both 
grown up 
is not 
difference in their 
• they engage jo 
status positions 
act ity it is by 
mutual ement, not because the has the authority to 
force the yov~ger. There are good reasons for brothers to 
remain on good terms, and relatively interests which 
divide them. There is no shortage of property like land and 
pa:ndanus palms, and a man would be short-sighted to alienate 
a younger brother by refusing to him cut a garden on 
some of 's land. r brother were to 
attempt to dominate him, the could always go off 
and relatives elsewhere, 
Most men who have true, or adopted brothers -
and one-third of the men aged 15 to 60 in Omu do not, be-
cause of the small size of famil the high mortality 
manage to maintain good relations w them. The long 
interval between siblings means that there is normally con-
siderable difference in age full or half-
brothers, this perhaps helps. A men have quarrelled 
o classed as with the parallel cousins, who are 
'brothers', but there is a very strong tendency to resume 
amicable ions after a period. strong may be their 
feel 
re cone 
that, even 
, they avoid being 
unless others are present. They 
they have become formally 
the men' e house 
they cannot think 
to say to other, so preoccupied are they with the 
shame. That it for brothers, as 
all cognates, to quarrel or fight, is constant1y dinned 
into d'lildren, and 
11'ihich men exerc 
largely a consequence 
can no doubt that 
re lat with their ' 
the sharo.e and guilt do 
A man should al ways g a 'brother' wha~ever he aske 
' 
to avoid the both having shame. On the s of the 
moTilent he may make some excuse, but he ac-
knowledges h obl ion. Straight-out reqttests are x·are 
small articles like areca nut and tobacco. 
A man may never j with a brother or tease him. 
2 
even as a ch d may a boy 
ich has anything to do 
sleep in the, men's house, an 
any comment to his brother 
sex. When a boy first goes to 
brother or his may 
sle close to him he becomes accustomed to sieep 
learns follow exau:ple of 
others. The transition from the ease and of 
the woman 1 s b.ouse, where the :mot:r1er, g 
cuddled up together, to the 
and small b 
the men's 
house formally recognised any way$> 
Essent che same relationsh exists en 
cross-co us s :ings and parallel cousins. 
3 
ban on mention oi~ anything ated_ sex 0 
ters, there the san1e restr 
ical as brothers. Ku.nimaipa 
bel that a woman's shame the any 
causes to birth 
process, so she is never attended such women 
b , except by own mother. y may 
by to at required outside 
' 
'but they not go the child born,,, 
A women with s 
Men never erfere 
or two, 
at a raaoncilia.t e other's But the 
a f 
a cross-cousins, 
are s all They 1 
, :from t tO time, WOr·~.LU~ 
help to after e 
encouraged to 
of h him 
ed a new baby's 
each 
wb.o-m 
spend 
's 
, and 
with a 
separat 
·i...1. I cross-sex s iu m.g \ cousin) ionships are 
the 
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s (and cousins) of same sex ... 
a man his full er half ers ( first OCUS ) are 
may any to a 
me ing with h iend, though he never 
on sex. But as an may vis a 
female cognate in house, whether or not her 
pt'esent, he may in look 
. _,, 
1 . .1, away. :Most women t more p their 
or they take any other 
or woman. A woman's in 's s 
re the bond en them* 
she a P or some buy one, 
s they would both 
art of 
no requ.est for 'pay-b ' of pigs a woman t to 
oereimi:inies to • Close 
without fea:r 
that and b her t do so. 
ll. man close-by er's husbaYid ate 
not SS appeals for • Then 
him his 
for brothers-in-law, 
away. a run her 
fathe:r return to 
largely determined by or not her husband 
with p for the ceremonies. 
her kinsmen remind her of th and tell to 
is 
s he has wounded severely. 
send a ing to go, 
p has beaten her very 
ave her 
to stay 
, or if 
he does, 
.,. rm-
her 
re-
fuses return, another husband. 
advise the kinswomen, never u~se phys on 
they reach adoleecEmce, 
The desire children, so marked a o:f 
ineal soc iet s, the Kunimaipa, Most 
couples want some children. A woman wants 
to with small chores about the 
a eon 'to follow in footsteps', and both dren 
who look the old • 
ness is not a 
' 
and production of children 
not the ie:f of' marr • A couple who no 
ren can y adopt some i:f they want to. 
Abort is very more common than icj.de. Men 
as as women. approve of both pr act and e as 
occur the sugge of husband. Two 
l 
women newborn female a creek. 
an girl child, but 
2 
one can be cited from parish, Formerl~r, a 
man was y happy enough with one or even two daughters, 
but icularly wanted a son a daughter might 
be killed on h instructions, a woma".l could 
exchange 
into 
baby 
husband 
a boy, or she might 
3 
• 
women s they do not a succession of 
' 
and used_ to cons the 
that daughters would br for k il 1 i.,,~g 
ceremonies, would look after their old age. Now 
that a is paid on marr , the st and ard col!Ul!Gl:rt 
by on the news of the arr yet another 
is 1 's 
are 
as are 
One woman 
cumbered at 
to make 
woman k 
to have more 
wants a 
succes 
2 
, she will money me' • In fact, 
just as young 
sons. 
did so because she ioipate unen-
a dance-village was being built 
annoimcement brother. The r 
because she considered it 'like a pig' 
than one child. ( s another woman who 
will take a twin, know of none that were 
by a foster ~ ) 
There 
extremely 
3 
no ban on premarital sex * bu.t it 
rare a girl to a befc)r€ she is marr 
infants were • 
• 
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Contrary to one might , the infants of women 
who d in childb are adopted rel at s 
Compared the two oases of 
there are two children each sex Omu who have been 
successfully from b by foster one, 
1 s who her own 
child years ago. 
Most men are very of the rights over 
ir wives. major at the wives for even the 
faint icion adultery, s 
wounds. The husband fights 
even to kill Only a a 
blind Nevertheless, ·+ commonly agre a good • :Lu 
more adulte.ry goes on ever of. 
borne out by conf.idences of people I know well. 
cases become knowledge only when a woman 
reports mat her claims ion 
4 
court, was not same 
women to publicise matter neither was there 
the same :L'lcent submit! 
All adult ingement of husband 1 s rights, 
only with a 'shame morally 
The f a p often as well. 
A husband even ad ed 
man who her, , or 
her because 
l necessary for man to have with 
woman to magic. 
ad of ily a I ~ a man 
" ' 
may suggest the adulterer they become 
s . ) . main purpose 'th ,.,_ i lvUv 
two men is of one or both the 
wives p women to as 
term re-
may be ople' , 
but, from the ing sex 
other all respects as 
'pain people', though they just it on di:t:rerent 
grounds. of opposite sex re each by 
the spouses, and use s ing terms 
5 
and 
vPP" rare), so I 
over, and obl 
hip 
see such a rel 
say whether two 
ions , the woman. 
, 
a 
I 
predomina;te. 
over 
than one 
• The relat 
y 
non-sexual 
women are equ.ally je 
ds. The 
fiercely and; 
by the women, 
Favour it 
also a cause of ion between 
a 
husband. this situation a woman 
fact u11.less sl1e 
an exceptional man 
when his author 
by 
, and as 
of their sex 
men ·to have mox·e 
except ions, s11c-
e to remain a 
Vfife 
no really s 
enough to leave 
·beat his 
aggress 
ome, whatever 
his s on 
reason. A man has shame 
beaten her, 
the t 
susp 
tive 
reg1U 
of rel 
by 
sanction of 
ing re1at ions 
ions \vitb. kit1 or 
a wide range of var 
spouses. 
.frustration, o::r 
iously less 
e than is in 
in the :t1armon.y 
a matter of 
, for no confl the inte-
and wile. Marriage s n.ct 
sever the between a woma.'1 brothers. 
c , husband to 
chief them 
p their brealrn , their 
• the 
'a her obl to By ins 
p is rec al, the give 
husband no reason to honour-
ing her obligations. 
important of a 's joint 1 ur 
by a man 
shot1ld killed t his kin, 
the other f bv the 
" 
's kin. conseq1i:.ex101es 
a to &'1 equal to 
depend on whether I have 
t ha·ve none wife ave 
they have 
and woman does to ave them with 
it believed she made to k her 
few men are so short-s as to r 
general* of the 
p a matter solve jo 
d ion with, at d:isag:reement,. 
ever, pr act a d,ivisior1 not 
as the a The from 
lists g by 7 marr couples of p 
6 
I 1 s wl1ich 
were the in which were res 
at the time, becacuiie prov i.uu1e; the pigs 
(for 
• People 
other rarely .for the 
of a man L"l the of 1 • 'big 
a hamlet residence are 1 d 
igations s a 
1.ife of of 
a sense, are killed 's kin,. 
the table I also 1 
were op le to both 
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wife, to ne es 
not to ipate big ceremor1 
the is.h 
ceren1011ies 
are ose of et r spouse,. 
a couple are both from the same par , there a much 
to the 
accounts 
column spouses are 
the same par 
of p killed 7 
Ii us band 10 5 6 
l't 9 6 
14 
8 8 
27 15 7 
10 3 6 
26 27 
80 41 
big 
held 
are then left 
kin 
th the pigs were 
ctively. 
a tendency for a n1gner proport 
the 
not 
to 
the same 
witl1 's kin 
ish as 
are more pressures on 
kin 1 
to 
will be 
of 
is 
ing, 
1 
people 
a d • 
it as a reason favo 
the 
they 
some 
the 
• 
pigs 
come 
with 
' 
d 
d 
some 
p 
as 
's are not 
:L"l the other 
's male cous 
to 
if 
The two i.c"l th who 
d 
• 
's kin as 
In one case 
the 
number of 
the number of 
of 
kinsme:rr"" s the 's k 
supported ands 
as as 
k • 
In , , proportion 
with of each spouse roughly 
pigs at ceremo-
the 
herd 
same 
's 
we 
's 
the pigs in res • 
s the 0 are m1ich more l to l 
an.d's ice more pigs 
are k than • 
a+ 
" 
by a iowsh avoidance, 
between affines ion than 
d ions. is a ion on 
8 
or ind • A me-n 
narne of avoided 
' 
nor spe her 
• they from a d and 
from e as so. never 
house or ho11se ( :L"lg h 's) where 
, nor may he use any which has 
oes a woman avoided 
be form 
neve1" share 
People e op po-
sex weakened since 
of contact, some men now shake 
, and the names 
' a 's mother 
women .. 
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say, was not done a generation a.go. But the same men claim 
that they still strictly observe the rules of avoidance with 
affines opposite sex and same ion, and they have 
no explanation why the contact situation has produced changes 
which have become accepted in one and not in the other. I 
suggest a reason in a moment, 
A man refers to affines of opposite sex a."d same gene-
rations as himself and his wife as (ankamepu, sing.), 
He uses the term ankamepu for wives of cognates and female 
cognates of his wife. There is a difference of opinion 
whether should treat wives of wife's male cognates 
as affines and refer to them as ankamepu, or as kinswomen. 
The majority insist that he should treat them as affines 
unless they are his close cognates, but a few treat them as 
kinswomen and do not avoid them even they are not closely 
related. In either case they are not eligible as wives for 
a man if they are widowed. 
Affines of opposite sex and same generation are often 
simply referred to as 'shame people', tuari. Strictly, both 
close cognates and affines are 'shame people' but if a Kuni-
maipa is asked who are his tuari 1 he thinks first and foremost 
of these affines, for with them his relationship is dominated 
by shame even more so than with cognates. Accidental con-
tact is enough to make a man react violently and a woman 
weep shame. 
away shame • 
usually, 
with a 
is 
said 
no 
pigs may be killed ' 
his or her 
Under circu.~stances the is over-
• , takes precedence over affi:nal 
For example, a man's ilateral cousin may 
cous though becomes 
avoided. Her co-wife avoided 
his 
of a 
as the of a U."lless also man's re-
• 
Secondly, a between the offspr 
r1odehol a man avoids 
he 
ma:r'I'ies his 
her as a 
'e brother, 
precedence over the 
woman. 
and he 
usual for 
of 8 to 10 a:rs 11ot to ave :td the 
's vrife even though 
But 
ionsh 
e not avo 
up 
of 
second 
sex, 
even spouse of a s ibl :ing. When they b 
tl1 rnost to avoid ive, but a 
do not. this ions occur which can ex-
plained on the bas 
these 
they as close instead of as affines. 
op po-
sex treated as kin avo ed. A man 
every woman of 11 own wh.o ts his 
'e .kinswoman or as of one h k 
ing course his own me ans t any 
wife a woman he previously 
a YO The marr the 
or divorcee msman, or a d a.ct t kinswoman 
or h • 
can lit doubt about the po d 
oppos sex same into 
kin the ite 
sex are by morality of k ip, a 
wh is the e ars in 
of sex buttressed by obliga-
tions aves UllI'es 
the problems sex other persons oppos e 
sex, and is gap the of • 
ion on sex ions a man 
a.nd women of sarne would seem to 
main reason 
are women, , but past marr 
potent sex 
of enjoined on a man women 
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the likelihood both of sex relations with and marriage to 
them. They are 'forbidden' but not 'sacred'. 
The avoidance serves the funct:l.on of eliminating, in 
theory, and greatly reducing, in practice, the conflict be-
tween cognates which might arise in the event of one of them 
committing adultery with the wife of another. But if pre-
vention of conflict were its primary function, as is often 
9 
the case in primitive societies, we could logically expect 
that it should apply more stringently to the wives of the 
wife's kinsmen than to the kinswomen of the wife, because 
wife's kinsmen are more active pig-supporters for a man than 
the husbands of kinswomen of the wife. Thie being so, it 
is less in a man's interest to quarrel with his wife's kins-
men than with the husbands of kinswomen of the wife. Since 
is some difference of opinion about the need to avoid 
the wives kinsmen of wife, but none at all about 
avoiding the kinswomen of the wife, I conclude that the 
function of avoid confl is secondary rather 
imary. 
The term. lelamapu for in different generations 
used to refer to the spouse's true parents and their 
A.R. Radcliffe-Brown, 'On Joking Relationships' in 
Structure and Function in Primitive Society, p.92, 
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siblings, but is rarely extended beyond sibling sets. In 
the generation below it applied to individual spouses 
of very close relatives only, The people to whom it is 
applied are usually much older or younger, and that, I 
suggest, relevant to the relaxation in avoidance between 
affines of opposite sex and different generations which I 
mentioned earlier. The Kunimaipa restrict both sex 
tions and marriage to people of approximately the same age. 
For that reason some relaxation of avoidance between them 
ca,..r1 be tolerated, whereas any weakening of avoidance between 
aff ines of the same generation would likely to have 
serious repercussions for the marriage regulations. The 
of this argument will be more readily appreciated 
after the discussion of the marriage rules and the rela-
10 
tive frequency of deviation from them. 
The relationship between a man and his wife's true 
father is more restrained than any kin relationship between 
men, whereas male affinee of the same generation, if they 
are temperamentally suited, may even joke together and tease 
each other a little, though few in fact do so. A man avoids 
physical contact with his father-in-law, they 
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sleep the same men's house they never occupy each other's 
sleeping place or sleep :L11 adjacent positions. They no 
longer observe the former ban on mentioning each other's 
names. 
The term male affines of the same generations as a 
man and his wife, anezaBu, used only between close affines. 
The behaviour between most male s is ind inguishable 
from kinsmen of the same generation. Occasionally they may 
come into conflict i:f a man beats his wife and i:f she calls 
to her brother for help, but it shameful for them to 
and fight, as it is kinsmen. 
The relationships between female affines do not differ 
significantly from the ionships between female kin. 
Features of the kinship terminology 
Kin and aff:L~al terms are diagrammatically illustrated 
i.n the accompanying charts, and the categories people to 
whom terms are applied are listed Appendix 1. 
As we would expect a cognatic society the kinship 
terminology is symmetr about a ical axis; exactly 
the same kinds of distinction are made in the categories 
k related through each parent. Reciprocal terms, disre-
gard:L~g age and sex, between a given generation and the 
second and third ascending and soending ions rela-
t it are a featQre common to many primitive societies. 
in a 
and f 
d 
t 
of men 
nonopu 
avoid are 
papapu 
does not 
are 
gene rat 
These men 
men 
a 
re 
term y 
avoids 
s own generat 
ascending 
and guapu -
All men whom a 
to that child, 
Conversely, 
are azapu to 
ion is not d 
as guapu are 
whom she can speak 
' 
move off the path to 
the 
are divided 
' of womeu 
'smother does not 
those she avoids are 
women a child~ s fatl1er 
a child to 
his mother's 
without having to 
to pass. 
to the child by same guapu, 
or 
women 
a.voids and 
o refer to him, 
s papapu 
on sex. S"-l!l.J..L.ai 
can meet as azanu, by 
women biz 
to 
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propose such marriages; but they are willing parties to get 
an extra wife. 
15 
Marriage between a man and a female, kapotakapu, is 
a borderline case. A ma.11 has 'a little shame' wi,th such a 
woman, but the 'badness' of marriage to her consists largely 
in double-banking on an existing relationship instead of 
creating a new one. 
16 
Marriage between the children of absokuri, who are 
not 'shame people' to each other, is 'bad' because 
terminates the advantageous relationship by which the 
partners can eat pork from pigs reared by each other. 
Parents do not arrange such marriages, and they point out 
the folly their ways to children who might be cont 
:L11g marriage with an existing or potential absokupu. 
Similarly, fear of losing hie advantage, a road 
owner may object to a marriage which wiJ,l link two :families 
17 
at either end of his road. Two such families visit each 
other continually, and in doing so make gifts to each other. 
For the most part, a road owner does not view small-scale 
exchanges of this sort between affines as a threat to h 
15 
See p.102. 
16 
See p.307. 
17 
See p. 298. 
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also because two kinsmen, depending on how closely the two 
women are related, share all or part of their respective 
categories of affines. As an example from contemporary 
marriages in Omu, three men who are members of Zahoina's 
kapot by patrifiliation are married to tbree women who are 
members by patrifiliation of Zaniwa's kapot. 
Marriages involvtr.g different generations give rise 
to ambiguities in the relationships of the offspring, 
occasion no concern; such marriages are by no means rare. 
Fin.ally, a man may marry the wife or widow of 
nodepu, and the chi.ldren nodehol may also marry. Occa-
sionally nodehol exchange spouses permanently. More usually, 
a man marries the widow of his nodepu, though a polygynous 
marriage of this type is often no more acceptable to a man's 
first wife than any other. 
The marriage of offspring of nodehol is considered a 
good marriage, because it is the 'pay-back' for their 
parents' relationship. The children of nodehol may in fact 
be iblings; a woman who has been having sex relations 
with both her husband and hj.s nodepu, when she conceives 
considers both to be fathers of the child. Some people 
consider the children of the parents' nodehol as siblings 
and therefore ineligible as spouses. Nevertheless, is 
wrong for them marry only if they have been brought 
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women ei 
or k 
the 
a the wives were 
women ave a husb beats 
mo re accommodate s an 
more 
A woman does not 
they are 
man sent 
are 
mar::e spouses s seem rm1 
nearer ir own age when the 
• 
cnan.ces of a 
are to of marr 
of time 
• 
men 
more men 
women one d a ·few wo·men { 9) are 
of the d. the women, 
and womex1 n.o d 
is of me11 are 
to a mart wife see 
a 
a success ivad ' 0 
one ures .. 
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Conclusion 
The durability of marriage, like the system of marriage 
of which it only one aspect, is a function the bila-
teral kinship structure. Though marriage has repercussions 
for the society as a whole, the obligations incurred by it 
primarily concern individuals. l'arental approval need not 
be sought or given, and there need be no ceremony to pub-
licise it. A man is not dependent on a kin group to provide 
a bride-price, and the continuation of the marriage does 
not involve corporate groups in asymmetrical or reciprocal 
gift-exchanges. A married couple meet important obliga-
tions to individuals their respective kindreds from the 
main product of their joint labour - their p herd. A pig 
herd can be built up in a year or two, and a woman can 
support her kin with pigs equally well if she married 
to any one of a number of men. She cannot meet those obl 
gat ions if she wanders from one husband to another at 
frequent intervals so, quite apart from her interest in 
remaining with the father of her children, she has an in-
terest in the continuation of a marriage which allows her 
to fulfil her obligations to her kin. 
In looking at the consequences of the system of kinship 
a~d marriage for the society as a whole, pig-support is a 
convenient index of all the rights and obligations between 
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8 • a , a man ex-
tend 
were ed 
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ar when we come to look il'l. 
marr fl.as Lmpo 
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Some t later saxne man }J.ad a.11 
co us were the sons of 
true are b ers 
fil ion :i.na' s kapot Omu, girl said 
e advances to her she 
are b ina 
' 
not a Zaho pe:r·s or1 , I 'm i:ng emphas e 
his she 
because VJB.$ to res magie 
he d on her. 
The cert det • 
the , whereas 
was ul tery, not issue involved. 
Se 
' 
CoillJl10n kapot is fill i 
secona. is an Omu dist of s 
icar1ce only the 
both women, it was clear 's 
his to closer or1e woman 
than to • The d deri"'ves from res nee 
a:r1d impl 
ina man and women were as by 
y are re as be 
like i;rue that 
' 
t11e no oser 
5 
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they 
accompanying panorama. 
to r 
A 
serve to 
a situat 
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s 
man never 
1 
having 
he 
is the 
a 
a short d 
slopes. 
though th.ey are 
account of two typ 
b 
the quite difficult 
is constantly 
andoned and new ones 
varies as famil 
to make a perm:an.en 
place or 
a hamlet he 
residents 
towards which the 
a i:re • The reslll ting groups not 
tion over t , but each d 
chap 
• 
hamlet settlements. 
this chapter 
will be noted 
the timber line 
group is c 
s built there. 
settlements 
of describ 
Not only are 
d, but the compo-
leave it. A 
decision 
people, 
there unt 
a big ceremony... Tl1at 
as a group are 
va:ry in compos 
from others. In this 
ion of a number of 
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hamlets, I discuss guide men 1 s cho of 
residence. 
wife of a man 0 (see alogy of res of 
hamlet V} d in hamlet XII where lived, t as 
houses were be completed the dance-vill there., 
soon as this dance-v ceremony wo be completed, 0 
had planned to accompany his two older brothers whom, 
among others, was l ing, to where the 
the of one them were intend to hold a ceremony. 
With a~e of O's the problem arose, where was She 
to be buried? she were be jed where had lived 
(hamlet ) , 0 wou1.d have to l ing 
the ceremony, and due course organ e ar1other ceremony 
at si.te to perform 
to tl1e et 
XI), 0 would be ' 
the men of that hamlet 
to hold a ceremony 
wh 0 
his 
a.dy 
the own 
rites. Were she to 
intended to move (hamlet 
1 
otb.er me11 1 , 
the 
ad, who were not 
2 
se 
rel at tves of 0. Moreover, 0 wanted the 'newr>' the 
pp.227-8. 
2 
See p. 205, 

ceremony would his go 
m up with 'news' of the mortuary announcements 
de relatives others. 0 ed be near 
brother, so a com:promi.se was re 
body of O's wife was buried some away 
:from hamlet built 
to smoke panda,nus. 0 in house, near h 
's , until the d at their 
v in. • went to dance 
the concludir1g st ies then returned to his • 
ceremony over, O's brother and family went to 
hamlet as they planned. 0 was jo by h other 
brother ~11d his sons B and G, fath.er's s ter's son 
and grandson, Hand I, and the sister his dead 
her husband K, son A and epdaughter. K's 
3 
with 
wanted 
be no ar the grave o:f her s • The men bui1 t a men's 
some of them built houses for • 
the men converted another pandanu.s-smok house, a few 
d the hamlet, i.""lto houses for 
hamlet V was established. 
O's 's son T, a young widower, 
father in hamlet XI. T left the hamlet 
two women were 
across the Kunimaipa 
menibere of i-Honome 
returned 
the scene of the old , hamlet; XII, where 
one or two ies were st 1 A little T 
died and the young men with whom was living wanted to 
bury h there. his , real ing that he hrn'"'"' i. 
was i:nvol ved h 's kinsmen in t XI 
his younger brother O was planning a in. hamlet V, 
isted that they could not afford to establ yet an-
other hamlet where they would have to hold a ird ceremony. 
So body of T was taken and buried near O's • Where-
upon T's s moved into t be near the body 
her brother. Th woman and her husb Z had 
living the husband's sister hamlet prior to the 
husband's 
was st 
for Wau in Territory of New Guinea, 
away when his wife moved, and though he jo 
on his return, me they would not have 
moved il the in Vll, had he been 
home when hie wife's brother died. 
Next, an old woman d hamlet , at the site of 
the former dance-v • Her son bur at hamlet X, 
a site he others had to abandon many years before 
cause of the danger of ack. He was a k 0 
most of men living O; four of m, A,K,I and H, 
decided to ave hamlet V join h in hamlet X. They 
did not quarrel with 0 or with anybody else, they 
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returned to feast with 0 and. later joined him as Hoste to 
hold a kavis ceremony in hamlet V. 
Soon after the four men had left, a man, E, who spent 
part of hie time with one wife in hamlet V and part with 
another wife in hamlet VI (both wives lived with their 
fathers), quarrelled with B, another resident of the hamlet. 
The husband left, leaving wife there, and joined the 
father of his other wife in hamlet VI. He, too, returned 
as a Host for the kavis ceremony. 
When ordered by the Government officer to build houses 
a house-1 village the families from hamlet V moved 
into them, and returned to hamlet V for a few weeks in mid-
1953 to hold a kavis ceremony. Relatives of the dead woman, 
the dead man, and G's infant son who had died i.n the hamlet 
soon after birth were invi.ted as Guests to that ceremony. 
The hamlet was then abandoned and the families returned to 
live in the house-line. (In 1956 O, who had meanwhile 
married a widow from hamlet XI, built a house in the dance-· 
village at that hamlet and there made the final mortuary 
announcement for his first wife.) 
Hamlet VII 
4 
the time of the police raid in 1942 the men of a 
hamlet up near the forest had already announced their 
An intra-parish killing had occurred in the neighbouring 
parish of Lobdon and the killer took refuge in Omu. Though 
l.Ilcencion organise a dance-village. After 
the temporary settlements to Which they had 
the t 10 of them houses at VII, and as 
1 returned to normal, began to hold feasts there. (They 
not gone back to their former would 
have more there any future attack.) 
upon those with they previously lived 
them for beginning to feast hamlet VII 
ceremony at ir former settlement. They therefore 
returned to inue ing the 
dance~village was eventually there. 
that dance age resumed feast 
hamlet VII, and one of their number, D, announced his 
ion organise a dance to make 
mortuary announcements his paternal 
been killed raid. 
nCOiilli'ued) 
was not yet under Government con",;rol, the kinsmen 
of the im took word of the ing to the sub !strict 
headquarters. pol icemen Royal Papuan Constabu,-
were sent to investigate. route the pol e were 
jo by a considerable number of people from areas 
tbrough which they passed, they reached Omu just as a 
large part of the ish population gathered in a dance-
village to await arrival of dancers from up the valley. 
In the ensuing aok 9 residents of Omu a w-ere 
killed, and women a.'ld ildren were capt 
survivors scattered small groups lived tempo-
rary shelters for before gradually returniug to 
resume life, 
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The f couple to move in were Z and his 
residents o.f hamlet VII). the 
(see 
recent 
marriage had settled with Z 's agnates I, but 
nobody had given Z's wife p to e. Z's s er 
who lived V d her some pigs to start a 
, and Z and wi.fe moved in. Z's wife later left to 
l hall'.llet V as des er ibed above. 
'J?hen man G married a second wife. two wives 
the new in hamlet 
with • Some t later seduced the wife of 
a kinsman of the men of II, and one of them 
him. He was so shamed he left the haml to 
hamlet VII. 
t r es 
hamlet VII. 
G d d a short time after, and the final mor-
him were performed at the dance-village in 
Meanwhile, G's T le him soon after 
took second wife. She went to marry a man of another 
Wh T's hlIBoand was working Wau, hie brother 
accused T's wife of ing his pig into the bush, 
quarrelled, and t go to her people. This she 
did, rejo her brother I and her mother in 
On his re T's built her a house, y stayed 
unt completion of the da:nce-village this hamlet. 
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man I had lost his children in the 
from 
her nat 
dance-v 
and. 
d 
K 
half-s 
this haml 
hamlet, 
hamlet. 
R, too, 
On 
the men 
in the 
Government 
• 
u 
living 
across 
, and she suggested 
They returned 
hamlet VII. 
men, K and E, moved 
hamlets had 
VII married a woman 
Food became 
over and li·ve 
a house in the 
o the hamlet after 
th.ere. (E is married to 
on completion of 
stepdaughter H 
f-brother 
• 
male .R, a 
married only a 
to T, wanted to live 
t 
K later quarrelled over p 
and his wife le l 
R le the hamlet to 1 
and they 
child was 
ed to build a house 
ion of the 
and his wife, a 
old mother in 
with men 
another parish. 
with his sis • 
smnebody in 
the hamlet and 
dance-village. 
ceremony most 
hamlet used the t to build the houses 
ne 
, but they lived 
came on patrol. 
and 1 
only when the 
• why, they 
re pl 
' 
we and live in house-line, will 
not ak our names: they the names of 
able Counc or only'. 
oceeaing to look the many po raised 
br accounts, let me make a few comments about 
residents i.n the of everyday 
life. 
The group a sense that 
men are :rorced, d ctly or ind ctly, to live any 
one. At no t h does a Kun 
man ever to an deo ion "tO live e 
' 
or with a 
group of people. In the few ars was field I saw 
men reverse dee ions they had told me e were 
tforever'" 
is for men of a haml to s 
co~Jllon men's house, a ing ha oor 
6 
the res 
• A men in each par pref er 
These are the ti of the Government officials. 
6 
7 in a ! 
s e men's each of lived 
men's 
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to a house 1i ve alone, with their sons if they 
, because they like privacy, or because 
want to 
the only. A 
to h.uuo"J-"", and a sorcerer 
The men's house 
a fence keep the p 
in the enclosure. 
lived 
or other 
man may b 
one. 
, but not always, 
is 
with 
a 
by 
planted 
most of the possess in the men's house 
and somet any possess of' their too. 
The bulk of the pandanus kept 
' 
each man 
his own. The men boys t_here; a ion 
somet built to a sleeping room for 
the men. Most married men go to the B' houses 
' 
but the unmarried eat the men's house. It rare 
a man away long f'rom men rs e' except 
following a quarrel. Women never to one contains 
bullroarers or the materials !lsed in love or sorcery, 
nor may they ever enter one where any of their avo male 
affjnes 1 These ib ions mean that building 
is almost excl~~ively for males. 
Each woman has a house for 
' 
young sons, and her p - outs fenced ure 
which surrounds men's house if there :i.s one. Build 
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a house for each of his wives is a husband's responsibility 
and he usually gets little assistance from others, Only a 
new bride or a very old woman shares a house except in an 
emergency. Women are contrasted with men because of their 
reputed inability to live in one house amicably. 
Men hold and exploit property rights independently of 
hamlet group membership. A man cannot be deprived of such 
rights because he lives in one hamlet rather than another, 
or moves from one hamlet to a."lother, A man may hold rights 
in more than one parish, so even a move to another parish 
does not necessarily mean that he becomes dependent on those 
with whom he is living, 
The men of a hamlet group do almost all of their day-
tc-day work independently. Several men may combine to cut 
and fence a single sweet potato garden, but these are as 
likely to be men from different hamlets as they are to be 
men from the same hamlet. The men of a hamlet commonly, 
though not necessar , plant a joint yam garden. 
The residents of a hamlet help each other in a number 
of small ways such as sharing food, tobacco, areca nut; 
providing food if a man's wife is sick; tending pigs during 
an owner's absenoe; contributing food, especially for child-
ren and people; supplying piglets to augment a depleted 
herd; givh"lg each other a helping hand with special jobs, 
and so on. 
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They also provide companionsh , part the 
men, and. for all. end of the day men gather 
men's house to d cuss their ivil; 
of the only sub of 
normally barred is sex, a prohib ion 
all closely related men. Before they 
ich ies 
ave in the morning, 
their plans for the leaders d isouss other re 
day. Leaders are everlast y urging others work 
not to , and in daily cuss do their best hard 
to fellow residents to follow ir advi.ce. Older 
men may mildly criticise 
this by of 
iness in younger kinsmen, but 
command. 
Som et s may be confl of interests between 
a leader !llld younger men. may be constantly urging them 
to kill, or seduce men's 
' 
but to y 
otherwise the wherewithal for 
fe • wants peace and d so 
be plenty of support for ceremony. But other older 
kinsmen, who have not same :L>J.terest in the ceremony, may 
them 
within 
abl a reputation as men to fe 
par 
advice 
in ne 
ings 
prestige, but the confl 
suing each at different t 
OU.ring 
two 
can be 
ishes4 con-
of achiev 
resolved by 
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a man becomes involved a d 
' 
react 
of harnl.et residents depe:r1ds on a er of ors, 
of which common re onl.y one. The top there., 
" I 
fore more conve 
Competition le in gro 
a typ 
' 
occurs occasionally. An 
aspir ad er more 1 to have ished 
own group. 
own view, t most import ass they 
render each other ceremonies. When a man over-
d by grief sorrow, fellow res ents bury 
de relative contribute pigs utut 
:ing; weddings each other's children; 
Pig-Supporters become s 
' 
ceremony each 's sons; s 
one o:f number by him a p when he ds a 
hou.se a dance-village :in hamlet, so on, 
hamlet, only activ s in , without 
t , they take part are the feasts and ceremonies which 
they themselves Those are the goals towards 
endeavours as a group are directed. 
See chapter 8, 
To the 
get ing over a iod of 40 years, 
but proved be imposs • given by one 
man abo was so it was feasibJ.e 
to go b beyond i.od almost of 
are alive and can speak themselves. 
When I to the in , two ines 
had been in Omu ish and some, but not , famil 
had to 1 them. was an 
' be gar" by c ing relating to the re ence of J. 
fam:i.l ies time began to b the -1 ines, 
about a year p to my • 
There were 10 haidets Omu parish ory n 
" 
on the s·pur, which is boundary 
ne par Lobdon. One of the ts on the 
, hamlet , contained men of parish 52 
is included. The other, hamlet XI, contained 
men numbers from both parishes, but as the Omu men 
had to live the Lob don 
' I 
one. 
Thus were harr::lets parish territory. 
One them, only 3 men, was on 
s e a recent e which been by 
other f amil s which 1 • Those 
remained w:i.t par :in 
other hamlets so, to avo dupl , l omit de-
~for hamlet. means that no two of the 10 
haJr.lets were foimded ~oy the same, or roughly the same, group 
of ir moveme s from 
one t hamlet to another, may appear two or more 
:L"l the record, but whole hamlet groups do not appear twice. 
Consequently the at the records 
Data for some hamlets cover a period of 8 or 9 years, for 
others it as short as ars. Some e hamlets 
where a 
8 
ady been held, some it had 
Some hamlets therefore extend before es-
t ishment Govermnent control following 
e possible some moves 
which mig1rt have been dangerous the old days, 
but in sample 
.Big ceremonies had 
lines i.n VI 
arrival hamlets 
ceremonies in , ll 
tween hamlets IV 
traditional 
smaller. 
who had made 
been 
VII, 
V. Between 
moves said 
house-
my 
witnessed 
ceremony be-
greater the 
and XI, and a 
That was 
ceremonies were conse much 
s 
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safety factor had not influenced the deois move. 
more difficult to assess her respe 
the 
that 
6 
ier t s there were fewer 
the parish. But as the 
impress is 
5 or 
the 
at different periods, the material here ures:er:n;ed 
the same general outl as the s detailed 
I elderly men a period about 40 
ars. Some f s may well have been d 
:for a different time 
' 
cially those 
moves and the reasons for moving. 
In compi.ling the I have used males as the 
units, though res nee a man, 
and children if 
' 
plus poss an aged 
relative may live h the:i:n~ man 0 
In the sample 
' 
women took / where when the moves, 
the iat in moving, but the husbands of 2 of were 
away working other woman went, without first 
()0118Ul t her husband, to the hamlet where her mother was 
ied. The husb~'ld d me he would been quite 
to going there to live, but because wife d not 
d cuss the matter with h to follow t She 
behave.a like a man 1 , said tso I d no work her" I 
her go on behaving like am.an. I :r:rot unt er the 
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son died and was buried in hamlet d he move to join 
her .. Both men 
de nee "" .L 
cuss ion , perhaps iated by her, in no 
diminishes his r Nor would a man who decides to move 
go himself leave his wife children behind, then 
who would give him his food? is a recent innovat 
wives of polygamous marriages to live in d hamlets: 
they moved together ·the husband. 
The same d in the right to choose a place 
res appl also to widowed persons. A widower may 
res wherever he chooses, but unt final mortuary 
r are completed, a widow should move only with 
permiss the kinsmen of her dead husband; her only 
reason for mov would be to remarry. An old widow who 
does not remarry usually oooup s a 011 own, though 
occasionally she may jo a or son's w 
house, or she may from one kinswoman or to 
the otl1er"" case, she is part of 
household she j ugh she may move 
would also move household moved. 
short, of residence by men, be they 
or wid.owed, guided by ooi:s ions of 
same sort. Furthermore, it men, whatever 
ir status, and. not women, who incur ib 
lit s by taking up res ence a 
men youths are commonly g a 
Host at t1:1e in the There seemed no 
just icat to exclude unmarried or widowed men, and while 
ir1 most cases a household that t 
a hamlet, a ma:n without a or mother can re-
to as a household, The who adult 
ing period been as adult for whole 
period, because except one were :for mo of' th_e 
time. 
were men 1 in t11e hamlets 
when the hous ines were • of the 66 
were sons of Omu men, another sons of Omu men were l ing 
in 
sen"terice 
par 
9 
Table 
s, one was serving a gaol 
shows the between the 8 
in ish and 9 of the hamlets. be noted 
d the time J col 
groups isc·ussed ch 
l iv :i:ag and 
He11ce d 
10 
by a man whose 
the Lobdon. was 
's son {a Zago 
access-
tot 
a 
Table 11 
Relationship between kapote end hamlet residential 
groups in a parish 
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I ! I No; of men; married '! I l Total no. of! .J women, and descend- I Total male 
Name of l men in the ~Hamlet whe • ., ants of woman of .the f Other I population 
kapot I ke.pot by ;men of kiP011 kapot in the hamlet 1 men in I of the 
lpatrifiliationlform nuo eu,--..,.-~----J-----------i hamlets hamlet 
1 1 'Men \\'omen( a) Desoenda;it~ I I 
! ! ! ' 1o:f womhn\&J: ! 
I Zanin ! 
. I i Lamai I 
f Ena.upu t 
Zitai I I 
Goria ; i 
Saia I 
Zuaro 
' 
' Total j 
l 
(a) 
20 
8 
8 
4 
2 
13 
l 
6 
62 
I 
I 
I 
! 
. 
! 
. 
' 
' 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' I 
I 
II 
llI 
TV 
v 
) 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
5 I 
2 I 
2 
2 I 
• 4 I 
5 I 
I 
-l - I 
i 6 . . I 
l l 
' 
I 4 
' 
131 ' 
I 
2 
1 
• 1 I 
• 
-
- ' 
- I 
- ' 
, 
• I 
5 ' 44 
I 
' 3 ! 
j 
' 
l c) i 
- I 
l 
' ' 
-
I 
I 
8 I ! 
l 
l 
1 
-
-
8 
11 
I 
: 
! 
i i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
' 
' 
' ; 
I 
I 
7 
4 
2 
6 
(io 
\ 
6 
2 
13 
55 
(b) 
Some of the men concerned (i.e., the husbands or sons of the women) are sons 
of men of other parishes. 
( c) 
Two of these, a man and his married son, are Enaupu's kaEol by patri!iliation. 
The old man's mother was a Lamai woman, the name by whio he halillet was 
commonly known. Fo~ thi.a reason they are olaaaed a.a tdeaoendants of women'. 
The third is his married daughter and her husband who also live with him. 
Thia man ie an adopted eon of the older of the Enaupu men with whom be lives. 
5 
that 44 of 55 men living the 9 
cent, are membe:r·s o:f or husb 
members. There some just at ion as so-
c ing the hamlet the names, even though 
50 cent ( ir1 a al of 62) actually 1 a 
hamlet assoc iat with kapot which ·they are members 
The per ce of men the were 
living other 
' 
of in hamlets the par , and 
in other parishes. Of these men 
10 were 1 with ki.nsmen wife; 
(1) father of one men l with him; 
6 were living with mother's brothers or mother's 
brother's sons (includes 2 irs of brothers, 
2 
1 
1 
2 
and a and son with father's mot 's 
brother's son); 
was 
was 
were 
li_v 
liv 
were living sis 
wife's "!:1rother to one 
with mother's s 
1 s huslJand (who 
of them); 
's son's son; 
with mother's sister's son; 
living step- or half-brothers; 
living hamlet 
a ceremony 
group :i.n this case 
not§ included. 
) others, had 
before. 
Lob don 
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1 was living a • 
' 
, 
was l a ~ 
6 were 1 
or cross-co us 
know the 
These data, will be remembered• ate to com-
ion hamlet one i11 time. How are 
they to the group s 
et, a11d those jo a.':ld ave a haml_et 
period to the b ceremony ? 
Founders of ham~ 
I am us term for men who alone 
or together to estalil a hamlet. '!'able 12 total 
number founders indieated each t; the 
from 1 to 10 , with an o:f 5. 
hamlet are then accord to their 
as or husb of members a common 
All who are related those are 
as 'others' , a:nd their rela.t ionship to Owner 
ceremony hel-d hamlet. indicated,. 
be that a t of 40 of the 
these harnl s, that 75 , are ers 
or hnsb members t.:t1e severally associated 
them are men cl 
membership in .kapot by iat 
Table 12 
Founders of hamlets, olaasifiad according to kapot. 
Outgoere from hamlet inolude-d for each oategQry~ 
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I ; No. of men. husbands of women, and I 
To!::i."0 • I deecendants of women of the • .,,,. Others 
Hamlet adult ~ ~ (Showing nature of relationship to I founders ,·---;------1-HUsband;-~ffB;;~;nda;t;f Owner of the ceremony) 
t 1- - _;~ - - I- - ~o!e!! - r 2f-~lll!n_ -t - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - "\.. - -m ! ! . Le4 + t • Le-v4 • Le.f'+ I · ..... 
I I 2 I 
II I 5 
III I 3 
IV I 4 
i 
v I 9 
VI 7 
VII I 10\b) 
' I 
VIII I 1 ! 
: 
IX I 10 I 
x I i l 
. ' Total I 52 
. 
! 2 • ·l l ' I I ' I I 
I 
' 2 
I 
: I 
I 3 I I 
I 2 I 
' I 4 ' I ' 
' • I ' 
' ! 8\b) 1 
I I 
! 4 ' 
' I 
' I i I ! I 
!30 
• 
' • . 
' 
l (a) j I I matrilateral parallel eousint(j l I I I I i 2 'diatant 1 fathe~e (who were ! 
' 
I brothere) ) ' l 
1 ! I I ' I I I I 
' ' ' 
I 
- ! I (?\UJ1 - I ' . . . 
I I ; (dead) wife' a stater' a 
1
} 1 2 
' I I - I 2 ,2 l huaban~, son and daughter' a ' 1 I I I husband~ l 
i . i ,1 bi; - I 
. 
- I I 
' l I 
21a1 I J son of ~trilateral male l' -1 I l I oroes-oouain. 
I I l 
·-
' 
I 
I ' I • l 2 etep-bro~here; ~ • 1 I l I - I I I wife's brother and .father! 5' -I ! I 
' 
'distant' brother. 
' 
' 
I I I I - i I I I 
! • ; ' : 5( c) 6 2 I l 8 I 2 I 12 • ' ' (a) 
One later :returned as incomer~ (b) 
Includes adopted eone. (c) 
(d) 
In add it ion to tbeee, two founders left hamlet VIl a:tter ceremony 
the"~ 
lncludee one husband of :rem.ale descendant~ 
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These are men who move into a 
founders have establ ·+ l". 
are class on same bas as Table • 
Where two or more men moved ther ated 1 
man counted because 
men of pairs d not stay or ave t 
though they had come together to the hamlet. 
will noted that about 60 cent of omers 
( 29 a al of ) a:re ,members kapot or husbands 
of ers~ with 75 cent of' 
, men memb by 1011 
number a total 40 75 - compared with 
a 15 among 50 per 
respect pe:r:·cent husba.vids members are 
out 5 among 40 cent 
among _nmner s kapot 
members is ai:ned the incomers, though 
a ightly level. 
To , the tot s 12 
i:ng founders, f'rom 13 relat in-
comers, are comb • 
Tti:ble 1 ~ 
Incom~re to hQll.llets, clasaifiad according tc k3po~. 
Outgoers frnm hamlet included for e&ch category. 
I I t No. o:f men, huabonds er wotuen, and 1 
Otbera I Haml•t l •:1~:d jnf~:;l• L~:::::~:::_:;~B~!::_::.:::..::: ___ , {Unles.s otherwise indicated, relation-ia ahnwn) i Y , J incomers I Men JHuobanda of iDeseendante iahip to Owner of ceremony 
l i I- - .. .., - -.:f .. ')!014e~ "' { Q.f..,'!Ygn;~n- -1 -
- - - - - - - - ------ - ft;.,.t• I I ! l Left eft I I Left1 
! ' io\•l I 5(•) ' I ' 2 ! ' I 'l 1 B-9 l • brother of Wife 1 ! . ' ' ' I II 
' 
8-9 5 l :[(dJ ! .I 2~ i I ' ! 2 aona cf wife' a eiater 2 12 ' 
' 
. 
' 
. 
' • ' 1 i I • ' III I 6-7 1 ! I ! 1 I I I . ! . , 1 ' ' I I ' IV ' 3-4 ' } 1 ' 1 I ! 1 - ' 'di&tant' brother of wife l '. -
' ' 
! I . ! 
I 2' ' I I 
. 
' 
' 
' 
' 
v I l ' l - ! ' 
' ' 
I 
. ! ., 1 
-! ' i 2(!)' I father of wife of man ot ' I I l -VI I 7-8 i • l ' - I 
' 
I ka:pot I 
I ' ' 
I I I ' ' brtithftr 0£ wife of man of ' f I I l(d) ' ' I VII I 7-8 5 ' ' 1 ' I ~· b '1 ' I j - ' -I I ' I I ' I bands of half-sisters I I I I I I I I of men of kapot ,1 I 
' 
I I I 
Ylll I 2f I I ' 1 ' 
- ' 
I ! ' ' ' ' ' I ! ' ' 
' ' I ' ! ' I 1 dirtr;t' brother s.nd hie { I I I I I ' I eon a ; f 
' 
I j I ' ' 
I 
I ' ' I I 
f matr!lateral Pf.'lhl cou.ini 
'' I ' I I I ' 9(b) 3(a)' I I and hie father a.,; I IX 5 I 1 I ' I daughtfr)a husband of 6 ' ' 
' I I I I latter a \together w:l.th I I ' ' I I I I ' I I I mun of k:apot); ( •1 I I j I brother of wife of mst:ri- ) I I I I I I I I I I I lateral cousin . 
' 
f I I 
' 1 I 2 brothefe\of wits of roan ) ' I I I ' I I I x ' 
"' 
I 9(0,0) l z(o) , I I ' or~a'; '4 , 1 ' - j 2 - I I ' I I i ' I ' hueban and foy of fa male l I I ' I I l crosn-cous1n C 
' ' 1a;s(e) Total a I 47 ! 15 ' 11 I f ' f ; I 4 
' 
3 I • I I I I . 
( •) (d) 
Include.e ona pair. Former resident :returnsd. (h) (e) 
Includes four pairs. In l!lddition one- incomer moved from hol~t VII ( 0) after ceremony there 
Includes one group of :four~ (f) 
Includes one husband of female deaoe~dant~ 
Founders 
Incomers 
Tot ala 
!_able 14 
Totals of tables 12 and 13 
i No. of men, husbands of women, and l 
~~'.'.'.::!.~~~:;.-~!_'.!:~~-'.!~-=~:::~-~4~-1 I Me ,Husbands of 1Desoendan ts i I- n i women I of women ' 
- -,- - -·- - -1- - - - - -,- - - ~ i I Left! Left ! Left ! 
I 
I 30 
' I I 15 
I 45 
I 
I 
' . 
I 
' 
6 
3 
9 
(a) 
(b) 
I 
' 
I I 
I 2 l ' 8 2 
I 
I I 
' 
I 
' 
' I I 
' 
I I 
' ! 11 4 l 3 - ' • 
' 
I 
I 13 I 5 
' 
11 I 2 I i . i I l 
includes 4 who were dead 
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Others I Totals 
l 
- -
1 iert 1- - -1 - - < Left 
l I s2 ' 12 5 '14 I I 
I I I 
18 
' 
8 I 47 ,15 
30 I 13 I 99\a}: 29\b) 
I 
1952. 
3 others left after a ceremony. 
' 
It be seen that of 52 men who 
and the who moved in, a total had moved 
out se ta to 1952. o-tl1e1· 
1 resident 3 had ady • The 
are evenly distr ed b and 
-
14 
i:rl 52 { per ) and 15 i.n 47 (32 per \ 
the proport are d members 
ands of mew~ers of the several those 
are not members. The figures are 16 outgoers from 69 
members (about 23 per ' 13 outgoers 30 non-} 
members ( ) of several kapots. words, 
departure among non-members 'is about twice 
among ers, and this so founders and i:r1comers .. 
The slightly h proportion non-members as 
comers thus by h departure rate of 
non-members oviir members. Omitt were 
39 husb of members in 
, 25 members husba.nds of members 
per as sl1ow11 in 11, 44 members and 
of - 80 per 
3 who hamlet VII the ceremony are 
moves a different 
omitted in t d 
for this reason they are 
departures. 
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sect may be briefly su:mmar ed. members 
husbands of of kapots form a major-
ity the 
' a lower major the 
comers unders and omers, 
leave the ceremony held 
do non-members. 
12 
re are two of movement res 
denoe - the change of hamlet s of 
residence s and • 
er a b is a + us v 
' 
it the site oned. is 
espec a ill age is 
' 
cause the 
around becomes very dirty, and 
p do not in 
Equally important is fear that ople may not 
·twice ceremoni.es in same 
'we have pigs ( 0 held a ceremony) ~.' 
Furt'i::er, because 1 of the site the name ,c 
hamlet) 
means both to move 
ceremony in 
ingW 
one hamlet to 
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of the man (or was Owner of the ceremony there, 
other man who s to come Owner of the 
move to a new site. 
such. reasons the onment· s e 
quently as to be a feature of a big ceremony occurs so 
the residence pattern. is 8 a movement en 
masse the res 8 one s another - there 
to from a dispersal of the 
families have lived together, as they 
or in small to establish new ets or in those 
ady in ex 
Occas mei1 of' a hamlet a 
b 
the same s 
ceremony and 
organise a 
Choice of hamlet site 
Hamlet 
land, 
, many years later, st 
e-v 
absence a would be ord garden land. 
not necessary, nor the pract , to pe 
the owners of the land to e on it. No 
any sort made to the owners, and use and 
or 
of 
s around a hamlet passes to hamlet residents for 
of ir settlement. 
A few si 
lTI 
cooking pork. 
have been 
trees .from 
is 
previously, which case 
1 eaves are used 
to a s e to a 
water s;;,pply, but there is no scare ity of such s Nor 
are hamlets built pr ox 
some tendency for gardens to be 
the isb_ which the res 
to 
in 
s live. The 
ough there is 
general area 
job 
an incentive build a 
forest. 
fore establishment Government control an 
port ant cons iderat was security l y • 
an might come from d ction 1 some were more 
likely an ot • 
a si·te chosen relation to 
Re1a~~ed men are 1 to sit es near 
to other company; conversely, unrelated 
1 
of 
to away from e 
and some unnecessary 
trouble over p 
of re 
new 
s 
Any man who 
or to jo 
guide h 
any reason 
t:t1 the 
an al.re 
in 
other, to avo 
as, 
s to cr:ange 
ice to 
clec 
example, 
ace 
UJld a 
con-
t 
he is in the ss of some quarrel 
he was a abOllt 0 a 
subord position, he may want to become of a 
neighbonr parishes 
of by the ir1 
pre st ha-ving names fre at home 
and abroa.d., 
Again, a man will come Owner of a ceremony so that 
he may separately tnews ~ 
man 
important to him., 
ioned in V could 
hamlet he had 
from that dance-v 
have ru..>J 
men' , 
' " .l. _ _) 
of 
pork 
as a 
some 
or 
the 'news' 
pig-kill The 
buried wife in 
, a.".l.d made 
• Had r~e th 
rnews 1 am10un(;em.ents, not 
those h To avo the r insult on 
e score he a to OV\il1 
See pp. 227-8. 
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and to to h ts the 'news• announce-
woul_d 
]'inal is rare 
a et to about is to come Owner 
ceremony·., splits at1d one 
ion ishes hamle·t .. 
s is avo two it:l.oi1s men est ieh 
hamle the 
In short, t11e s their at 
r'3tand the COl!ll.'1\Uli both itiott.s men groups 
war1t establ own 
ets an.d separate ceremonies tc 
, wt1i.cJ1 to the 
number o·f t~amlets, is a coun to 1 
from a hamlet 
until a b cerernony re II; 
feast organ tl1e men of a hamlet tbase~, 
b ceremony y • 
are 
s. 
·the Owner 1 s elder· 
V, even though 
carr 'under• anybody: of 
HC:lliJ.C:t + St ilJ., ji 
'news' unccE1m1onts and the names of 
announcements should separately, then 
ceremonies be held. 
hamlet ce:renaony e:l!:pciees the r 
as 'people op le 
1 
don't know our ~ , and so on .. 
be wondered how hamlets lv and X held 
a det are as follows. 
had 1 hamlet 
when 
resider1ce 
when 
dee 
L-A.-'-"'o", and 
snnou.'lcements 
The men of 
d not abandon , y d 
in the hamlet. feasted with the 
with whom 
due oourse 
When was over, the men 
a n1::rw men t s hoi1se ~ 
man G, wt10 h 11 with 
marked to one res a 
to build a dance-village G 
men's house?' G accepted thj_s for 
to be, and thereupon 
At about same t 
X, G and S (among 
1 iv ed. G's had been 
reasons of safety they had 
a b ceremony. 
and brother .. 
S told me dee 
site 
G claims 
sued 
However, G and 
in the name of 
and only the time 
beg:i.n tl'lf) ings did G move rJ.p 
the same t:L'!le, he publicly 'ir.oved' 
haml,et to hamlet X, and two 
s in 
and Jll!iss 
raid, and 
co-res 
dance-v 
approached to 
hamlet X to 
the from 
I 
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However, it was sometimes necessary to leave a hamlet 
site because of the danger to life of the residents fol-
lowing a killing. This, one might expect, would be accepted 
as su:fficient justif ation to free those who had to flee 
from shame and insult. But not so. circumstances forced 
them to remain long enough to begin feasting in the new 
hamlet, they stayed and held a big ceremony there. Then 
they returned to the hamlet from which they had fled, re-
sumed the feasting and eventually held a big ceremony 
there. 
I attended such a dence-village. At least 40 years 
ago a man in Lobdon parish announced his intention to 
a dance-village. Before he could do so he was killed. To 
h fellow-residents fe the obligation to hold his 
16 
'orphaned' dance-village ceremony in his name. Before 
they could do so, the s was abandoned because of the 
danger of attack. In the next generation his two sons 
15 l continued) 
building further dance-villages, they would have built one 
in hamlet IV. However, since the only reason for doing so 
was K's challenge (nobody had been buried in the hamlet), 
they 'moved' their feasting to hamlet X, and they do not 
intend to hold a ceremony in hamlet IV. Though they did 
not make the point, K has since died, so the technicality 
of precisely where G built the dance-village will not in 
the future cause him any embarrassment. 
16 
A hamlet may be known as a dance-village from the time 
the decision to build one is made public. 
moved to site, they to gain 
of their to the ceremon;y-- ... In 
me ime one them also a • 
s these two men had xnfil"r an Omu man 
was her son grew up 
wept as the father's 'orphan.ed 
of t or1 this accotu1t I> 
resolved he would organise c ererrrrnnv, 
to s cf the 'orphaned' (hamlet XI) 
and., a per of he; his surviving motl1er's 
, and his st succe a 
They d so in name younger 
mother's was b h grandson was born, 
shame the old woman and brother 
gone 
' 
at cred accrues man .. 
Not only did a in 
two of 
predecessors had been to do. 
are seve reasons why rule 
a ceremony is held l the number. 
A man on h own 'does not feast ast 
without nece,sisarv qu!il ies and 
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cannot sucoes the from 
grows, ceremony • 
older kinsmen dire ct establ a hamlet 
and s to ass guide, s you:ng men 
net es one. , no man or group can 
to s his or 1r resources too , espe= 
cially supply men whom 
are ady commi to ass t at mt:iny r 
ceremonies, a man wouJ.d foolish 
hamlet. 
factors re 
i+v .. of men fer the 
shared 
reasons defence were 
not of 
o ion will be 
as one a gro•J,p, may h personal 
or • re 
' 
some 
' 
ot to carry a 
was anned, to serve as a con-
st amb or opt 
When a man or a of men s a t, it 
is not that y have a cific reason the 
big ceremony. have ir all 
with atives d 
old-age announcements, or one their 
fired amb 
+ v 
a 
" the l 
' 
sser 
on whiob 
ent, of 
men 
is never 
ors are the s 
foods, 
the can draw, 
becomes 
inc en-
and, to 
ity 
network 
rec ions by :means vJhich each ma11 an.d e 
up credit assist others 
A man who not to est joins 
one Ri1P1nnP., either the same or 
par • In sample, 4 7 men had 
10 hamlets and 32 moved away. moves i' 
both HteP'nT" ies, so that are only moves. 
Included 60 are one group 4 men and 6 groups 
2 men. 44 moYes were e by men 
• Tf1us, s t11e un:i.t moved 
for moves to e a new 
• 
residence 
reasons the 60 moves were ob 
the men c riric1>,.·npf! if were st available 
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interv-iew"' was o che d other 
were when reason movh<g was some 
act of b which was d 
' 
steal kill a P an could 
be 0L1nds to conce because 
In cases of 
accepted as more 1 to have rt the cause ·move .. 
The ruie the res of' a 
ll.ht ab 
to e i "li.d uaJ. ma:n $ The j of a 
man aves a hamlet pr the b ceremony 
e onnnt1n t to nim 
into : ' pre cbange{i 
res oe came d h 
move off 
' 
the fool. held 
' 
no 11im as 
he were 1 a man who does 
wThe corre to remair1 a hamlet one 
held part iD b :i.g ceremony which 
out 
founders incomers behaved according to 
rule, but not. Cons.ider s had 
at the t ]_() s' it 
3 
more 30 
would be likely have it before b 
held other 8.. •r11ere dis-
crepancy between happens. 
r·u.le 
a hamlet the b ceremony is i' b1J,t does 
not, he can avoid the risk of ser he 
becomes a Host the big Ir1 ures 
are 
reasons given for mov were s 12' 
6' :foll a death 4, pigs 3, to t food 3, 
2, one to join a man who had est a 
alone, to jo men who had returned a lo:r1g 
sojourn 1'.ie't'1 a, and one the man he had 
j sub left 
on 1 + conrp.Le.,; big 
raxy res to 
Of the 
a'tme:n.t of a wife or 
• 
they had 
arose from 
p 
. rl rerilaLYJ..u,,er 
., or 
digg 
tempo-
the 
gardens, 2 from failure c1bserve a ba.11 on ase of 
, 2 from d ibut pork one from a 
court case. 1 quarrel men 
ferent s. 1rhe man who m.o""red, his 's father 
to to 01J'm. parish to escape the 
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the others were 
srune et, but t11e same pe.r:iod t11ere were 
more than 
( A of d 
" 
resident, ste 
or s 11is pig, man 
A man w1:10 ca us great 
by anothe.r .res even they do not; 
openly, but or not to a 
leaves a ser may 
unt t comes to hold b in 
h s fe , though 
allow l1is to tend. E I saw 
was preceded by s t 
men co11cerned 
are 
the b ceremony, and that case a man who leaves 
to end in hamlet. 
' 
as all the reasons, men ave a 
witho q:J_arrell feasts 
and they in b 
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Two o:f 6 men who changed their t on 
to wher·e wives v1ere th.em by irk 
women, and 3 moved to the wife 1 s er's • The 
s h man to of 's brothers 
because the two 
lng moves a no 
e to where a be buried, 
for a are :far 
:Ln the dead ~~ v.1~ 1 is usually 
depend on stat·us 0f de a11d 
the c of the r s, 
ceremony may planned. he was a rnan of 
liv to hamlet 
others to jo cerE11wJnv. In b 
s success, a 
well men. 
Nevertheless, wherever ·body i.s are 
man:v close not l in 
' 
move to bur • A sur-
v of de moves dead person 
bu.r another hamlet. was one such move in 
sample.) mar1 
f him, jo 
bur d in The 
of 's kinsmen. 
Cons importance 
is that a 
+ 
" 
moved 
son was 
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two were moves to a 
p is hardly 
ter gre concerr1 .. 
Sometimes, but not 
' 
men are ea move because 
17 
ir pig to in a et .. 
In , a man may leave a hamlet where hs no 
p to 
18 
some .. 
of' 
common among 
men; 
age food 
sit ion 
more do not. 
of 
some on 
suspe 
is 
couple 
bu,t other 
have 
a herd, jo 
by a of food more 
unmarried widowers than among married 
the o::f a 
, a man may move to 's 
the res 
to spare. 
each that moves, many 
are 
a herd, 
piglets 
' 
a hamlet on own is not 
jo others said 'to for a good re as on 
dissuade ividuals dotr.uz so thout con--
For reasor1~ a man does so en 
obt the of will 1 
to join h he has not, his have to weigh 
ir him the ions ·to 
whom • They t 0 
personal extent of support them 
in the +' ' v.ne oseness of tb.e reason 
for , whetCer or not y can afford 
, &.YJd so on. wh 
to be held two have on the de-
cis be d 
Lastly, 
because 
II.gain, not men 
necess move. 
These, then, 
s • Admitt 
two 
a en, due 
is the case of a man avL'lg a 
the man w11om h.e jo 
f :L"Ld in t 
are t reasons g for 
they have been general 
the d 
res?-1.l t pigs 
differences 
' 
say, 
' 
of 
there., 
·+. lulOn 
s re-
an(l it 
two 
ir1to 
extent 
the damage, on al the 
which make eve d some 
om other event. To some 
do have an effect. Or s a 
mavi to move may last of a ser 
d s i1·r it ions .. last , not the 
whole load. 
s, is such d do not 
var is 
simpl~'f 1r1 ter·ma 
prec i a nu.mber of moves, takes 
no of al1 the nee a man 
of rema Some are reasons why a man_ 
chooses to 1 s rather than 
• to 
~rhe compos i·t iox1 of a is the 
var 
' 
I descr them 
In course of the d]"scuss it be-
come ar why some men are more reluctant to 
move before y taken the b 
proceed to should be noted 
' 
any'.f ic 
t of mov 
move is to 
' 
t of new gardens. 
011e t}1e moves hvi were 's 
wife's or v versa, and 
d k ::LY! show no pre-
of rr.rove on t 
reason for moving, sample small 
I wouJ.d not at ion .. 
have owed pract e of the 
t by names I never 
anybody s to 1 in a hamI because 
the men OJ>;.' a ax ka12ot 1 
'I l with s 'I li wi my 
I &ld so on. 
easy to understand lab ell of 
of res 
kanots 
wj_th Tl1e or 
of a.re , or spouses of 
haml.ets - II IX. In these 
constitute 50 cent , but are st 
• , the assoc of 
to one to one. is 
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assoc a s hamlet, the 
iat IS 
assoc 
out of nine are all 
res of a single ts, 
and V reason they a:re 
r1ot the o r seven 
who are not the are 
tot such 
, per ible. 
Ftrrther, t ::ts the s :1-t 
the 80 per are 3 
' 
and 
' 
l are 
er&3 each ka:pot ion are members a 
single cognat stock; the other 3 1 Zaho 
co gnat ocks 'fhe 
men of of people J1ad their OVv'll 
men who hamlet are 
of one sto In 
- IX - did. men 
r. those 
are of are 
pe ted to e 
but who 
ationship l i~.re together. 
tely 
50 
1 
relat 
1 
already ear that a man has a 
of cho his 
of res ir1ence <t 
" some 15 per 
35 
e a -rnan select 
Vl'nen d why he 
with hirr: (or ) . . 
affines the 
does ad to a 
In 52, as we have seen, some 
were 1 with 
wei'e li-v w s, and 
were th cognates,. 
t11e 
to 1 a 
1 . I rep ies ca.ttse as a I 
58 men, 75 per 
' 
were reared ovrn. fathers or 's 
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ity men Obv 
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and live 
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men 
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V the sister (and brother-in-law) the de woman joined 
hamlet, both to be near the body and to assist the 
widower organise the ceremony for the mort 
Others jo an established following a death. 
In the event of a , a man who has a close 
tive buried the hamlet is likely to say to opponent 
1 this is where my father ( c.) is our 
for his dead at holds to 
on feast 
, you .. ! ! • Sorrow 
hamlet; he wants to 
, a man is rel uc-
tant to leave a hamlet where the old-age announc is 
to be made for one close relatives, unless he 
al re made the announcement some previous ceremony, 
or has :Ln mind another opportunity to do so. 
Another man whose interest holds h1m :firmly the 
is the Owner of the ceremony. has become known 
by name often years before l.t is actually 'killed'; the 
onus on for success of the ventuie is as great as 
person and more so than on most, 
departure would be an serious irreeponsib ity, He 
a 'Noman \Vithottt pigs' 1 so on. I wit-
nessed the 'departure' suoh an Owner following a quarrel 
with the leading man of hamlet, but he absented 
only two or three days before a recono i.ation was 
arranged and he re joined the group. 
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Table 12_(Jil 
Members oi' the kanot ( includ 
and non-members, class 
husbands of female members) 
ied according to age 
Age of men 
in years 
under 30 
over 30 
Totals 
! I 
1 Members of kapot 1 Others ~---------------T- ----~--------------7------I 1~fi! 1Lefi 
I I I I 
11 founders 13~ 1 4) 1 founders l~ 1 1) 
I 23 ) 7 I 13 ) 8 I incomers 10, 1 3) l incomers 12 1 7) 
I ' i ' I founders 27~ 1 45~ 9 I :founders 11) 1 I 46 I I {l 7 ! I incomers 19 1 I income rs 6; 1 
i 69 I I i I l 13 
Table 15(b) 
Percentages of men of different ages of kapots 
(including husbands of female members) and 
non-members who left hamlets 
Age of men i Members of ka12ot l Others I I in years ! ! . 
I I I I 60 under 30 I 30 I I I 
I I 
over 30 I 20 I 30 I I i • 
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Chapter 6 
CEREMONIES 
I am using the word ceremony to refer to the complex 
of ing pigs in publ , performing standardised actions 
over the carcasses, distributing the pork and, if special 
buildings are erected, the activities concerned with their 
construction. It corresponds 
that implied by the phrase 
in Kunimaipa idiom to all 
1 
'killing a pig', There is 
no need for them to spec that when pigs are killed men 
perform certain actions over them, and then give away 
pork. It is so rare for p to be killed except at 
ceremonies that it is practically no exaggeration to say 
that these follow inevitably whenever men kill pigs. 
The Kunimaipa distinguish small piK-~.w..~ings in a 
hamlet from the big ones for which spec buildings are 
constructed. My distinction between small and big cere-
monies conforms with theirs. But although I derive the 
names I apply to the big ceremonies from those they use 
for the buildings - dance-village, bolmanepu; bullroarer 
See p.44. 
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enclosure, zamait or pulhaput; and kavis, for Which I use 
their name my usage of the phrase, dance-village ceremony, 
for example, covers only the construction of the buildings 
and the 'killing of the dance-village•. They use the words 
bolmanepu, zamait and ~~~ to mean much more than what I 
am calling a ceremony. 
A dance-village (or bullroarer enclosure or kavis) 
2 
may be 'put' any time after a hamlet established. 
Usually it 'put' years before it 'killed', and 
the iutervening period the hamlet may be known as a dance-
village (etc,) appropr contexts. The usage stresses 
the continuity of different types of activity extending 
over the ars, and culminating i..~ the ' . I 1n.g • (It also 
emphasises the close association of the whole enterprise 
with a hamlet residential group.) But for descriptive 
purposes, I find it convenient to separate the complex 
associated with the construction of build j_ngs and the 
kill of p from all that ads up to it. 
In the broadest sense, a good deal of what residents 
do from the t they establish their hamlet lays the 
foundations for the big ceremony they imately sponsor, 
A dance-village, etc., is 'put' when the Sponsors decide 
which particular type of b ceremony they will hold. 
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B gardens are made to feed pigs, and herds are built up 
by natural increase or purchase. Credi ts are established 
with kin and affines to induce them to become Hosts or 
3 
Pig-Supporters. But a narrower sense the Kunimaipa 
consider asting to be base, kapot, of a big ceremony. 
It is begun soon after a hamlet established, and con-
tinued right up to the time of 'killing' the ceremony, 
Therefore an account of it, together with a discussion of 
the feasting group, must precede a description of the big 
ceremonies. 
Many small ceremoni.es are only another form of ast-
:L'lg, to which roughly the same people are invited, Others, 
such as funerals, are more public, but are prompted by 
the need to make certain announcements, 
Stereotyped statements, which I am calli..ng annow"J.ce-
ments, are made at all feasts and ceremonies. The only 
standardised actions performed over pigs, which are not 
associated with announcements, are those which take place 
:inside the bullroarer osure, when a belt is put on a 
owQ..t.~ boy and a bullroarer swung over his head. But out-
the enclosure, where of pigs are killed, an-
nouncements relating to other matters are made. need 
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to make announcements is an important incent for hold 
ceremonies, so I begin a discuss of them. 
Then follows a br account of feasting ceremonies, 
limited mainly to the structural features. Space does not 
allow a de de script of aspects, especially of 
the big ceremon 
4 
which extend over a period of many 
months • I make no ion the many erests a b 
ceremony holds for Kunimaipa - the prospect of an 
abundance of pork, a change daily rout and the oppor-
tunity for goss ing with vis ors. A dance-village provides 
main occasion for personal adornment and display, much 
of aimed attract members of the opposite sex. 
Love magic is extensively 
tioned, a number of marriages result from contacts made. 
Fleet liaisons are fairly common by the married, too, 
though the rules of avoidance are not waived. 
Sometimes men used to motivated a sp it of 
adventure. Long before it became safe to travel, the only 
opportunity men had of seeing places outside the own 
valley was provided by an at to dance. Omu men 
told me that when they were younger they had attended 
4 
A account is available in the Department of 
Anthropology Sociology, .Australian National University. 
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dance-villages in adjacent valleys in Papua, across the 
border in New Guinea. Mr C.J. Adamson likewise told me 
that at a dance-village in 19 , he met about 
Pidgin akers who had worked on the Ed Creek gold-
fields near - about a week's walk away. But these 
other subs iary aspects of b ceremonies are not ind 
pensable atures, and for that reason can legitimately be 
omitted for sent purposes. 
three essential features of a ceremony - killing 
p , performing standardised actions over them and then 
distributing pork - are basically quite simple. Never-
theless, it will appreciated that the preparations 
conduct a big ceremony, involving many hundreds of 
people, become relatively complicated. (The figure ceca-
sionally reaches about 1,000 for the ' 
dance-village.) Considering the size of 
• of a large 
hamlet groups 
which sponsor them, y represent quite a remarkable 
ievement, especially as they are not publ entertain-
ments which anybody who feels so inclined may attend. 
ople would experience such shame to go to a ceremony with-
out good reason that they never do. 
Yet, despite the numbers involved, ab ceremony 
made up individuals each pursuing hie own ends, and 
ke :Lng account of his own debtE and credits. A 
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Supporter takes pig for a parti.cular , who alone 
incurs the responsibility to 'pay-back' wi.th another when 
the roles are reversed. Each Host makes announcements 
on his own account, distributes pork from OV!il'l 
and Supporters' pigs, for which he gets the credit. 
RUles gifts of pork are described con-
siderable detail, because 
Kunimaipa to them. 
the significance which ·the 
Important though are 
the people concerned, those obl ions between ividuals 
have other consequences for relations between hamlet and 
groups. The mutual dependence of the groups, which 
at other times are openly hostile to each other, re-
cognised at ceremonies. The result is some kind of balance 
their relations between co-operation and conflict. 
Announcements 
The announcements mostly the form of stereotyped 
phrases or sentences. They are listed in appendix 2, to-
gether with a brief account of the cultural setting, 
this necessary. fifty-odd announcements are 
not ranked equally, as evidenced by the size of the cere-
mony or feast which they may be said. Any may made 
at a bigger ceremony than the minimum indicated below, but 
none may be said at a smaller ceremony or feast. 
I Feasts 
A. E!~~1-~1!h_y!g!!~£l!_f Q2£~_Q!b!,~ 
I put outside the child of X and his wife. 
I support X's child. 
I break the backbone of the child. 
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We pour out the liquid (which flows from the rotting 
flesh): later we shall kill his pigs. 
We put my pig outside. 
I undo the be1t of my pig so that it may go and 
fa:rrow. 
I have brought my p 
I put the omos. 
a:nd put them in the house: 
I turn out my piglet(s) so that (they) root .. 
I do the tail and ea:r of my pig. 
I out X's garden with an 
dig and eat the food. 
chase away his hunger. 
axe; he will continue to 
I loosen X's belt, I 
5 
B. Feast with meat 
That 
game. 
We eat the susukap. 
We scatter those who slept be1ow (the oorpse)i we 
leave the body. 
We here eat old X's 'awake' food. 
I put a ban on my areca nut, etc, 
, pork from a ceremony some other hamlet, or 
II Small ceremony without special buildings 
The announcements marked with an asterisk are 
only if big p are killed: hence it more 
them to be said at a b ceremony. 
I do the and ear of X: I give a flower. 
I give X p axe and a knife (string bag and digging 
stick), 
I put a peri:ne :t band on X. 
Let X fl and joke with his/her wife/husband. ii: 
I put a giwot on X and send her on the road to her 
husband.% 
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I burn X's sleeping mat, let her go to her husband's 
house. 
I break the thighs of X's wife and giver the goods 
which to up house, 
I cut the toe nails of X 
We give you X's blanket.ii: 
his wife, etc. :t 
I do the .J:!:i!:!i of X.:t 
throw away pandanus leaves. 
We pull down and throw away the structure. 
We fill the hole at the place where we stood up 
corpse. 
The bones be taken and put string b 
T paint the bone with clay.A ... 
I wash the bones. :t 
I wash X's firewood.:t 
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I wash the house of X who 
pull it down. it 
rotted; I shall 
I here cut with an axe the sugar, e ., that X planted.~ 
x again eat pan.danus, • 
x• s widow throw off face covering. 
x• s a 
" 
II 
" " limb coverings. 
X's II 
" 
II 
" " chest coverings. 
x• s II .. II II II thigh coverings. 
I take off the coccyx bone from X's widow. 
I (we} burn my (X's) sleeping mat.~ 
I erect forever the forked posts of X's house, I 
his goods inside. 
I make this place X's hamlet 
I stand up here the legs of X and his wife and children. 
I wash the mud from X's • 
I put 
up 
arms and gs in pig blood, they 
legs and take hands. 
I off the clay from X's mouth. 
obliterate X's bald and put on to old men. 
We put a dressing on X's wound. 
I l the ban on my areca nut, etc. 
Big ceremony with special buildings 
I make X bald-headed, his wife bald-headed. 
I X and h wife a walking stick. 
I cover X crushed banana leaves. 
I :pull out the shrub. 
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ceremony a man makes the announce-
as he holds one end of a st of sugar cane 
rests other on the heap of vegetable and animal food 
to distributed. He may be any resident of the ham.let, 
though if pigs been killed he will have provided one 
of them. The task is quently entrusted to young men 
give them experience, but whoever does it makes the announce-
ments on behalf of all who supplied the pigs, meat and 
vegetable food. 
a b ceremony, each Host, who responsible for 
a group of pigs, entitled to make such announcements 
as he wishes, they are made with more pomp. The p 
are l up and each Host gathers together shell ornaments 
6 
to suspend over them. Nowadays, too, 40 yd. rolls of 
bright cotton material, brought back by workers from the 
towns, are suspended down the arena over the carcasses. 
Each man stands on pigs, holds in one hand brightly 
coloured croton aves, a homicide emblem, and a red hand-
kerchief, The other hand he rests on the pole bearing the 
Pork from pigs over which the announcements were made 
used not to be eaten by ives of the subjects of the 
announcements. For this reason, the majority of the pigs 
were removed and covered, to dissociate them from the 
announcements, Since they have begun to eat their own 
pork, all pigs are in the arena. 
shell ornaments and the cloth and, as he shouts out each 
announcement, drops the hand holding the leaves to 
people's attention. 
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It must be emphasised that the announcements are state-
ments only. A considerable number of them allow certain 
things to be done. For example, widows may not remove 
the mourning attire, food planted by the dead be eaten, 
the house of a dead person be dismantled, a ban on land 
or palms be lifted, or a man resume his position of leader-
ship, until the appropriate announcement has 
Whenever there are such consequences I have specified them. 
But the action implied all the others carried out 
for only one - the 'washing' in pig blood of the bones and 
other rel of the dead - and then is merely a gesture. 
When a man says, for example, 'I give (a child) an axe 
and a knife', he in fact gives the child nothL>Jg, either 
at the time or afterwards. The cruc significance 
those announcements is not to be found in their form, but 
in the social context, I explain the various reasons 
why every Kunimaipa ma,n (except the very aged) must make 
them, and then ind ate the important social consequences 
of men doing so. 
ure to make announcements is believed to have 
ified consequences in only a few cases, 'Breaking the 
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backbone of a child' intended to prevent physical weak-
ness, the announcements for introduced pigs to make them 
flourish, and the list of hunting grounds to ensure 
success hunt :l.ng. In a more general sense, men say that 
making the mortuary announcements, especially the~ one, 
helps them recover from the :i:r grief. Raving killed p 
and made the announcement, they are not overwhelmed by 
pa.in and sorrow as they go to places wh:i.ch dead person 
frequented. Similarly, the announcement to 'obliterate 
X's bald-head and put on the old men' transfers a serious 
insult from a man to whom it causes great pain, to one for 
whom the old-age announcement already been made, and 
for whom, there 
' 
is not an insult, 
7 
As I have already mentioned, the Kunimaipa sa;/ that 
the irit of a dead person takes the spirits of pigs 
killed for the to of the spirits. But most 
people deny that the later mortuary announcements, includ-
ing the 'washing' of the bones of the dead, benefits the 
dead any way. As for any effect on the bones, they 
responded to my quer s either with laughter, or comments 
like 'how would we know? bones don't talk'. Nor, ge-
neral, a:re the life·-cycle announcements believed to affect 
See p.47. 
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the living subject. Apart from 'breaking the backbone' of 
a child discussed above, the other announcement said 
to have any spec ic effect on the subjeot old-age 
one, 'I make X bald-headed', which, people say, is followed 
powers. by a deterioration of his phys 
For the rest, as indeed all announcements, the 
Kunimaipa's reasons for making them are 'because it is our 
custom', and 'to prevent people insult us ' • The only 
possible explanation for failure is a shortage of pigs and 
vegetable foods. 
Nor can they be drawn into a discussion of why the 
life-cycle aIL~ouncements take the form they do. will 
be noted that most of those for children follow the stages 
maturation from birth to marriage - infants playing 
with flowers; little g with their string bags and 
digging sticks as they begin to imitate the mothers; 
boys with kn and axes as they learn manual dexterity 
with men' e implements; donning of a perineal band as 
sex differences begin to assume significance; and f:Lnally 
an interest in the opposite sex leading ultimately to 
marriage • 
Then follows a long gap until the approach old age. 
There are no announcements for the most ive members of 
the society, those whose labour suppl the wherewithal 
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:for ceremonies. They begin again for people who are pre-
paring to leave the society, and continue on the form 
mortuary announcements for years they have left 
it. The old set of announcements preced the most im-
portant, 'I make X bald-headed', suggest care for the aged -
cutting the hair and toenails and washing their faces; 
the newer set stress the losses entailed by old age - the 
end of their dancing and the onset of physical de-
terioration. Then comes the most important announcement in 
people's 1 , to make them bald-he , mark:L~g the soc 
trans ion to age, After that they are given a walking-
st , and f:L.~ally covered with banana aves, presumably 
in aJ1t ipation of burial. 
is difficult to determine exactly what the formulae 
of announcements mean to those who make them. For example, 
I f heard the 'tail and ear' one for infants a few 
months after I arrived in the Kunimaipa, when I asked 
why they mentioned tail and ear, I could get nothing 
more than 'that is what we say'. Months later I learned 
about the 'tail and ear' announcement for pigs, following 
the performance of growth magic on clippings from those 
parts of the body, 
It seems 'obvious' that the two are related, though 
there is the important difference that a magical ritual 
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precedes the announcement for shoats and is that, rather 
than the announcement, which the effect element 
promot growth. But though the announcement takes the 
same , people stoutly deny that the 'tail and ear' one 
for infants has any effect on the growth of a child. y 
insist that their intention is not to make a child grow 
well, but to avoid insult. In the course of a quarrel, a 
woman can insult the mother of an infant for whom the 
aac~ouncement has not been made by say 
a tail, you have no pigs'. 
, 'your infant has 
That, course, is a circular argument. An insult 
can be made from any formula, and anyway the real inault 
. I h • f is you ave no pigs • In which case the formulae of an-
nouncements seem to be not very significant. Acceptance 
of a new set, implying quite different sentiments, preced-
ing the 'bald-head' announcement, bears that out. Again, 
the mortuary rites, hair and even leaves from the grave 
have proved to be quite acceptable substitutes for the 
human bones formerly uaed, seems legitimate conclude 
is said is much less significant for the Kunimaipa 
than the fact that an accepted formula is recited under the 
appropriate conditions. 
Further, I doubt if there is anyth:L~g more implied in 
'washing in pig blood' than they themselves admit, namely 
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it 'stands for' all the hard work involved in rearing 
pigs and holding ceremonies. A man for whom the old-age 
announcement been made is no longer insulted if an 
ponent in a quarrel refers to the matter. 'Yes, you have 
done me pig blood', he replies. Asked Why they mention 
pig blood when, in fact, is merely said over p 1 in-
formants explain, 'A man's belly becomes sweet because pigs 
are killed, dancers invited, and everybody sees him made an 
old man. He thinks of all the work which has gone 
into and feels good' • 
There plenty of evidence that the l cycle an-
nouncements are a form honouring the sub je eta. The 
8 
more important of them, together with four of the mortuary 
9 
announcements, are said for the same subject by different 
men at a number of ceremonies, With the exception of the 
washing of bones, which is repeated by close relatives of 
9 
I do the tail and ear of X: I give a flower. 
I give X an axe and a knife (string bag and digg stick). 
I put a perinea.l band on X. 
Let X flirt and joke with his/her wife/husband. 
I put a giwot on X and send her on the road to her husband. 
I out the toe nails of X and his wife, 
I make X bald-headed, his wife bald-headed. 
I give X and his wife a walking stick. 
I cover X with crushed banana leaves. 
I do the utut of X. 
I paint the'i)one with clay. 
I wash the bones. 
I pull out the shrub. 
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the deceased, each man normally makes these announcements 
once only for a particular subject. But close kin of a 
subject, especially those he lives with, should make 
the announcement him before more distant relatives. 
I have already mentioned the pomp associated with 
making announcements at b ceremonies, where the important 
ones concerned with the life-cycle are mostly said. On 
such occasions is common for other relatives of 
subject to small gifts to the man who first makes a 
particular announcement for a icular subject, This 
appl s especially to the 't and ear' one for infants 
society, and the 
old-age 'bald-head' one for adults who are beginning to 
leave it. are to the man who makes the announce-
ment and are not intended the subject. It is s that 
the giver wishes to his thanks to the recipient 
for the hard work he has done to be able to make it. 
Hearing him do so they think of this, the bell of 
the relat s of the subject 'become sweet'. 
As we would ct from the di.fferences in social 
st , there is a much greater emphas on announcements 
for adults on those for infants and children. This 
is shown the numbers and value of gifts given. In addi-
tion, while for the most part only close relatives, both 
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matrilateral and patrilateral, ma.lee announcements for child-
ren, virtually every adult male in the subject's own and 
neighbouring parishes does so for adults. The range of 
subsequent pork follows from this. Close relatives, 
being 'owners' of the subject, are not required to inform 
each other. Consequently, few of those who make ro1nounce-
men ts children give pork to their parents for 
specific reason (though they may well do so for other 
reasons), whereas old-age announcement 
10 
followed by 
a variety of pork gifts. The old-age one is made, too, 
for men and women who died or who were killed in the prime 
of life, at roughly the same time as it is said their 
surviving contemporari.es. Most importantly, an often stated 
'reason for building a dance-village to make the old-age 
announcement for a particular couple. followed by 
an invitation to certain Guests to come and hear • There 
no comparable organisatj.on of a ceremony, or invitation 
of Guests, to hear those for infants or children. 
Apart from a welcome home to returning workers, 
which a kavis ceremony may be arranged, announcements con-
cerning the renewal social relations are normally made 
at smrul ceremonies, which, moreover, are not often especially 
See below, pp. 301-2. 
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orga_nised to make them, other words, they are usually 
delayed unt a ceremony being organised for some other 
purpose. They are a cf welcome or , when men 
jo a hamlet, meet again a quarrel, or a road 
reopened, greater importance attached a welcome 
men returning from work in the towns is not simply dus to 
pleasure of see them safely home. At the ceremony 
distribute some of the goods they bring home, though 
most the cotton cloth is kept for displ and distribu-
11 
t at the next big ceremony in their hamlet. 
The only 'cessation' of soc ions, is 
recognised with an a.."!nounoement, is the departure of a 
guest from a hamlet. I have alre noted that the ne 
'burn (his) sleep mats' has the effect of reducing 
movement between hamlets, 
Plac or a ban on land and palms 
interest to more than hamlet members. Consequently, 
pork must be distributed to ify men of other hamlets, 
After the cloth suspended over pigs is cut up 
and given by Hosts to Pig-Supporters. In due course pig 
must be 'paid-back' with pig, cloth cloth. 
12 
See p.226. 
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is usual to do so from a ceremony organised 
some more important reason. The others are 
sa at a feast with vegetable foods, 
will now be clear why all able-bodied Kunimaipa men 
ll!Uf3 t and do make announcements for the sake of the own 
8 :L"lg in corrmn.1ni ty, but need for them to do so 
has social consequences. vid_es 
cent men, both ind and groups, to 
e the necess and ceremonies. 
the occasions which ideally call for ceremonies 
practice, 
e more 
fre than resources, e ially the supply of p ige, 
can cope with, but they set a goal which kept continually 
before men' e eyes. That maintains an impetus to hold oere-
monies which in adds 
Good Leaders to worlc • 
e make 
to 
Every man 
oonst urgj.ng 
involved, s 
to soc 
of that 'hard work' are then channelled 
ends. Announcements are not complete 
thew~elves. Those ioh are of interest to only a few 
people are said feasts, but if people other than o1ose 
rela:t ives are to be informed is necessary to give pork. 
That h"'!Volves men, as ividuals and groups, 
tions of pork which have important consequences 
the oohes of the soc ty, both within and between 
parishes, absence of a large-so exchange system 
involving any other type of goods emphasises the signi-
f ance gifts of pork, 
Feasting 
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I use the word feast for food distributions which are 
held periodically a hamlet, when the food put out in 
piles in the cleared space outs 
pigs are The bulk of 
the men's house but 
food is vegetable, 
some of which may be cooked. After the 9"."'lnouncements have 
been a short ick of sugar cane put out 
each person or group who is to rece a p of food, then 
the rest the food added. Smoked pandanus nuts are 
always included if available. Meat included at most 
e pork from a ceremony some other hamlet, 
or provided by the men o arrange the • 
cooked food provided it use<ally but not necessarily 
eaten on the spot, and the raw food meat is normally 
taken to be eaten elsewhere. Consequently the feast is 
not a shared meal. Portions are allocated to residents of 
the hamlet and to those who attend from outs e. 
The most s ic po about feasting that 
is the base, kapot, ab ceremony. inconceivable 
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think of holding a danc ceremony without pre-
ced it by years , and only in very unusual 
circumstances would either a or a bullroarer 
be held without s a.me preliminaries. The commencement 
of feasting in their ha.'lllet is the advertisement that 
men of hamlet, some ae yet unspecified date, intend 
to sponsor a big ceremony there, (For this reason I call 
13 
them the Sponsors, ) Feasting is thus an integral part 
of the ceremony to which it ads. 
A feast is arranged by the Sponsors, who provide all 
or most of the food, though any non-resident may contribute 
if wishes. A pretext for holding one is the 
1 of a. large quantity of non-staple foods. it is pork 
is supplemented by whatever vegetables are available, 
and a hunt is especially organised to provide the meat 
supplement for a bountiful supply o:t' a non-staple vegetable 
food. Fe are held also to certain announcements 
such as those associated with birth, death, or pigs. Or 
a man who has recs ived some pork may organise a working 
to carry out some spec job; his pork forms the basis 
the feast which provides for helpers, Finally, 
as time their ceremony approaches, one may be held 
See p.46. 
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to gather the feast group together for necessary dis-
cuss 
The custom supported by the belief that over-e ing 
of ax1y or all food causes premature aging. Surplus 
distributed feasting. Perhaps more important is the 
bel that 'the dead eat the equivalent' of the food e 
these feasts, though this appl to any food, other than 
the staple, which prepared shared, or pork 
cut , in the men's house. dead referred are 
those buried in the hamlet. The ad do 'eat the 
equivalent' of the same food if is prepared or cut up 
in a woman's house, 
The quantity of food, the reason for the feast, and 
the imminence of the big ceremony determine number of 
people from other hamlets (and parishes) who are invited. 
It rare to invite no guests, The invitation is more a 
matter informing people about the proposed feast than 
requesting them to attend, for indeed anybody may end 
a f'e • Attendance the feasts a hamlet carries the 
obligation to assist with the ceremony which be 
organised there, and. that effectively limits the number 
who oome. 
Non-residents attend feasts in a hamlet because of 
their interest in the ceremony to be held there, and 
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because of obligatiollil to one or more residents, The obl 
tion that between 'pain people' to assist each other by 
taking pigs for ir respect ceremonies. But a person's 
people' are scattered widely in many hamlets in 
several parishes, (or she) cannot belong to the feast-
ing group every one of the hamlets because of the 
reepons ib ity entails. takes a pig to ir cere-
mony he has one availab when the time comes, but he 
cannot commit himself years in advance except to hamlets 
where his closest relatives l , 
Soon after a hamlet found.ed only a few non-resid s 
join the feasting group. Those are the people who have 
obligations to or most the residents of the hamlet, 
and who are therefore likely to have an interest in 
ceremony whatever form it may take, whatever announce-
ments will be said. Siblings and adult offspring of 
residents normally attend the earl st days, and 
other cognates, affines and kapotakari from the two neigh-
bour parishes end in varying numbers. Attenda.nce 
feasts should be 'paid-back'. 
the years s additional couples jo the group 
when the subjects of the more significant annolh-icements 
tc be made at the ceremony become knovm. That explains 
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14 
the occasional competition to bury dead adults. Jllthough 
few families change residence to be near a body, ose re-
latives join a feasting group in anticipation of the cere-
mony to 'wash' bones and make mortuary announcements. 
Similarly, as the time for the ceremony approaches, 
the Sponsors 'search' for subjects for the old-age a:nnounce-
ment, requesting their permission to say it. The subject 
himself would not attend the ceremony without taking a pig, 
and some of his relatives join the feast group anti-
cipation participating in the ceremony to honour 
To stress that underlying both practices the very 
practical intention of increasing the number of people 
join a ceremony, is not to deny intentions to honour 
and obligations to livL~g and dead sub cts. 
For many years the portions food are set out in a 
single series, but as the time holding the ceremony 
approaches they beg 
fie pork. At 
to group them whenever they have suf-
two or three Sponsors allocate 
their own supplies to their future Supporters (and to 
future Hosts who do not 1 ive in the hamlet), but t 
each man begins to make own group in antic ipa.t ion of 
the group of pigs which will be brought for him. Such a 
14 
See p,. 54; 
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vernacular term for Host, heglmitaka12u, is derived. For a 
dance-village the process conti.nues progressively as new 
Supporters join , until the final feast is held just 
15 
before the dancers arrive. 
It be remembered that the K1L~imaipa say that a 
16 
man on h own 'does not feast well'. They mean he has 
only a small feast group. Some members join a group 
because of their obligations to a particular resident, which 
he 1 pays-back' • 1/lere to leave, they may go to fe in 
the new hamlet to which he has moved, and possibly, though 
17 
not inevi.tably, ave the group he left. Each additional 
resident brings more resources than his own. Hence 
welcome to incomers, whoever they may be, and also the 
equal rights of founders 
hamlet group. 
incomers in affairs of a 
Feasting can be seen as a device for keep the 
imate goal as a group before the eyes of Sponsors, 
throughout the long years of ex 
See p. 295. 
See p.209, 
17 
It depends partly on their obl 
residents, and partly on their ab 
commitment pigs, 
ence of their hamlet. It 
ions to the remaining 
ity to duplicate their 
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further serves to remind them of obligations to their re-
spective cognates who will assist them with their ceremony. 
The period gatherings of the feasting group keep warm 
and strengthen the t s between members. That important, 
because whether y become Hoste or Supporters it is they 
who do most the work associated with the actual ceremony. 
Less importantly, provides a progress score for the 
extent of support which the Sponsors can count on, 
right up to the 
time of ing tl'1e 
' 
it is at best a rough estimate. 
Small ceremonies 
I am us the phrase 'small ceremonies' those 
occasions when pigs are killed b no special buildings 
are erected. Kunimaipa use the phrase 'to kill p 
gitpipiah' to refer to such pig-kill The pigs, which 
are not necessarily fully grown, are killed the hamlet 
of the organisers, At such ceremonies is usual 
only one or two p to be kiJ_led, though very occa-
sionally number may reach a dozen or twenty for an 
~ mortuary ceremony. Announcements are made once only 
by any male resident of hamlet who supplied a pig. 
The more frequently occurring occasions holding 
suoh a small ceremony are a death, a marr , a quarrel 
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between relatives, no wad the return of men from 
our in the European It usual 
small ceremony to be ially organised to a 
guest to change residence, but the pre era 
was done if a situation arose which made h departure 
necessary; example, danger to the life of and 
his following a killing. 
Such a ceremony may also be arranged to put a ban on 
the plucking are ca nuts, so that nuts may be left 
to accumulate for a b ceremony. Similarly, men who 
are planning a b ceremony may call on residents 
the parish to refrain cutting pandanus crop as 
it matures. Aft er ing a small ceremony to 1 the ban, 
they together to out and the which 
18 
brought in to smoked. A small ceremony should o be 
arranged to replace a ban on ,land 1 :pandanus 7 etc. vvhich 
was followh~g a death, been ignored. 
The dancers en route to a dance-village are 
tained at 
19 
pass. 
ceremonies in hamlets through 
Those who organise them take advant 
they 
of' the 
This concerted attack prevents the considerable consump-
t of raw nuts which normally takes place over a period 
of several months, and which reduces the quantity available 
for smokl.ng except the years a bountiful crop. 
19 
p. 296. 
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opportunity to make sundry announcements, and Good aders 
advise the dancers not to quarrel, fight, , steal, and 
so on. Outstanding disputes may be settled over the p 
Less frequent occasions for killing one or two pigs 
are the injury i.>i a fight a person the prime of l 
' 
the first pregnancy of of a Good ad er, or 
20 
failure to give pork to a child. (I never saw a ceremony 
held for a_>iy of these reasons.) 
Guests are specially invited to small ceremonies 
a funeral, which anybody may end, and enter-
tai:nment of dancers, The reason the ceremony determines 
who invited, though most of them are pe who attend 
hamlet. wide publicity for an i:u1nouncement feasts in the 
21 
required but pork is 1 imi ted, a 1 ittle may be sent to 
ha."Ulets which are represented at ceremony, b;y 
20 
It accepted practice to give pork to any and every 
ild who happens to be arolh'td - as well as to others who 
may not be - at the time the pork is out up. Should a 
child cry because was omitted., the child's :father is 
very likely to kill a from anger or sorrow. Now that 
they eat pork from the own pigs is not necessary for 
anybody else to kill one, but previously, since a child 
could not eat pork from its father's, somebody se 
to kill a second p if the child was to get any pork he 
could eat. Because of his shame, this was most likely to 
be the person who had failed to give pork to the child. 
21 
For example, to advise men about a ban on palms, or to 
.publicise the return of workers. 
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ermediaries who pass on the 'news' with the pork, The 
number of people invited proportional to number 
p killed. The d:i.stribut ion of pork is scribed later. 
Big ceremonies 
Though man may become a Host at any ceremony, most, 
not all, Hosts are drawn from the feasting group the 
hamlet where the ceremony is being held, because of the 
pr ity of other men's obl ions elsewhere. Similarly, 
on the bas of!!.:!£ variot1s obligations, each member of a 
feasting group decides whether to become a Ho or a 
Supporter, is influenced by announcements he wishes 
to ma.Ji::e and the possib ity of being able to make them 
elsewhere in the foreseeable future. To be come a Host he 
must have a b pig himself, and the promises of kin and 
23 
affines to become his Pig-Supporters. 
is not common for non-residents of a hamlet to 
come Hosts at kavis and bullroarer ceremonies. At some 
kavis ceremonies, for example an.!!!.!:!! pig-killing, the 
Ho • At others, to make 
e 308-9. 
23 
He will have marked his pig ill advance, and probably 
asked some of them to do the same. 
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later mortuary announcements for the dead buried in the 
hai:U:tet, or if is proposed to abandon hamlet, each 
mature male resi.dent becomes a Host. Each man responsible 
for one of the children at a bullroarer ceremony becomes 
a Host, though other res often do .so ·too. At a 
approximat Hosts equal Sponsors at these ceremonies. 
Sponsors, most members the feasting group, 
somet one or two men who not att feasts 
come Hosts a dance-village ceremony. A man who haB 
at·tended feasts thinks, 'This where we (incl.) have 
I shall a house (i.e., become a Host), 
were I to become a Supporter they say later on, "He 
came when we called him to feasts, we gave him meat, then 
he d 't build a house in dance-village, He is a bad 
• I shall build a house to prevent them saying 
Clearly, a man who has feasted for a long period feels 
obliged to become a Host rather than a Supporter, and only 
lack of p prevents him doing so. 
A proportion the men a parish become 
Hosts at a dance-village there, 
when they dance-v 
say the percentage was 
ages less frequently 
is at present t • That is reasonable, s men 
would have been prompted to take ater advantage of the 
less quent occasions for making announcements w.'ld 
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of ts and debts of pork. But the equat 
parish group was never a perfect fit, the re were , and 
are, always some Hosts from other parishes. 
Nowadays there usu.ally at least one 
dance-village from every hamlet the par 
group which did not help another to the 
• 
at each 
A hamlet 
ent of building 
at least one house, would f itself 'paid-back' :Ln due 
course, The day before building operations commence, the 
Owner of the ceremony visits each men's house in the parish 
to inform residents and to for their support. If nobody 
been attending ascs, the men of a hamlet decide at 
this stage which of them will become a Host, and such of 
the as are not comm usually promise to become 
Supporters. 
all types of big ceremony most of a Host's Supporters 
are drawn :from same category of people - h and 
wife's cognates (i.e., his 'pain ople'), his nodepu, a~d 
occasionally his kapotakari in nearby parishes (rarely 
in distant parishes). Different individuals support 
him on different occasions, depending on the supply of 
pigs, his past support them, &c>J.d, their par 
not invited as Guests, to witness a Host making some an-
nounoement of interest to them. is by no means unusual 
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some men from a Guest parish to be present at a ceremony 
as Supporters, or even as Hosts. 
Few men living within the parish where a b ceremony 
held are able to withstand pressures on them to 
take a p , even if they are not closely related to the 
Hosts. This is especially so for a dance-village, when 
the nightly dancing by Hosts and Supporters goes on for a 
month or more. Throughout th time everybody's interest 
and conversation on ivities the dance-village. 
A man feels very out of things he is not attend , but 
he would not dare to do so unless he intends to take a p 
At kavis and bullroarer ceremonies most of them become 
Supporters, while at a dance-village some become Hos and 
some Supporters. 
As a result, pract ally every family in a ish 
attends every big ceremony there, They are not, of course, 
only people who become Hosts and Supporters, but the 
fact that virtually all of them provide a p , is some 
justification for outsiders seeing it as a ceremony of men 
of the par rather than of one hamlet with:L"l "the ish. 
The number of pigs killed at a big ceremony limits the 
number Guests who can be invited. Guests who are dis-
satisfied with the amount pork they receive let this 
known throughout the vaJ.ley, and thus cause their Hosts 
great shame. Consequently fewer Guests are invited to 
kavis and bullroarer ceremonies than to dance-v ages. 
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All Hosts have an equal right to participate in dis-
cuss to oide which parishes are be invited as 
Guests. is not a matter for the Sponsors alone, unless 
they are the Hosts. They are usually outnumbered by 
other Hosts a danoe-v age, and all have an e voice 
to iate suggestions. Disou.ssion goes on unt a 
unanimous decision is reached. 
Very occasionally the Sponsors of kavis and bullroarer 
ceremonies used to invite the rest.of the parish as the 
Guests. other words, the Guests were those who supplied 
most of the p • They did so if they were not on friendly 
terms with neighbouring ishes, and there was no 
especial reason to invite them. But more ioally one or 
two other parishes are invited, depending on number of 
pigs. In any case, Roets give pork to residents of all 
other men's houses within the own parish. 
I:f j.lateral kin of a child per:f orm the bull-
roarer ceremony for him invite h matr ateral kin, 
and versa. both live within the same parish and 
Sponsors want to invite another, they choose that of 
matrilateral of e of the child's parents. 
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rarely are all 
:i.sh, but 
of a ch 's grandparents from the 
same they are Sponsors go back a 
gene often make their choice on the 
is w11ere they to pork. 
The Sponsors might v it e men's house i:n 
neighbouring par to issue ion, or 
the close relatives there to inv o 
residents on ir behalf. Usually men from each hairiet 
attend in response to the i:nv ion, but s inoe in pre-
contact days a peace was not organised 
and bullroarer ceremonies, men who felt nervous because of 
a killing d not , ran no :from the , 
b so met s they did from men of other hamlets 
Sponsors' 
A formal invit ion issued to whole par groups 
s was 
common, the Sponsors frequently made the first at ion 
to the prospective 12 to 18 months before they 
began to build ir dance-village, the hope 
a ki.11 ing which would postpone the ceremony, Such not 
ficat usually occurred d 0iri:ng a period of peace, 
but necessary a formal peace was 
not j,fioat is no re quired, 
See p.351. 
24 
is early 
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Consequently, the formal invitation is usually 
sent the time build :ing the dance-village fence. A 
ch of wood from the fence tied with some guarantees 
to 
' 
neighbouring 
25 
'fork' hamlet, 
cession to the 
• 
the 
• 
ts to the f t in 
st left at 
men that hamlet head 
they in turn inform re 
who the party on to next, and so on~ The 
thernsel ves proceed no further than J' st parish, 
but imless they have a limit to the invitation, men 
from last hamlet par carry it to the 
first hamlet in next. Beyond the par s wb. 
been specif:i.ed by the ts, the 1.s sed on 
more and more casually with ing d tanoe ~ 
is a.dy clear an impo:rtant de 
ing which 
the ne 
will be invited as Guests to a big ceremony 
to notify people about announcements that are 
ma.de. Those Guests are invi.ted hear at or 
ceremonies are the mortuary ones -
ground 1 and 'breaking shrub 1 -
of residence announcements, Guests the er 
It is so because men iss 
dance-village go to 
there news branches o 
invit 
llttlU .. _, t ' 
ion from 
from 
' 
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are people the parish where the res st 
to move to live, other parishes where he has re-
latives ma:{ be invited. 
Both old-age and mortuary announcements are 
the same s11b by d men at a er cere-
monies* The ject 's ose both and 
ma tr 
' 
make the whole 
(or ) ' and y inv d iv es 
the ect on each occasion. Fo1., the old-age at 
least four d of people have to be not 
ilateral of both 
wife. Thus each t11ree categories to ify, 
and all parents of the couple came from different 
parishes it would mean three parish groups, ough several 
can be ited together. Again, if the Hosts want to give 
pork to a part migl1t back a further 
the ancestors either or both ht1sband 
seek rel ives whom they to • same 
appl announcements. 
Hosts 
26 
invite i;he ts hes 
fo11ght,. They 
26 
will soon be 
but during my 
ed to a dance 
bones homic Yict 
out cessat 
fieldwork the 
Givena parish 
they 
to 
of b~omi­
people were 
this reason* 
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respective killers to carry as they dance, next day 
give them pork. The att underlying this praot 
d cussed the next chapter. 
there is ient pork several 1 s of dancers 
may invited different directions, One line 
invited hear announcements, the other to dance with 
the v 1 bones; or both either reason, 
Sometimes one Host the init -invit one 
l • In. the course of a quarrel men seize on short-
coming behaviour cf an in the efforts to 
humil him. A favourite of abuse re12:araing cere-
affairs is to call a man 'the servant of 
' 
which be applied, example, to a man who takes 
pigs support others and becomes a Host, or 
becomes a Host takes no initiat the cf 
Guests, and so on. A man who is way 
the remark, and if he the keenly 
he takes steps invalidate aocusat 
time he comes a • He counters the ass ion 
27 
that ' goes I by ting a line of dancers. 
Hav done so, makes a :L11 front of the dancers 
Re obt the consent of other , s :ince 
he depends on them to give pork to his dancers, too. 
Otherwise his will_ "bad to worse 1 if 
go home isfied. 
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to the quarrel • This is not for their 
but intended for man ed 
An occasional man a des in 
unconventional and ostentatious behaviour, go secretly 
on own init ive, and bring a group o.f' a dozen or so 
men, who are not included the Guests, to dance. 
Such independent calls sound ;judgment, cons 
able leadership capacity to orga~ise, not to ment 
a certajn taste for taking risks and nerve to carry 
them Such a man have already proved that he is 
not to be trifled with. His 
them, sented with a fait accompli kinsmen 
have litt ternative but to back him up, they do 
by accepting the situation as gracefully as possible 
giving pork to d:i.stribute to h dancers. 
would be inconceivable to turn Guests away from a dance-
village, and because of their obligations to a kinsman, 
especially one with leadership qualities, his fellow 
who are Hosts give hj.in pork for which he asks, So, 
while such independent action is not wholeheartedly 
approved, when 
notoriety. 
Finally, all 
should be 'paid-b 
is successful it gives a man a certain 
ations to dance and 
• In the absence of 
pork gifts 
more spec 
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motive, an invit to dance may be issued simply for 
se reasons, though as I have suggested ab eve, 
usually in terms of some d ant kin ionship 
to je of an ann.ouncement whicl1 o would 
been ignored, 
In add ion to dancers a number men from 
distant parishes attend a dance-village as Onlookers. ( 
1 in nearby parishes the Hosts personally, 
consequently would feel too much shame to attend without 
taking a pig.) Most Onlookers are invited the Hosts to 
come and watch ceedings and receive , A few accom-
pany Pig-Supporters who are not nat s of the where 
the is held. 
Frequency of big ceremonies 
It impossible to estimate accurately how of,ten big 
ceremon used to be held, for there is evidence that 
quency has increased s the introduction cf 
European of p (early this centu~y), and more 
espeo 
Miss • 
since arrival in of Government and 
Feople say that European breeds mature more 
idly than d the igenous pigs, thus allowing more 
frequent ceremonies. But the pre very rate of 
building dance-villages is due, part, to the fear 
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Government and Mission may soon prevent them doing so, either 
by force or by persuasion. more difficult to assess 
the of the pax Brita'lllica jn freeing men for garden 
work tc produoe the wherewithal to feed pigs, for th 
advantage is countered by the migration of young men to 
the to~ne as labourers. In case, some of the dance-
villages now being built are much smaller than the old 
days, immature pigs, which never would have been taken 
to a dance-village then, are now sometimes killed a,t • 
Over a period of three and half years, there were 
dance-villages a11d three ceremonies held in 
Omu ish with a total popul of just under 200. That 
f does not include small ceremonies, each 
involving some dozen pigs, or two dance 
several ceremonies adjacent ishes at which 
many Omu men became Hosts or Supporters. (The number 
ceremonies was higher in Omu than any of the surrounding 
. h \ is es. 1 
were 
ing 
the decade 194 seven dance-villages 
Omu, compared a figure s ( 
built the Bubu valley by migrants from 
Omu while they lived there), during a iod which I es-
timate to be about forty years before that. These figures 
bear out old men's claim that dance-villages were not 
so frequently when they were child.ren, At that t :iJ:ne, 
28.5 
in an 'average' parish ( wi.th about half the population of 
Omu) en approx est would be one dance-village 
about every four or years. Interspersed between them 
were the bullroarer, a~d later the kavis ceremonies. 
Indeed, time interval between dance-villages was 
often longer, because occasionally two were (and st are) 
built concurrently different hamlets. may be built 
in same or nearby s, and sometimes, though 
inevit , the same Guests are invited to b 
dist inot from that the spon.e of t¥10 b 
ceremonies by the same group men, on one site, within 
days each other. Such apparently bizarre behaviour 
is due to need to send the 'news' of two important 
announcements separately, For example, y want to 
the mortuary announcement the dead b 
thei1~ , and o to say old-age announcement 
for a couple, the 'news' of both should n.ot be sen·t via 
28 
pork from a single p ing. they hold two 
within the space of a days. Any combination bull-
roarer, 
Less 
children 
ju.net 
and dance-village ceremonies may be held. 
announcements, like those relat to 
the bones the dead may be said 
wJ.th one of more s i.oant announcements. 
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Bullroarer ceremony 
the bullroarer ceremony a spec i.ally treated belt 
was put on a boy aged anything from a few weeks to 
8 or 10 ars 
-
to make him grow l, a was 
swung over h head. Such boys as was ired should 
become renowned used to be s in gs of 'sharp 
stones' , which are believed to have been the weapons a 
mythic warrior. A tall c fence was built arow."ld 
an area about 30 et diameter, to prevent females 
ever see a bullroarer, A men's house assoc ed w 
structure on to the enclosure, and some d 
away anot house was built the mothers of boys. 
A ceremony was usually organised to 
on several boys simultaneously, and 
sometimes was combined an utut mortuary ceremony 
for w1"1ich a kavis might be -ve:ry was 
j prior to a dance-vill • Usually was arranged by 
ll'.en of one hamlet group f'or ir sons, 011gh any 
This account is based on mater given by , 
as no ceremony was orga.>J.ised in the valley during my period 
field-work, The people say that they have andoned 
the ceremony because of d approval by the missionaries, 
but the pr s with whom I discu.ssed the matter denied 
this a denial which is cons tent with the general 
att ude to nat ceremon s. 
30 
This was , nor was there, an init ion ceremony, 
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man to jo he was 
the hamlet 
free to do so. 
one res to a 
no son to the Sllbj of the rituals, 
could as a class icatory 
f son 1 or a 's ter' s son' • _4. mar1 a but no 
was no ritual son could e her, but for g s 
comparable to performed on boys L""ls ide the enclosure. 
r ua:l was performed on most boys once y, 
the fathers were Hosts, but was repe Ior a fev1 
by ir mother's brothers or other A child 
received no ional advantage from a repeat performance. 
Any man, might put ri 'belt on a il,d swil1g 
the arer above head. A few informants said 
should put on by a tall man to make t.he child grow 
tall. Others disagreed with this, and judging by the 
1 I collected was no ins tence on he While 
collect det for the ent gene ion youths I 
was surprised by the m:m1ber of men who were unable to give 
details for their own sons, without f t consult 
others - a sure ind ion that matte:;: was 
tant. There was no pre-arrangement, anybody 
handy might do it. 
impor-
was 
That was of the man who gave the 'sharp 
one' dust. He had to be a man who was himself the 
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his youth, and he so had to have a u:tat as 
a renowned killer. could i.n any kin relationsh 
to chi.ld. There was a preference for a man not too 
closely related, because for the rest his l child· 
had to avoia. e an~rt1:1ing from the hand~ the man who 
gave him 'sharp stone' dust. Were he to do so the dust 
would lose its effect. 
A p were cooked in a stone oven ide the en-
closure, &"'ld as me was taken out of oven the 
ritual was performed on the boys in the ence o:f ts 
Supporters, Next day the invited Guests came to s 
After the Guests performed, a presentation of raw 
vegetable foods wae made to them. Then the dec:u.i·"' boys 
were carried by the partner of either of the 
parents in a procession around the p , which had mean-
been lined ing. Bullroarers were swung 
s the enclosure, Ho and Supporters s the 
spec song assoc 
ention 
the bullroarer ceremony. 
to the p • The Hosts made 
the announcements - there was no announcement relat 
to the boys whom the bullroarer ritual was performed -
and proceeded to distribute the pork. Frequently whole 
See p.307. 
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carcasses were given to Guests who were close kic~smen 
beys, The remainder were cut and bulk the 
pork was given to Gue s, A 
boys, 
dep 
by a Host to e 
'3 2 
of h 
Following the pork dis 
ir parents and the men 
ed for home. The boys 
quantity of was 
Supporters 'to burn pig-
ion all except the 
the sponsorLng hamlet 
their parents remained in 
the houses near the cnlosure for a week or days, during 
which t they were cert ritual prohib 
They :finally left after a small ritual was performed 
ensure the safe resumption normal 1 
' 
the name given to a type of bu ing 
which roof higher than 
ordinary build The shape of the roof varies somewhat 
d inguishing features of spec ically named varieties. 
, the conduct 
of the ceremony assoc with them, and the ivation 
of the necessary areca nut been learned by the men 
the Kunimaipa valley only in past '30 odd 
The Supporter, of course does not burn the pig-pen to 
cook his , but that is :L'llpl ion. 
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say complex had its origin in the Mekeo 
region to south-west~ With the Kunima 
33 
area the 
complex passed from par to parish. 
Part of the kavis complex is the title ' person of 
are ca nut', areca nLrt t * 
begiri bamhapu, which given to a boy (nowadays) by a 
man who already holds the title. iginally was g 
by a title-holder one ish to youngish men or boys 
a ne curing p , where the t had been previously 
unknown.. This 1 plus instrttc the build of a 
ing of palms by men of 
the seeond ish, accounted for the the 
complex. holders of the title, as well as some 
the youths the parish in which I lived, rece it 
from men of other parishes. Only two of these men have as 
to that date there was areca nut palm, 
nobody chewed the nuts, A hardy s 
chewed some wild, bitter nuts from shrubs growing in 
the st. With the introduction of the complex 
areoa nut palms were planted large , and in 
recent years women and children have begun chewing 
too, It very popular, but the supply not suf:ficient 
to allow casual daily consumption, For the period I was 
in the valley, the palms were almost constantly under· a 
suceession of bans to allow the nuts to accumulate for 
big ceremonies. 
The word for a Mekeo clubhouse - ufu - bears no re-
semblance to the word kavis, (C.G. Seligma."'1, 
sians of British New Guinea,) 
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given the title boys - one to his father's brother's 
son's son, and the other to his sister's son. It said 
that men in future give the t to younger kinsmen -
ir own son, brother's son, sister's son, etc. will 
not be restricted to giving it to only one of those. The 
l :L'lli ting factor be the number boys with ne-
cessary qualities of character and personality, for 
title should be given only to those with the qualit s 
that will enable them to become Good Leaders. manner 
of' the title ne not concern us here. 
man, whether or he a 'holder of areca nut' 
may build a kavis, provided he has purchased the to 
that particular variety by payment a ( is 
never 'paid-back') when he • buys 
right from an existing owner, who instructs him the 
ical details of construction. Thereaf'ter, new 
owner may cont to build any number 
the right to o ""''a'"' 
build-
, and he may There are, 
however, certain minor operations in the build ;ng 
must be 
'holder of areoa nut' 
by a title-holder, 
may be organised to g the title 
a ch , or to make any of the 
more important announcements such as those relating to old 
, death or mortuary , change of residence, or 
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welcome to returning workers, Very occasionally one is 
built a marriage or to entertain dancers en route to a 
dance-village. A kavis may also be erected in a dance-
village, which case the ceremony precedes that of 
the dance-village proper, 
cord to specified rules and to the accompaniment 
ritual procedures, The builders must observe certain pro-
hibitions on their behaviour. A kavis building is believed 
34 
to be 'sharp', and consequently in danger of strik or 
killLYJg people unless all the correct procedures are ob-
served. There are also special observances associated with 
the arrival of the areca nut at the kavis, and with the 
hanging up and taking down of the nuts from the poles. 
These observances are part of the kavis complex. They do 
and bullroarer ceremonies, 
where no special attention is given to areca nut. 
When all is readiness Hosts and their Supporters 
gather at the kavis to kill some of the smaller pigs, 
These are cooked, and the offal and some of the pork 
They were told this by those who introduced it, though 
the notion of a building being 'sharp' was not new to them. 
The men's house in a dance-village is 'sharp 1 too, 
certain materials are buried in the post holes. The 
'sharpness' of a kavis does not derive from such materials, 
but simply a quality of the kavis per se. 
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used a distribution of food made among Hosts and 
porters. The next day the • iS for them 
to dee whether they will a , as a bullroarer cere-
mony, or dance with drums, as a dance-village - or do 
neither, though that is rare. The Gue arrive about 
mid-morning, and after they have 
ceed to l their big pigs, them, and make announce-
ments. Then follows the but;chering of the carcasses and 
finally the distribution to the s of raw and cooked 
pork, areca and what vegetable foods remain. Raving 
received gifts they depart home. 
Dance-village ceremony 
0 = 
x = 
ODD DODOO 
food and areca nut 
sugar 
Plan of dance-vill~ 
" 
" 
This diagrammatic plan of a 
idea of general lay-out, A 20 to 25 yards 
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wide .. length on rrurnber o:f es, wl1 
s from as as ')(; 
-v to as many as 
Be actual oonstrnotion be t::rte 
build a cial yam garden ax1d extra of' st 
fo for the • When is dee to beg 
ing ope ions the area is cleared. Then a is 
erected one day men become 
as of the Supporters as wish to jo them. 
least men who in the hamlet take 
Those same men next the men's .house, a 
fire is 1 which never goes out the 
has 'killed', It is by several 
men observe ions on behaviour for the 
success of the and its use 
throughout the s or more months it 
Each the:rt -village women!s house', 
with help he can gs t , which is 
very little, A Host more than out ten 
ers two women's houses. Host who s 
to hold a kavis ceremony, preced -the da.nce-v age 
proper, may a kavis of or addition to a 
are th.e t do-nothing men t , 
pract and s 
whose 
• 
Sup1iorters 
such 
men's hou.se, 
tb.e 
houses unless 
With 
ritual 
erect 
Ho 
e is occupied by the Host, 
ir 
m.en as to sleep 
they certain 
too, move into 
es are 
of the 
ilt them. 
and 
the 
it 
of 
in the arena, is in readiness :for 
the dance of Hos 
• Invariably ional 
due to 
those who 
Supporters 
rit 
had not 
1,,vork 
e 
to 
been 
st 
~c,~-FA=•0 d to att 
themselves, or to the 
is now over and the t 
s is hand_; dee 
that 
f'or more er1j 
d and 
5 
Supporters dance after night up to a month. 
·:rhe ir and daughters light the path with s as 
the men s up 
SS 
Soon after 
Supporters 
b up down 
presentat ives 
the 
dov.n arena dano and 
Lo.Lu, dano 
on the 
continues unt 
arena, as they 
s are ent ~by 
Hosts and 
decc1r<:Lveu 
drums. Re-
at A 
d ion vegetable foods is set out down arena 
each for , in ion the p 
to 'be 1 ined there a few t irD.e. Each c 
to a spec pile ts, as assurance 
they rece plenty of Hosts a"ld Supporters 
to and Guests' represen-
tat:i.ves to adv e the to oom:p-le·te ir p 
tions. 
T~~-e final invlt is sent to Guests when 
pigs are in age, (The f t invit ion 
was be , and was followed at by 
the progress of act ' ) ie s"' / On rece 
of the invitation set the dance-village, 
proceed from parish to par 
a per of various en route, 
airifilent 
Hosts 
at the dance-village entry 
midday. brand the weapons as they s 
and down the arena. 10 to 15 minutes of 
sts on to the arena and escort to t 
women's , unt the arena i.s 
A Good Leader from among the ts then 
to lay as them that no 
c oms to them. , we have killed your pe 
kil ourst, he tells them~ 
out 
the 
on them 
and you 
them that 
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are there to dance the bones tt1e Hosts' dead 
and "to rece They are given es of peace, 
they are exhorted to to a 
f of danc 
appear in , capped 
tall 
tells the assembly why he b the dance , and 
a has vind by a line 
he to the wh prompted h 
' 
lts the 
Ol'lner down. his torch Gues b 0 the 
dance continue to dance unt 
dawn, when conclude tr ad 
retire for their well rest, 
there a, second l of Guests from 
d ot a separate fo day 
that night. \Wen they dawn the erect 
will be the 
s proceedings, sunr each Host lines 
on arena. in reaa_ d 
the anr1our.t.cements ~ 
a pres ed CBJ'Cf..l..$SBS are to 
a , and are d hy 
hulk of the pork s to the Guests, The dis-
ion is maa.e in minutes the 
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dance-village deserted. Those make 
a da,sh for 11ome, e further away camp the 
some convenient and cook their pork. 
only :ttems now exchanged in orga.'1ieed trading -
steel axes, p orna-
ments - first came to Kunimaipa y the ee,rly 
of ur:r. TJnti_l recently st axes and 
pigs were traded. from the south and east, for orna-
s and iogs' tee from the north and west. In last 
few axes have been traded from north 
for pigs. 
ll:n is arranged at a wedding or a big ceremony 
response a general demand. Intention to conduct one 
may indicated months beforehand, to enable men col-
l,eot the necessary goods. Usually ·ten or fifteen 
icles a.re on s , by whoever wishes to 
part ipate. Men do not have trading partners. 
One or more Hosts ab ceremony iate the 
, but they must work through the owners of 
reads over which goods will be brought. Eaoh 
owned by one or men :Ln e of two par s which 
1 inks, and those are the men for the supply 
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goods, eking on S1J.Cb. details as the number to be 
ied t the sex of piglets and 1 · 1 0 '"""'lKv • 
goods are taken to the of road 
owner in the i.sh they are to exchanged. 
his opposite number a small piglet, ' pig of the 
road ' , kill , then the goods are handed over to him. 
ill icles through the hands of both road owners, 
but the one who receives hands them on to the men who 
live with him to take the ceremony, 
On arr there 
two p 
Hosts who iated 
,, one the owners 
exchange 
each road. 
goods are exchanged by those who are holding them -
usually after init ing Host has made an announcement 
to which he wishes to draw attention - and then they are 
passed on to those who originally supplied the for 
exchange. 
Both owners the parish the ceremony 
takes place will Hosts, and in d tributing the pork 
they g cut, or somet s a whole pig, to the 
opposite number for the supply of goods. 
Until the imaipa copied the hab from Europeans , 
a on d not eat pork from pigs reared by himself or 
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by relatives. aid it ion to the risks teniant on 
such pork, there were and are o positive very 
highly d a man give it • This 
assoc ion of pork values other than its desirabls 
as a food does not with the ial g 
continues 
unt 
successive distribution 
is f consumed. 
account of the reasons for makL~g 
pork 
of 
s fj.:rst pork 
with small 
big ceremonies, 
\Vit11 
s 
feasts 
at secondary and later distributions pork are 
• 
One very important aim holding a u~ii~~-village ce-
is pork the d&"1Ce-v will re all 
places'. All of the ual is performed with end in 
view, The further afield the goes the more people 
be aware the organ ' ach 
the higher a man's the further afield he known 
and ed. B ceremonies ide men opportu-
iee for gaining the re ion of men L~ other p hes 
giving pork, e, as I later, rec 
p 1 the names of those gave it to them when 
they further distribute it in the own hamlets. 
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At kavis and bullroarer ceremonies Guests come from 
nearby- par , but at dance-villages some come from up 
to or six parishes dist , or even a neighbour-
ing valley. Men from such d ant parts are not related 
the Hosts, but Hosts take them o the houses, 
them the bones of the dead to carry as they dance, and 
next day give them pork. y say they that to have 
ir names spoken the reputat e:nhanced. For 
the same reason ookers are invited to a dance-village 
and given pork. 
Nearer home a man has obligations honour, i 
largely from announcements he made, t us assume that 
the old-age announcement is made for a couple a dance-
village the parish of the husb people from 
the parish of the wife are present as Guests. Hosts who 
make the announcement include the subject's 'brothers' 
and his more distant relat s. Hosts who are distantly 
re lat to subje give his 'brothers' to notify 
them of making The 'brothers' oceed to distribute 
most of this, together with most the own pork, among 
Guests from the:i.r 'brother' e' 's parish, to notify 
them in tcirn. Other Hosts likewise give pork to Guests 
inform them that they made the annouxwement. gives 
to his own relatives the Guest , but some to 
s who, for 
' 
sts give 
of 
ing the neoess 
ment may pork gifts from one 
a 
involve people 
the people 
of are the 
IIosts ¥Iho are d 
he is to 'ha,ve given them p 
all import 
A 
pork received from 
who are now Guests. Memories are 
must be, for it may be 
can be ' aok' , but there is a f 
'pay-b pork rece J~ved 
v1!10 us a reputation 
meanness, to init new p 
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o hie house. 
either subj 
as Suppot'ters at 
people of an announce-
st to another, 
to a Guest~ 
exchanged pork 
As examples 
by the sub 
related to them; 
previously. The 
1 to rec 
+" ' on .,r11s 
by the men 
matter as 
ars before a g 
obl.igat ion to 
contexts for t1:1e 
's 
in.stead of 
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their obJ~ ions. way y 
establish a stat-is with a nunfber men, 
is tha,t aim to ase the of pork 
they fact, gain ir1 
loose pres 
' 
such soon be-
come generally known ised c inuously.;. might 
be the of gif~s are not 
aclc" s to ase with increas distance 
bet1Neen giver and rece , for more d to 
reputat of a rr:an l 
Men v1ho a.re more ing a 
g than ion a:bro " s t11at 
to Guests who live a r 
of 2 or 3 par 
Hosts a d.an-c;e 
their dead :i.1res carry as y dance., A t g:i.ves 
most his bones h kinsmen .4-\.-,;;:i l;.;..L,._, 
' 
but he 
0 gives some to non~relat • The ipa deny 
has any effect on bones or on the spi:r s of the 
dead. give da11ce:t•s these 
but do not g bones to every-body 
whom they pork~ G bones see res to ser·ve as a 
:nnemon:Lc, being e to t exactly much 
be they accov.:nt every s 
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-,,..rith a discuss 
before is distr ed, Good pass group to 
group remind s to forget pork dancers to 
whom they gave no bones u pork to the men 
to whom you bones, the man who will .Leave without 
pork and to whom you d 't a bone, will make you 
b ( il) e. t er ise you)'. Prudent Hosts, ocat 
to such men, d tribute it f st, knowing that those 
who were g a bone others 
leave in disgust. 
l s behind the giv o:f to 
a man's by im' s s1rrviving kinsmen., er 
h the bones of his _.," im carry as he dances, 
is discussed in the next chapter. 
The next group of reasons for giving pork s 
a return services rendered, though they are not a 
payment serv"ices the sense pork need 
be 'paid--o 
• The pork should be 'pa,id-b pork, 
and ' with same se 
the dancers the residents of the ' ' hamlet, 
maybe others too, are given a whole p or large cuts of 
36 
pork the part they play in 'bringing the dancers'. 
36 
This may involve lengthy discussion 
of a reoonoil ion tween the 
(dancers), or between d groups 
and. the arrangement 
Hosts and Guests 
of the sts, should 
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A Host always gives his Pig-Supporter, too, a large cut of 
pork 'to burn the pig-pen' , and nowadays donors of or 
are ca from other parishes are also given sub antial 
pork gifts by the Host or Hosts for whom they brought them. 
Finally, a Host who comes another par to build a 
house the dance-village, in order that he might have 
the opportunity to make some announcement, gives pork to 
the organisers to express thanks to these men who took 
tl'ce init ive organising the ceremony, 
The following grou,p of sundry reasons covers most 
the remaining pork gifts to Supporters of Hosts, 
and to Guests. A ma.~ s his nodeuu a b piece of 
pork, and if has, or has had, an jcit ionship 
with the of another man he is likely to give her some 
pork, though usually on some fabricated pretext. Should 
any recipient a gift of pork be sitt with only one 
person, is custom to give the latter some 
pork, too, to avo embarrassment or scandal, Sometimes, 
because he is 
'1 me' or like some dead kinsman or woman, either in 
36 (continued) 
or some of the potent dancers reje the preliminary 
overtures. In addition, it always involves much urging 
of the more dilatory to make necessary preparations 
of drums and decorations, to avoid last minute delays. 
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some character or , or some phys 
, as a precaution, a man who in the hab 
with another is to give him a big 
piece to deny the recip one possible subject 
for him when they some future date. 
for pork, however, a temptation that suoh a 
me community finds hard to resist, and there have 
always practices by wh they so des 
' 
Hos could get some pork from own danoe-v:L1lage, 
A Host 
of 
rel at 
Host for 
oessary to 
the 
hidden 
• 
cause it 
37 
The 
time 
for 
own 
ot.hers. 
pork from 
I suspe 
no pork which can e himself, because 
ion on eating the of pigs reared 
that case he will some with another 
he ca.11 eat , a.11 was often ne-
the pork to give a Pig-Supporter, too, At 
and kavie ceremonies, p 
out up and distributed 
was not done 
have been 
37 
t 
were sometimes 
the guests had 
only 
a pig with so 
of these practices seems to have varied from 
and place to place. men of some parishes, 
are said never to e pork from the 
Others d some times and not at 
that the tendency Easts to eat 
dance-v on the increa,se, and 
is so. 
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remains disoUBs one more signif ant gift of 
, that by a to absok partner, absokupu 
( absokuri, pl,), who may be present as a Host, :P:ig-Supporter 
or Guest, The io_nsh primarily one of 
excha,,."'lge, not necessarily sinml taneously, between two 
op le same or neighbouring s. the 
head. quarters, or the ent gut, from a 
by the donor. Kunimaipa the reason 
38 
is 'to us hungry 
relationship :inherited by both sons and 
either or both parents, it exclus 
exam.pl , with two or more sibl , as 
well as persons related each 
other .. go on exchanging throughout their · 
, and y themselves and the families may 
pork they exchange. A ma.'1 may eat pork exchanged 
wife, even though his 's absokupu is 
respect children though kin can continue 
ion, each may the pork y exchange 
y would otherwise been to do olden 
days. However, as noted above, marriage between absokuri 
(or ial p rs) terlllinates relat both for 
and-the descendants (seep. ). 
The relationship lapses e r party fails to 
it. still be carried on, even though the 
prohibit on the e of pork from which, presumably, 
it arose are no longer ised. Nor is his absokupu 
called on to attend to of a man, or to carry a 
child the ceremony, the only things he 
do other than exohan.ge pork. be intere 
to r it survives, It may do so because 
i:mate means getting to eat, 
withhold pork which should be given away is 
approved, although widely tised, 
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these channels, then, persons other than the 
ed Guests can be given at ab ceremony. 
s rece they make no 
complaint. I f' .• - -cney are dis.sat with 
are g they their loudly as return to 
ir homes a pract which is shtmned 7 because 
it is ·b to cause the to p11trify <} beat 
around d to 
Hosts. 
We pass now to the d ution of" pork from a 
only one or two p are 
killed a harnlet. such a ceremony the pork is d 
ed on the bak3 of men's houses, res:i.denta of 
it is ired to of the annmmcement wh h was 
made ceremony. all men 1 s houses 
the and some not , in neighb parishes. 
a.mount 
a d ion, allocat made on 'basis 
of roads over travelled to the 
thus ing hamlets • 
the different men's houses, or roads are not 
equal. the groom's kin 
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a P they g the ad forequarters to f s kin 
( vice versa) only small to e 
ceremony. 
men's house , 
hamlet or road represented at 
Attendance at 
ion of the s, 
a small ceremony is norr.nally by 
funerals and weddings 
by .!h'lybody vvishes. The 'p ack' 
for se gifts comes similar s in 
of the rec ients. When, as occasionally 
at a , a dozen or twenty are killed, some of 
them are given whole, 
to inform them of 
who takes the cudgel 
back' that p on some 
dis 
Pork from feasts 
from b 
tributed 
a cudgel, to persons or groups 
announcements that were made. 
s the responsib ity to ¥pay-
occasion. The rest of the 
the men's 
ceremonies d 
rec s. Ideally, 
man 
pork received by a man be t n to h men's house, 
not to 's house and quietly witb. wife 
8."ld children. In ral men adhere to this beca~ctse 
the 1 ihood. that failure to do so be de 
W11en happens the iant's s.harre to 
h and rise to feelings among res s. 
The p ce of given a me11' s house 
kept until res are 
is cut up, to 
what took 
accompa:"'.liment a 
there. Small are 
pi.eoe that comes to men's house, 
ren and women are passed over if there not 
a 
account of 
pork 
old.er cl1 
for 
all, The of that e man arid womeJ1 rece 
t t ir-ne h or her 
u:p men r S and among all, 
rec s to ise a to some job 
• to so .. 
part rece the reside11ts 
o:f a hamlet ct from a b 
Gue 1 ts d by 
they were 
percentage 
each resident withholds the feast, 
to d tribute 
' 
time hold 
number 
persons 
reasons 
of 
tend 
receipt 
pl of 
in the hamlet approaches and 
end 
• es ts 
pork are give some to O\~ner 
such l 
ceremony 9 or· to repay a 
a s ar pr·eviously., 
to be distributed 
, borrowed to 
t incurred by 
idsd is 
a number, a 
man is not critic :for ing some for oonsvJnpt by 
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h be withholds a p ce pork or 
produces j_t ~ he d s 
fellow res cut, the name 
the 
is by a 1 
names all of the pork be up 
• the form: 
I am about the 
v 
The annou:ncernents ntade at tJ:1e a.re summarised.,, 
x name the man who gave piece of pork 
st ; r10 ment is name of of 
the dance-v pork :ing d 
t 
' 
in th name of a man becomes 
re as a result of pork a 
Ac as ts portions s 
or f groups str 
' 
st from site of the 
for pork :never back over it come. 
ee second and 1 er cuts are 1 ally 
,. r·a:w or cooked, 
scene the 
dist primary onee, and s 
name of the J2as 
ion which when they 
y a :men's d from 
ment* them goes tr1e news 1 From. 
Y gave me pork, 
nei.ghb parish X the of' the 
or kapot name o:t' Sponsors, but 
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, the 
up -
ic;us annomlce-
X killed 
40 
that 
the 
more 1 ikely to be the narne the 3 of the 
It w clear no-N to give a Kunimaipa a ce 
of pork to give l~ much more than a p*ce of pig-
meat, con,vers to fail hin1 a p ce pork 
de pr of much more than a h 1~eal 
or two. fact been or js 
even more important than the ¥1}1ich \V8,S received 
the porkt normally 
more ermediar 
where the p 
d, 
its 
vvere 
passed 
the 
3 
nobody denies sorrow loss of meat. A man 
who has , f'or it been 
my ive for whom made e a?lnouncement they 
given me pork. must have been somebody else', 
he knows at hJ.s ive ~ His 
right not ac~'lowledged, his pr is wounded, and 
to matters even worse, no ' . 
But although observance of the correct rules giving 
away pork important to men as ividuals, for sake 
of ir re put at ions, rules have other consequences 
soc as a • y ensure over and 
those between ives and partners which 
pers over t 
' 
men 1 the same and d 
parishes are const&'ltly be brought into new relat 
ships of pork exchange. of end 'pay-back' 
of the initial , but it is not inevitable they 
should and, any case, the men concerned have an st 
each other for several at least. 
der from 
pa:rt ipation ceremonies, the consequent gifts 
pork are a different Relations are not established 
with new groups, but a different kind of ion comes 
:L"'lto operat between those ady contact. Hamlets 
within a ish exchange from per ical 
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ceremonies, and surround parishes are d to b 
"'"'ox<J.'""' though not any strict at ion. stgni-
f of the ions of interdependence which are 
brought to the ceremonies, between hamlets within 
a parish and between. surrounding , ca".! only be 
appreciated against the background confl which at 
tin1es so sharply div them. The next two chap 
are devoted an account of the trad ional forms 
confl between avid wi thir1 par is hes. 
Chapter 7 
CONFLICT BETWEEN PARISJ:LHJS 
A high cultural evaluation of homicide went side by 
side with an absence of governmental institutions, and 
reliance on vengeance and self-help to obtain redress for 
wrongs between 'sweet people'. But although homicide was 
an instrument of vengeance it was more than just that; a.~ 
important motive killing was simply the desire to gain 
a reputation. addition to being a source of prestige 
and pride, a reputation as a killer was, in fact, an 
important deterrent against indiscriminate attaok on life 
and property, both for individual men and parish groups. 
the ult proof of fearlessness was both guarantee 
and proof of a man's ab ity to defend himself, a factor 
which is always important in systems of self-help. 
Although some men killed residents of their own parish, 
intra-parish homicide was condemned. It was to be 
morally wrong to 'pain people' wherever they lived, 
but not to 'sweet people' living other parishes. 
No matter who was killed there was no system of oompensa-
tion .. 
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The incidence of homicide bears out the implication 
that it was a serious univers threat to life. boys 
were trained to kill, and some were fed a special mixture 
to make them renowned warriors. There was a wide range in 
the scale of operations, from swift stecil:thy forays or 
cha.nee encounters by small groups of men to large-scale 
raids or bow and arrow fighting, sometimes between single 
parishes, sometimes involving temporary alliances of several. 
Since the Kunimaipa did not acknowledge compensation 
as redress for homicide, the brakes on killing came from 
factors outside tl:1at system itself. Most killing was 
effected in small hit-and-run raids on the same neighbour-
ing parishes with which marriage also took place. That 
led to a conflict between locality ties and kin and affinal 
bonds. There had to be peace relatives in those parishes 
were to honour their positive obligations, rather than the 
negative one not to kill each other. Those obligations 
involved, among other things, attendance as Guests at each 
other's big ceremonies. The assertiveness of parishes in 
warfare was at odds with the interdependence at ceremonies. 
the number of victims mounted Good Leaders stressed 
the difficulty of persuading residents of enemy parishes 
to accept invitations to their ceremonies. Most men were 
willing enough to 1 ten to that advice, becaW:Je their 
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desire to achieve reputations as killers was counter-
balanced by recognition of the dangers to which it exposed 
them and fellow-residents. Economic factors re-
inforced the leaders' appeals. For their part, the leaders 
were motivated by a desire for favourable conditions 
holding ceremonies, the activity which was of prime im-
portance to them. 
The fundamental conflict lay in the goals of the 
society. Men gained prestige by homicide, and by the 
organisation of ceremonies which, they were to be suc-
cessful, necessitated peace. The incompatibility could 
have been resolved by engaging with different groups for 
each activity. That the Kunimaipa did not do. Warfare on 
the one hand and ties of kinship and marriage on the other 
involved a man with different individuals within any 
neighbouring enemy parish. Consequently, the host ity 
engendered by homicide remained a potential threat to the 
safety of relatives, as they engaged :L.~ joint activity in 
the course honouring their obligations. The Kunimaipa 
solution was an ideal that a homicide and his victim's 
kinsman should establish a relationship like that between 
distant kinsmen. Homicide should be a means of creating 
a bond, not a barrier between men. 
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Homicide 
A cultural ideal 
Homicide was traditionally the main cause conflict 
l 
between parishes. It was an important way of gaining 
prestige, A man with a reputation as a killer was known 
as a 'sharp man', abnaipu, a form of greeting still heard 
occasionally, particularly towards older men. 
Homicides wore certain emblems - a long tail flowing 
from the perineal band, a hibiscus flower the hair, a 
cowrie shell around the neck, a cassowary feather headdress 
and small circles of shell around the forehead, correspond-
2 
ing to the number of their viot ims. The only emblem worn 
continuously was the flowing tail. Occasionally a man wore 
the shell emblems, but the full display was reserved 
big ceremonies. A man gained the right to the emblems no 
matter who his victim was. 
Reputations were widely known, and successful exploits 
kept the names of men and parishes constantly before the 
This account is based, of course, on material given by 
informants, as organised fighting ceased with the establish-
ment of Government control after 1947. 
2 
A victim might be mutilated by any number of attackers, 
but the only man entitled to the homicide emblems was the 
man who struck the first blow. After that man died those 
who had helped in the killing inherited the right to the 
emblel!lil the order in which they had participated in the 
ing. 
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public eye. 'Blunt men', zauori, were shamed by insults 
in the course of quarrels and brawls within the parish. 
Or a woman whose husband was beating her might upbraid him 
for fighting her instead of killing to gain homicide 
emblems. Similarly, the men of a parish boasted of the 
exploits to others, or mocked them, 'we kill you with 
impunity' if they failed to 'pay-back' a killing. 
But a reputation re a killer was not merely a matter of 
pride. People of all ages and both sexes were afraid of 
'sharp men'. If the men of a parish collectively did not 
have such a reputation, the residents of their parish ran 
a much greater risk of being attacked. For men as ind 
viduals it was the best protection for themselves and 
their families against attack by other residents of their 
own parish, as viell as by men of others. 'Sharp men' used 
to spur on younger kinsmen, calling them 'blunt men' and 
emphasising the danger to which they exposed themselves 
and their relatives. It was considered shameful for a man 
to become a father before he had killed. 
Killing also gave a man standing with women as a lover. 
It made him willing to risk adultery with the wife of a 
Men returning from killing a victim sang a traditional 
'song' to advertise their feat, the same 'song' which is 
sung by men carrying a pig to a big ceremony for killing. 
It is not in Kunimaipa language. 
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'blunt man•. For their part, women are said have wanted 
to bear sons to a 'sharp man' rather than to their 'blunt' 
husbands. 
The Kunimaipa admired courage but countenanced 
treachery. The relative strengths of the parties were 
irrelevant; results mattered, rather than methods or motives. 
Killing defenceless women and children was preferred because 
it involved less risk, not because it was proof of ab 
to overcome their guards, Standing up to the consequences 
involved some test of a man's courage, and it worth 
noting that they have been willing enough to abandon the 
practice with the establishment of Government control. In 
this re ct, Government officers missionaries told 
me, the Kunimaipa have shown themselves to be markedly 
different from the neighbouring Tau'adi or Goilala people 
of the Aiwara and adjacent valleys, where, desp more 
than 30 years of Government control, homicide was still a 
problem at the time I did my fieldwork. the absence of 
data for the Tau 1 adi 
for that difference. 
idle to speculate on the reasons 
Incidence of homicide 
In a period of about 50 years, residents of Omu 
parish (present population about 190) met a violent death. 
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Eleven of them were killed by agents of the Government, 
the early days contact and 9 in the raid in 2 men 
4 
1942. the Government, 
the diagram shows the number of Omu residents killed by men 
of various parishes. 
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The nu:mbers victims by age and sex of inter- and 
intra-parish homicide respectively werei 
Male adults 
Female adults 
Male children 
Female children 
Tot 
26 
8 
4 
4 
42 
Intra-parish 
4 
4 
5 
..! 17 
footnote on p.180. A further 6 killings of Omu 
people who had moved to the Bubu valley the Territo 
of New Guinea followed the ing of a Bubu man in the 
raid. They are not included in this account, 
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Morality of homicide 
The bas morality of homicide was expressed in the 
rules governing behaviour between 'pain people' and •sweet 
people', It was immoral to kill 'pain people' wherever 
they lived, but not to 'sweet people' living in other 
parishes. It was said that if a man killed a cognate the 
victim's spirit might (not necessarily did) go 'into' him, 
h child or his pigs, causing illness. Treatment by the 
5 
appropriate ritual to drive the spirit away ef:fected a cure. 
In any case it was against a man's own interests to 
those residents of other parishes - such as his 'pain 
6 7 8 
people', nodepu, absokupu or kapota.kapu - with whom he 
had mutually beneficial relationships. In raids not only 
should a man avoid killing such people, but he should try 
to warn them if he saw them in danger of attack from an-
other. This had to be done subtly, for the man who was 
denied a possible victim was believed to attempt to kill 
the informant by sorcery. 
5 
I am not sure whether this applied to affines too, but 
I think it probably did not. 
6 
7 
8 
See p.118. 
See p.307. 
See p.102. 
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To avoid strained relations with their relatives most 
men did not kill the close cognates and affines of the 
own close cognates, even though they were not a man's 'pain 
people' , Similarly, a man who a native of his wife's 
parish might give the credit to another he were afraid 
of hie wife's deserting him, 
residents of a parish had a coilll!lon interest in 
peace within the parish borders, whether they were 'pain 
people' or 'sweet people' each other. Some said they 
used to consider homicide within the parish to be wrong. 
others denied this, claiming that it was wrong only 
and im were 'pain people'. they were not, a 
typical comment was ' the pay-back so that we shall 
stay well'. The people of a parish could not 'stay well' 
with a constant threat to 1 from other residents hang-
ing over them. This implied condemna.t ion of intra-parish 
homic , though the varying responses to it, like the 
varying responses to intra-parish marr , :L11dicate that 
the moral deriving from the obligations of common 
locality was less cle y defined than the morality asso-
ciated with the obligations of kinship and affinity. That 
borne out by the fact that even in a quarrel, when men 
had an interest in denouncing an opponent's shortcomings, 
they seem not to have insulted a roan for intra-parish 
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homicide. In the absence of a reaction by the community, 
individuals were inhibited by the fear ired by homicide. 
There was no guarantee that a man who had once killed an-
other resident would not do it again, if roused during a 
quarrel. 
The :figures cited above. indicate a considerable amount 
of intra-parish homicide. The number o:f Omu res id en ts ( 1?) 
killed by men of the parish was higher than the figure for 
any other single parish. (Five men killed the 'pain 
people', 12 killed 'sweet people' living within the parish.) 
By comparison only 5 Omu men during the same period killed 
(or helped to ) their 'pa.in people' living in other 
parishes. Tr,ree of the 5 were the result of quarrels he-
tween Omu relatives, and for that reason a.re more conve-
niently discussed in the next chapter. 
The 2 remaining men killed the brothers-in-law in 
9 
battle, It was said that although they recognised their 
wives' kinsmen, they attacked them to prevent them killing 
other Omu residents; that is, they placed loyalty to the 
parish above obligations to their affines. These figures 
suggest that it was rare for men to do so. 
One of the men was dead and the other senile. 
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Motives 
Given a high evaluation of homicide, the motive for a 
good deal of killing was the desire to gain the emblems 
and a reputation. 
he often had one. 
A man needed no other reason, though 
That most frequently cited was 'pay-back' 
or vengeance. In the absence of a system of compensation 
for homicide by payment of pigs or other valuables the 
appropriate reaction if kill·er and victim were not related 
was a 'pay-back' ing. 
Men acknowledged the obligation to kill the 'pay-back' 
for a relative who was killed, but others could do the job 
for them - though that case the relatives o.f the victim 
ran the risk of being insulted in eve.nt of a quarrel 
with those who had done so. But it was membership of a 
parish group, not kinship, which was the primary basis for 
calculating 'pay-back'. If the homicide himself or some 
close ive of his was killed so much the better, and 
a close relative of the vict achieved such a 'pay-
back' it was better st , but neither was essent • 
order to constitute a 'pay-back' it was sufficient for a:ny 
resident of the victim's parish to kill any resident of 
the homicide's. general, one killing was the 'pay-back' 
for that involving the same two parishes immediately 
ceding it, There was no matching of victims by sex or age. 
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In turn the second killing might be 'paid-back' with 
a third, that by a fourth and so on. But the pattern was 
not always a regular see-sawing back and forth. ll'len of a 
parish, havL'lg achieved a 'pay-back', might then proceed 
kill a second victim a.nd so become one up. 
Sometimes a relative of the first victim living L'l a 
third parish killed a resident of the homicide's, or a man 
from the first victim's parish killed a relative of the 
homicide living in a third. These, too, were considered 
as 'pay-back'. As a consequence of the various comb ions 
of kinship and parish group affiliations of victim and 
homicide, up to s or eight parishes were occasionally 
involved in a series of killings, each except the first 
being 'pay-back' for that preceding it, 
Even if only two parishes were involved, informants 
sometimes claimed more than one victim as 'pay-back' for 
a single killing, and sometimes different men (or the same 
men in different contexts) named different victims as the 
'pay-back' for one part ular killing, especially when 
more than two parishes were involved. Sometimes there was 
no 'pay-back' at • If a homicide were killed by a man 
of a third parish, or he died of sorcery instigated 
either by the victim's relative or by unidentified men, 
kinsmen of victim might rest content with that. It 
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depended on those concerned and on the circumstances, If 
they managed to kill a victim this became the 'pay-back', 
if they did not, or if they did not try, they would console 
themselves that the previous killer was dead anyway. 
10 
In fact, as I explain later, it was not necessary 
for scores to be equal for peace to develop, or for 
'friendly' rela"l;ions between parishes to be resumed. Con-
sequently there was no need for a strict equivalence, or 
for a pairing of victims according to only one formula 
about which all were agreed. 
For these general reasons any person, man, woman or 
child, would do as a victim. That was true whether the 
kill was a 'pay-back' or not. But homicide could also 
be prompted by specific motives, resulting from personal 
or group conflict within or between parishes. L~ that case 
the killer selected his victim - if possible, a particular 
man, or as second best, some very close relative of his. 
The sort of conflict between men and groups which 
provoked this type of homicide was more common between 
residents of the same parish, whose soc contacts were 
more frequent and more intense. But on the gro1mds of both 
morality and danger it was preferable to kill a man living 
10 
See p. 3 
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in another parish. The injured man had three courses open 
to him. He might go to reside in another parish and from 
there bring a party to the resident of his own parish; 
he might secretly plot with his relatives in another par 
to do the job for him; or he might kill a resident an-
other parish who was related to the man who injured him. 
Men were prompted to take such actions they were 
seriously insulted or shamed public, if they were badly 
beaten in an intra-parish brawl, or if they knew the 
identity of those whom they believed were killing the:ir 
relatives by sorcery. A road owner was likely to do 1 
wise if a man were rash enough to ignore his right to close 
the road to traffic. Intra-parish homicide could also be 
'paid-back' by the victim's ive slaying a relative of 
the first killer who lived in another parish. So, too, 
might offences between close kin. 
Informants cited several causes of conflict between 
men of different parishes which might provoke homicide, 
For insult, adultery, sorcery, k of pigs, and the 
burning of pandanus groves, even if accidental, the victim 
would aim to k the culprit or his close relative as 
punishment infringement of rights. A man who had 
killed many vict in another parish might also be singled 
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out for attack. When a deserted husband called for his 
wife to return, some of the men of neighbouring parishes 
might engage in a bow and arrow fight, but the show of 
host ity was a hangover from previous killings, and ap-
pears to have had little relation to the outcome of the 
marital dispute, Unless the woman d not intend to re-
turn to her husband, her kin did not seriously engage the 
husband and his kin, Finally, when a Good Leader died or 
was killed in his prime, relatives i."l other parishes 
might somebody in his parish of residence, prefer-
ably one of his kin, to punish those who had let him d 
or be killed. 
With the single exception of this last one, all these 
killings prompted by specific motives were not distinguished 
from. any other in respect of 'pay-back'. Such a killing 
became the 'pay-back' the enemy had been one up, and 
if not it should due course be 'paid-back'. The kill 
after a Good Leader died did not enter into that ordinary 
tally between the par concerned. It should be 'paid-
back' when the killer's parish in turn lost a Good Leader, 
Several difficulties stand in the way of IMlY attempt 
to assess the relative significance of the various motives 
as causes of homicide. In the first place they v.ere not 
mutually exclus and, in the second, men were prepared 
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to settle for less than they wanted. A man might have 
wished to a ioular person or close relative, 
but if an opportunity did not present its he would kill 
a less iefactory' victim. 
Discussing killings during their life-time by them-
selves and by other residents now dead, Omu men could cite 
one (rarely more) example most of the motives 1 ted 
above. Such killings accounted for something of the 
order of one-quarter of the total involving different 
paxishes. The victims of the remaining three-quarters 
appear to have been selected for the non-specific motives 
of gaining a reputation and as revenge, usually against a 
parish group, for previous acts of homicide. other 
words, the conduct of homicide between parishes was to a 
large extent self-perpetuating, and depended to a limited 
extent only on external f'actors, 
The operation of the vengeance mot varied con-
siderably between different parishes. Between the paired 
parishes of Omu and Lobdon it was very weak. The typical 
There seems to have been no secrecy about motive, except 
possibly When it involved plotting between men of different 
parishes. Such plotting was always suspected when men 
were attacked and killed on hunting trips, since only 
residents of the own pariah would know they had gone, 
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pattern was one of peaceful relations, interrupted tempo-
rarily by isolated killings. Residents of the two paris 
often resumed friendly relations before another killing 
'paid-back' first. The situation was very different 
between Omu and Hagave {and Zak which the Omus tended to 
group with Hagave). Killings did not ocour singly there, 
but series of up to half-a-dozen, each - apart possibly 
12 
from the first - prompted in large measure by the desire 
for vengeance. The norm of relations between these two 
parishes tended towards the opposite extreme of hostility, 
iods of une peace. 
A similar emphasis on hostility marked relations with 
Givena, Ganiawai and Eli. The lower incidence of homicide 
reflects the relatively low level of contact, not the 
absence of fear and distrust. When homicide did occur the 
desire for vengeance was strong. Killings by men of more 
distant parishes were usually the result of chance en-
counters. So, too, was the 'pay-back', if any, for it was 
too dangerous to raid through enemy territory. 
It should perhaps be mentioned that although some, 
but not Kunimaipa of both sexes were cannib s, the 
desire to eat human flesh was never suggested as a motive 
This, too, might be a 'pay-back' if there were a killing 
outstanding from the previ.ous period o:f peace. 
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for homicide. fa.ct, relatively few vict illlS were eaten; 
one old man, who had something of a reputation as a 
cannibal, listed 13 victims, men, women and children, whose 
flesh he had eaten. A person ate only from the bodies of 
non-relatives who met a violent death, including those 
carried down by the river from upstream parishes. My 
formants said they ate human flesh because of its sweet 
flavour, not in the hope of acquiring the qualities of 
the dead person. Occasionally there was the added incen-
tive of doing away with the body and, it is hardly necessary 
to add, they 'paid-back' cannibalism. 
Conduct of ope rat ions 
g~i£i!!s_!:!!!~-!~rf ~~ 
The first killing after a iod peace was always 
effected in a small-scale raid, usually by anything up to 
half-a-dozen men. A 'pay-back' victim might be killed 
in the same way or by a slightly larger party. The essence 
of the operation was a swift stealthy attack, followed by 
a hasty retreat as soon as the damage was done. Roughly 
three-quarters of the vict of inter-parish homicide in 
the sample were killed in small-scale attacks of this kind. 
Sometimes men went to hide in some convenient place 
in another parish, for example near hunting traps or a 
path ading to gardens. If the visit were planned they 
did not advertise the intentions, sometimes they had 
to make a number of trips before they found a victim. 
Alternatively, several men or a small party might simply 
meet people from other parishes and trea.cheroualy at 
them if conditions were favourable. Thus 10 of the 42 
vict:i.Jns, 7 of them men, were killed while visit other 
parishes. Under such conditions the significance of a 
man 1 s re put at ion becomes obvious. oollllllonly, a larger 
party of up to about 15 men from one or two par e would 
go on a raid. Unless the attack was provoked the vict 
could be any resident of an enemy parish who was not a 
relative. Bows and arrows, spears, axes, and clubs were 
used in small attacks of this sort. 
Following an inter-parish killing men of the homicide's 
parish strengthened their precautions to prevent the 'pay-
back', Men of different hamlets within that par , in 
consultation, arranged guards at appropriate points to 
protect men a.~d women as they worked, As the weeks and 
months went by people became careless and forgetful, and 
more inclined to take risks when pressure of work seemed 
more urgent than guard duty. Men from the victim's parish 
would go unobtrusively to survey the situation, and when 
the time was judged to be ripe an attack was launched. 
might be made by a small party as above, or a large-scale 
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raid might be planned, involving men from one or a number 
of parishes, Despite the low level of organisation and 
co-ordinat I refer to such large-scale raiding as war-
fare. 
Men of another parish could be invited only the 
two were at peace. The invitation could be passed on by 
the rec ients to neighbours and so on, involving up 
to three or four, rarely more, parishes, Arrangements 
were made only a day or two in advance, for the element of 
surprise was an important feature. Informants said that 
only a few men stayed in the initiating parish to defend 
the women, children and old people who congregated at 
suitable points, but from ally parishes such men as wished 
to participate in the raid went along. Relatives of a 
previous victim joined in because of the desire to assist 
in the 'pay-back' killing, but the majority took advantage 
of the opportu.~ity to join in the excitement and adventure 
of a fight, hoping to enhance their personal prestige as 
killers in the process. The only difference between war-
fare and a raid by 15 or so men in the method by which 
the attacking party was recruited, as the same methods were 
used in lioth. But it was a significant difference, as it 
changed the attack from a private to a 'public' af.fair for 
the itiating pariah. 
The entire attacking party rarely assembled before 
setting out, and nobody was in overall command. The men 
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who had slept together a men's house the previous night 
tended to :form a group, with the older, more experienced 
men directing the younger. The organisation of the att 
seems to have been of a low order. Occasionally two parties 
attacked from different places, one as a decoy to mislead 
the enemy, leaving the main body to their vict in 
greater safety. But more often they all attacked in one 
place, though not necessarily simultaneously. The general 
intention was not a frontal attack, but a stealthy raid 
and hasty retreat possible, with such organisation as 
there was improvised to suit the circumstances. 
So, too, was the nature of the attack. might take 
the of a raid on a ha:mlet or garden, or a bow and 
arrow fight. Ev-en if the original intention had been to 
raid a hamlet it became too da."lgerous if the residents of 
the parish were alerted and raced to meet the attackers. 
Then they would engage a bow and arrow fight, wh 
the defenders would be joined by their neighbours if they 
were at peace. 
The war party fled as soon as they had killed somebody, 
before the enemy had a chance to 'pay-back' and even the 
score. That was the main reason for not dividing forces. 
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It also compensated in part the attacking defending 
forces differed greatly size. Oocas ionally two or more 
were killed, but it was rare. Similarly, the attackers 
withdrew if they were the to lose a victim, the 
hope of gett 
further oasualt 
away with his body before they suffered 
• 
If neither side managed to or seriously wound an 
opponent, the attacking party withdrew by midday at the 
13 
• 
and earlier they ran out of arrows or if rain 
• Warfare seems to have been confined mostly to the 
dry season. They might return a few days later after re-
plenishing supplies of arrows, but , after repeated 
attempts stretching over a fortnight, they had not achieved 
success they did not go again for at least several months. 
Only 11 of the 42 tims were killed in w&rfare, 5 
men j,n defence, 2 in attack, and 3 women 1 child. 
In bow and arrow fighting the opposing sides seem to 
have remained at a healthy distance from each other. The 
old men could name only 5 Omu men, 2 in raiding and 3 
warfare, who met the deaths in this, most equal form 
of combat, during their life-time, though they say that 
plenty of men were injured. Raids on hamlets a.~d gardens 
13 
By the time the sun was at its zenith they say it blinded 
them for bow and arrow fighting. 
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were not so common because the defenders raced to meet the 
attackers, Houses were occasionally burned, but the main 
deterrent for thiS, as for night raiding, was the certainty 
that those who did so would be 'paid-back', 
Relations between allies 
The invitation to join a war party contained some of 
the same materials - a stalk of Piper ep. and some croton 
leaves, smeared with blue clay - as the invitation to 
dancers to a dance-village ceremony. In more recent years 
a bunch of areca nut might be added, In both contexts any 
or all of these materials constituted a promise not to 
kill. The implioati,on obvious. Allies on one occasion 
were enemies on another. 
There was no system of compensation by the initiators 
to their all for any losses they suffered, as among 
14 
the Hul In the eventuality of an ally being killed 
there was no certainty how the men of hie parish would 
react. They might do nothing at all, they might refuse 
the next invitation sent by the initiating parish, or they 
might take vengeance and kill a resident of the initiating 
parish as they passed through on the :ir way home. 
14 
R.M. Glasse, 'Revenge and Redress among the Hulil A Pre-
liminary Account', Mankind, V, no.7 1 1959. 
If, on the other hand, men of an allied parish were 
successful in killing an enemy, kinsmen of the previous 
victim might show their gratitude by rewarding them with 
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a pig. They were not obliged to do so, and in any case 
the recipients distributed the pork among all men's houses 
from which men had joined in the battle. No such gift was 
made to a resident of a v im's parish for killing his 
'pay-back', but kinsmen of' a victim might give a present 
to the man who slew their relative's actual killer (as 
distinct from a 'pay-back'), provided they had not parti-
cipated in the attack in which he was killed. 
~~~£i1£~~-~~Q£i~!!~-~1ih_hQfili£1g~ 
The day before joining a war party a man ate little 
food, in order to retain his fleetness foot and prevent 
fatigue, Nor did he sleep with his wife. It was believed 
that were he to do so any arrow which pierced his body 
would cause a fatal wound, because of the odour adheriii.g 
to his body after sexual intercourse. However, it was 
not inevitable that he would be wounded. 
add ion men took ritual precautions both to pro-
tect themselves and to injure the enemy. Potent tree 
barks, obtained by trade, and a strong-flavoured root, 
grown for the purpose, were eaten in the belief that they 
mitigated the consequences of any injury which might be 
incurred. Bows were magically treated to ensure that 
arrows shot from them reached their target. 
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Under cover of dark on the night before a battle, 
several of the attacking party might bury a small piece of 
the potent tree bark in the path over which the defenders 
would pass, Su.ch as walked over it were bel to be 
speared battle, Then, a man managed to wound but not 
kill an enemy, he tried to get some of victim's blood. 
If he were successful he placed it in a small box-like 
gadget, imported from the Bubu valley, to cause the victim's 
death. The only means of saving the injured man's life 
was to feed him food which had been wiped in the armpits 
15 
of the man who wounded him. A man related to both of 
them would sometimes intervene in this way to save a 
victim who lingered on until ings had cooled down. 
A homicide ate no food all on the day killed, 
and for several days very little and only sweet potatoes. 
He did not hold the potatoes in h hand, but fed himself 
with a stick held in the ha."ld he did not normally use for 
the purpose. Many weeks passed before he ate pandanus nuts 
or meat. All these customs concerning food were 'GO prevent 
his teeth falling out. 
Suc_h treatment by a sorcerer also believed to 
neutral sorcery and so save a victim's life. 
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arrival at men's house he rubbed singed opossum 
in his ears and over head, knees and hands, to 
prevent de ss, wea.~ening of the knees and greying of 
the hair, 'l'hese same precautions are st 
same reasons, following the rituals to pigs grow 
' 
after performing love or sorcery, and by the ritual 
practit at a dance-village he has brought the 
pr act 
need, not concern us here. is sufficient to that 
they were not aimed preventing :tnterferenoe by the 
sp of the dead person. except the most hardened 
killers say that they experienced fear after ing, 
but it was fear of the 1 ing, not the dead, Kunimaipa 
men I questioned not be that the spirit of the 
dead person any effect on the killer. Their 
vengeance by the living, as we have seen, was well-founded. 
~!~~1EfL!!!'.!!::!2.£!1: 
Following a killing, 
men of v . ! im s 
ther in a raid or in warfare, 
challenged men of homicide's 
to a slanging match, called All 
each par took part, whatever the relationship to 
victim or homicide. group assembled at a. suitable 
point, normally within their own territory, and the 
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16 
'owner' of the victilll issued the challenge, 'Who did we 
kill that you paid-back? Sing the war song!' Man the 
homicide's parish assembled a.nd l a smoky fire, over 
which they heated a length of bamboo. When it burst with 
18 
a crack they sang the Wal"" song, and followed it by 
the ordinary songs sung at b ceremonies. Hearing the 
war song the men of the viotilll's par replied 'alright, 
we sweet (rEUax:ed) now'. 
After this formal open the slanging match between 
the two groups began earnest, and said to have con-
tinued for several hours. They taunted and mocked each 
other, concluding each remark with some threat 1 'I'll 
kill you'. Reference was made to a..~y failure by the oppo-
nents to observe the norms of the society in any field 
whatsoever - slowness in holding big ceremonies, failure 
to 'pay-back' gifts of pork, to make appropriate announce-
ments at ceremonies, to 'pay-back' homic or offences, 
this context the 'owner' of an adult male was his 
closest 'father', 'brother' or 'son', for a woman her 
husband er 'brother', and for a child his 'father'. 
The question was asked whether the v tim was a 'pay-
back' or not, and in any case, of course, they already 
knew the answer. 
18 
This is a traditional song, not in Kunilllaipa language, 
which was sung only on the occasion of abbareo. 
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to observe the rules regarding sex relations and marriage, 
and so on. 
The slanging match was a response to a situation of 
temporary feat. The whole parish rallied to assert its 
determination to avenge the defeat it had suffered, but it 
was usually considered too dangerous to launch an attack 
:immediately because the enemy was prepared. The challenge 
was possible only if the killer's identity were known, 
if he were a man from a nearby parish, It was omitted if 
the 'pay-back' were killed the same day - since there was 
19 
no defeat - or if the victim were so badly mutilat that 
his relatives would have had great shame to hear the victors 
mo themi 'You tied up his body like a pig. He called to 
you, and hearing him we killed and cut htm up. Will you 
come to our place and do the same to one of us?' 
Nor was given on the rare occasion a man killing 
a relative, though nobody could explain why. A possible 
explanation is that the victim would not be expecting an 
attack, so that such a killing was not a reflection on the 
capacity of the men of the parish to defend themselves, 
and that senee not a defeat. 
As, for example, if a man were killed out hunting, and 
relatives were not there to drive the killers off, 
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Education for homicide 
Young boys whose fathers wished them to become 'sharp 
20 
men' were fed a mixture by a 'sharp man' when the bull-
roarer ceremony was performed for them. The mixture was 
believed to lodge forever in a man's belly, whence it con-
stantly urged him to kill. Only a small proportion of boys 
were fed this mL~ture, otherwise, they say, parish groups 
would have annihilated each other. 
My infor:ma..11ts said that homicide did not come easily 
to most men. Fathers took the sons to haok at the body 
of a victim who had been killed by men of the parish, a 
practice which grown men part ipated. If 
child were afraid his father put an axe into his hand and 
together they struck the body, Some men refused their 
sons any pork as they grew older, which often had the 
desired effect of making a boy so angry that he was 
to • Youths learned to defend themselves in intra-
21 
parish brawling, but most had their t experience 
of killing when they accompanied a party on a raid or 
an ambush. Older men went to spur on the you.~g, 
20 
In Omu the mixture contained scrapings from some stones 
believed to be the weapons of a mythical warrior, the liver 
of a particular toad, and the roots of a plant which has 
sharp-edged leaves and a_~other which is thorny. 
See p:p.388-90 
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whose· inclination was to run away f'rom danger From 
this they progressed to going to war and in small part s, 
but relatively few ever had the courage to go alone. 
Limitations on inter-parish homicide 
Despite cultural emphasis given to homicide is 
obvious that there must have been means of checking :for 
the society to continue to exist. In the absence of 
historical data there is no way of knowing how delicately 
the balance was maintained, but there no reason to 
suppose that the combination of geographical, economic and 
social :factors which channelled and limited homicide were 
inadequate for the purpose. In the last resort the res 
dents some parishes severed social relations by with-
drawing to hunting grounds which were suitable for hab a-
tion; those who could not do that moved to other parishes. 
Either victors or vanquished might move, the former to 
escape 'pay-back' for several outstanding killings, the 
latter to prevent further deplet of their numbers. The 
inter-dependence of residents of nearby parishes, in a 
society where warfare did not lead to subjugation of a 
conquered group, put a premium on moderation. 
Given that it was wrong to kill k and affinal rela-
tives, but not unrelated residents of other parishes, one 
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might expect to find the incidence of homicide varying 
inversely with the extent of inter-parish marriage. Com-
22 
parison of the respective distributions shows that that 
W813 true of only the two neighbouring parishes of Lobdon 
and Hagave. Omu had more marriages with Lobdon than with 
Hag ave, and more killings by Hag ave thacvi by Lobdon men, 
despite the difference in the respective pop1..Uations. 
(Present day figures are Hagave 88, Lobdon 165.) 
With all other parishes there was both less er-
marriage and less homicide. For that the topography was 
partly responsible. It will be noted that the distribution 
and extent of social ations by Omu residents were in-
fluenced considerably by the river system, which hardly 
surprising a mountainous area where rivers come raging 
torrents, sweeping away flimsy bridges after heavy rain. 
On the same bank of the river increasing dist~~ce had 
the same effect. The practical dLfficulties honourix1g 
kin and affinal obligations of help and support, and L~ 
fleein.g to safety after a successful raid, d couraged both 
marriage and homicide. Admittedly, the diffi.oulties were 
increased by homicide between neighbouring parishes, but 
despite a low incidence of killing between Omu and Lobdon 
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soc rel at ions, as expres both intermarriage and 
homicide, were nevertheless low between Omu and the 
of Givena and GaniawaL 
A concentration of soc relations with the two 
neighbouring parishes on same bank of main river 
held throughout the valleys of Kunimaipa and main 
tr a:ry' Jevi Waitaiz. Thus, abov.t half the spouses 
in Omu from other ishes were from Lobdon and Hagave 
( in a total of 30) , and half homicides of Omu res 
dents were by men of 
23 
same two ( in a al of 
The parishes between which there was considerable er-
) . 
marriage and l homicide formed a pair, giving each a 
re lat degree of security on one side. The icy of 
being at ace with one neighbour accorded with a 
recognition of danger to a parish in having more than 
one outstanding killir,g to its credit, either with one 
other parish or with several. 
The possibil of families residing different 
parishes had a further effect in inhibiting homio • If 
an Omu man went to l in Hagave, for example, other Omu 
The number killed by Hagave men might have been higher 
had not the ent population of Ragave and some Omu people 
moved to the Bubu valley in f,N,G. where they lived for 
the· decade or so urior to the establishment of Gover=ent 
control. No Lobdon people went to New Guinea. 
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men were unlikely to kill a Haga:ve resident the period 
lived there, because the danger in wh it would put 
him and his family. But as we might expect, that did not 
necessarily apply if the Omu man fled after a serious 
quarrel or homic within his own parish, cially if 
he instigated a raid against it. For he was left to 
take the consequences. By comparison, a man living an-
other par which raided own, without prompting 
from him, was not really much of a quandary. could 
make a pretence of joining in, and then ensure that he d 
not harm anybody. it were feared that he would inform 
ives he was kept in ignorance of plans, and the 
occasional man who could not be relied en to participate 
was led off elsewhere on some pretext. He would be told 
he could be depend~d on to join the raid without 
informing. 
The concentration of both intermarriage homicide 
with neighbouring parishes meant that for man there 
were 'sorts' of people in an enemy parish, 'sweet 
people' whom he might kill and others - the ' people' 
himself and his close 
24 
kapotakari, , and poss 
p.102, 
25 
See p 
See p.307. 
cognates, and the fa:milies 
25 26 
a nodepu and an absokupu 
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whom he did not. To the latter he (or his close cognates) 
also had positive obligations. Becalli!e the two 'sorts• of 
people were mixed up the same parish, and whole parishes 
were divided into different 'sorts' - intermarrying and 
warrL~g groups - relations between neighbour parishes 
could not remain permanently hostile people' 
different parishes were to fulfil the obligations, 
The main obligations involved attendance at e 
other's ceremonies, either as Hosts, Supporters or Guests, 
There had to be peace people were not to be deterred 
from honouring those by danger to 1 precau-
tions were taken to ensure peace en route to and a 
dance-village ceremony. Good Leaders might be especially 
ed from parJ.shes not part ipating the ceremony to 
aid keep:ing the peace, Good Leaders had this 
fluence, it is said, because they would not sitate either 
to act themselves, or to instruct one of their followers 
to 'pay-back' for a victim killed during a ceremony. If 
possible they woUld try to the homicide (who would 
have fled), otherwise some very close relative of his. It 
claimed that even a Good Leader Whose follower had killed 
would join others in th act of ion. Nothing could 
be more 1 ikely to rui.n a ceremony than a killing on the way 
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or a dance-village, and since the successful conduct 
of ceremonies was the especial concern of' Good Leaders, 
they were willing to t drastic measures against anybody 
who prejudiced that success. Consequently, homicide was 
27 
extremely rare on such occasions, 
But need to ite enemy parishes as Guests to 
b ceremonies had a further effect in limit homicide. 
As the number of killings between two parishes mounted, 
Good Leaders and Big Men tried to dissuade others from 
further homicide, po ing out to them the difficulties 
these would present when they wanted to invite the other 
par ing men took the itiat ive in recommending 
a cessation of ing because of their vital interest 
the success of ceremonies. 
An invitation might be refused if men from the Hosts' 
parish had killed a number of victims in par they 
wished to inv as Guests, irrespective of whether those 
had been 'paid-back' or not, or 
and that not been 'paid-back'. 
they had killed recently 
jection of the inv 
tation was viewed as a way penalisL~g men of the Host 
Returning from a ceremony was a different matter. Occa-
sionally Guests were killed by other Guests, or by men 
through whose territory they passed on their way home. It 
was up to men of their parish to 'pay-back' as for any 
other killing, 
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parish. Though the invl.tation was usually accepted in 
end, because a al woUld inevitably due course be 
'paid-back', it took much time, tact, and energy by Good 
Leaders on both sides to persuade the reluctant Guests to 
change their attitude. 
It seems that the majority of men were will enough 
to heed leaders' advice, in order to gain a respite 
from the fear which inevitably followed on homicide. 
residents of a killer's ish were exposed to the danger 
of a vengeance kill , for any of them might be the 
victim. Economic conditions were an added deterrent. 
Living at or near subsistence level, men could not 
spared permanently from productive labour for duty. 
They undertook earnest short periods - probably 
several months - but then gra.dually precautions 
as garden work accumulated a.~d restraints became ome. 
For some months after a ing there was little or 
no v:\.siting between relat living in the parishes con-
cerned, but as the months passed without further homicide 
relatives gradually began to via each other. Or some-
t s related men from the two parishes in a th for 
a funeral or a wedding, and one might ask the other to 
come and sleep the n with • He accepted if :irl his 
judgment public opinion in his parish would be favourable 
to a resumption of contact, iu'ly man or woman could take 
the initiative, and any discussions the two had with men 
of the respective parishes prior to their meeting were 
quite informal. They were in no sense author to act 
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on behalf of parish groups. Nor was it necessary for scores 
to be equal, though there was more readiness to meet 
they were, All but a few intervals of peace developed 
gradually in this way, in response to publ io op:L.--iion, ace 
might last for months or years until, again without any 
consultation of other residents, a man killed somebody in 
the other parish. 
A :formal peace was arranged very rarely, and only 
it were likely that Guests would refuse the Hosts' invita-
tion to a dance-village ceremony. (No formal peace was 
arranged for and bullroarer ceremonies, wh were 
held during intervals of informal peace,) they had 
reason to believe that this might happen, the Sponsors of 
the dance-village ceremony, in consul tat with lsading 
men of the Guest parish, arranged a formal meeting at which 
the homicides in both parishes made gifts to the 'owners' 
of their respective victims. The meet took place some 
12 to 18 months be:t'ore the ceremony was due, to enable the 
Sponsors to prepare gardens in peace. 
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Relations between a homicide and his victim's 'owner' 
A gift from a killer to his vict 's 'owner' was known 
28 
as a 'human head thing', abgagas. T;y-pically, was an 
unreciprocated , made only if the victim's 'owner' were 
to open up friendly relations with man who had 
· killed his relat 
• Not all men could themselves 
to do that. It usually took the form of a shell ornament, 
a pig or a d • Very rarely a woman was given as 'human 
head thing', and occasionally a homicide was asked to 
become a Host or Supporter at a dance-village ceremony 
where the mortuary announcements were be said for his 
Viet :im. 
Sometimes the killer to the initiative of'fering 
the 'human head thing' in order protect himself from 
sore , or his parish against an attack from the rear 
"1nile they were engaged in trying to make a 'pay-back' 
killing against another parish. A man who wanted to build 
a house in a dance-village in a parish where he had recently 
killed, would also give a gift to his victim's 'owner' 
to guarantee his own safety for period he was thus 
engaged. 
28 
29 
Abgagai is the human head. 
For example, the widow mentioned on p.155 who married the 
brother of her cross-cous 's victim in Givena parish. 
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But paradoxically the init ive could come from 
the victim's •o,.mer'. That was a consequence of the ideal 
rel at ion which should obtain between a homicide and his 
im's 'cl'l-ner', according to which the kill should 
become the basis of a bond between them, leading to the 
establishment of a relationship like that between distant 
30 
relatives of different parishes, kapotakari. It was 
legitimate for a man to grieve for hie relative for a 
period, and to vent his anger by killing the 'pay-baok'; 
but to refuse ever to have anything to do with the homicide 
31 
was to behave 'like a woman'. 
A homicide's reaction to the first approach by his 
vi.ct 's 'owner' was L"ltense shame. Remembering the 
ier between them, he was so overcome by the other man's 
friendly overtures that he found himself fumbling for some-
thing to say. Men compared it to the embarrassment they 
would feel were an avoided female ine of the same gene-
ion (an ankamepu) to speak to them, Having exchanged 
food and conversation the shame ceased, and the two men 
were then in a position to resume normal intercourse. 
See pp.10 
'31 
In fact women, too, might approach the man who had killed 
the kinsman. For example, two sisters whose father was 
killed by an Omu man asked him for a 'human head thing' 
after they had come to marry Omu men. 
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If the approach ·by the victim's 'owner' were 
made in the course of a vis it the homicide' El hamlet, 
or a small ceremony (such as for a funeral or wedd 
homicide gave an axe, a pig or a she ornament as 
the 'human head thing', was irrelevant whether the 
killing had been 'paid-back' or not, and there was no time 
1 before which the approach had to be made. 
More usually the meeting took place at a dance-village 
ceremony, organis by the men of the vict 's parish, to 
which men of the homicide's ish were invited as Guests. 
A v iot im' s ' owner' gave the a homicide emblem and 
his v im's bones to carry as he danced. He returned 
these next day, and the Host 'owner' gave him a big cut 
From this a 
developed 
pork, which in due course he 'paid-back'. 
relationship similar to that between ==..;:.;;;;==-= 
if the two men so wished. Sometimes a killer asked his 
close kinsman (or affine) to accept the bones and the pork, 
partly because of shame he 
fear that other relatives of 
, partly because of his 
victim might still bear 
ill will. was quite in order for the homicide's 
at to accept, and in that case the kapotakari rela-
tionship was more likely to develop between the victim's 
'owner' and the homicide's relative. 
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That relationship involved the same ban on homicide as 
obtained between other kapotakari. In other words it en-
larged the number of persons a man should not kill. How-
ever, a subsequent homicide by a resident of the victim's 
parish might be considered as the 'pay-back' that 
which had given r to the relationship, a man of the 
parish not already killed :L"l vengeance, The 'human 
head th:L"lg' was not a form of compensation. Rather, the 
rule was an attempt to prevent the hostility generated by 
homicide carrying over to enterprises to which was 
antipathet , Further, it reconciled a combination of 
features of inter-parish homicide which was unusual even 
in Melanesia - unprovoked attacks against the same parishes 
with which intermarriage took place, Structurally, homicide 
and intermarriage were acts of the same general type in 
the Kuni.maipa. The bond which should be established be-
tween a homicide (or relat ) and h victim's 'owner' 
was weaker than that established by marriage, equivalent 
to the relationship which stems from a marriage many 
nerations ago. That log al enough, for al though 
Kunimaipa women usually leave their 'owners' on marriage, 
they are only partially 'lost' to them, They continue to 
visit and support them with pigs. 
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It would. surprie ing if acceptance of such a cultural 
ideal, which runs counter to strong bonds and sentiments 
between relatives, did not encounter some oppos ion. The 
Kunimaipa read admitted that 'bad' men tended to behave 
'like women' 1 and refused to maintain last rel a tj.onsh ips 
with men who killed the relatives, But other contexts 
people occasionally attributed various afflictions to the 
'spirits' of the victims homicide, who were believed to 
punish the living kin for treating their killers as 
they did 'the correct thing'. Admii;tedly it did not happen 
often, since contact between a survivor and the man who 
killed his kinsman was relatively infrequent. Ax1d when it 
did, they were L>J.ed to dismiss the 'spirit' a victim 
which did it as a fool, which did not know any better. 
Nevertheless, it suggests that even 'good' men had ambi-
valent feelings about id behaviour they should adopt 
towards the killer of a relative. 
The Kunimaipa did not justify homicide 
32 
other New Guinea peoples like the latmul 
as did some 
33 
or the Purari, 
'The natives say that prosperity - plenty of children, 
alth, dances and fine ceremonial houses - follows upon 
successful head-hunting. 1 G, Bateson, Naven, p.140. 
33 
'On some occasions at least, the head, or even the whole 
body (of a human victim) was thrust into the mouths of 
the kaiemunu as an offering. This rite was certainly 
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example. Nor does Simmel's suggestion that'groups (in 
the e stages of culture) live in mut indifference 
side by side as long as there is ace, while they gain 
active reciprocal significance for one another only 
34 
war 1 apply. Neighbouring parish groups already had 
's ignifioance' one another. (In case, even if 
they had not, it oould as well be argued that pre-
vented them developing relationships based on other inte-
rests and activities.) 
The fact that the Kunimaipa so readily gave up homi-
cide with the establishment of Government control - there 
had not been a killing by men of· Omu, Hagave, Lobdon and 
most other parishes in the area between 1947 and 1957 -
s-i.tgges that tl'1e motivation was otil.tural rather than the 
psychological conditioning of members of the society. The 
majority, at any rate, seem to have had no great taste for 
it, and from their own accounts were glad enough to give 
it up. 
As a means of gaining prestige homicide was always 
ranked second to leadership the orga.>iisation of 
33 (continued) 
performed at the conclusion of the Pairama ceremony, though 
on what other occasions I am not sure.' F.E, Williams, 
The Natives of the :Purari Delta, Territory of :Papua Anthro-
pology Report No,5, p,109, 
34 
G, Simmel, Conflict, translated by K.H. Wolff, p.33, 
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ceremonies. a reputation as a 'sharp man' was rated 
high enough for men to be prepared to kill without provoca-
tion to win it, The ige and renown accorded 'sharp 
men' reflected the protection they gave the parish from 
iscriminate attack. But it was an esteem tinged with 
fear in a society lacking government institutions, and 
in which vengeance and self-help were the accepted s 
against injury by 'sweet people' even within a par 
membering the tendency of men to move around a good deal 
ions 
Re-
from hamlet to hamlet, the significance a man's reputa-
tion become clearer the next chapter. 
Chapter 8 
COI\fFLICT WITHIN A PARISE 
In traditional Ku:n:imaipa society there was no 'organ-
ised and regular procedure by the whole community or by 
the constituted representatives of social authority, which 
resulted in the fixing of responsib ity upon some person 
within the community and the infliction by the community, 
or by its representatives, of some hurt or punishment 
l 
upon the responsible person'. In Radel iffe-Brown' s 
terminology they had no penal sanction. Within a parish 
the 'pain people'-' sweet people' distinction was both a 
moral and a jural dichotomy. Diffuse moral sanctions 
operated between 'pain people' to regulate the outbreak 
and course of disputes. They were replaced by sanctions 
of vengeance and self-help for obtaining redress between 
'sweet people'. But there was nobody with authority to 
arraign the parties, even if the quarrel or offence con-
cerned •shame people', or any institution comparable to 
A.R. Radcliffe-Brown, 'Primitive Law' in Structure and 
Function in Primitive Society, :p.212. 
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the 1man of the earth' of some African societ , with 
powers to mediate in the event of homicide within a parish. 
Kunimaipa leaders had to operate a society which allowed 
men considerable mob ity of residence. 
Conflict within a parish took several forms. Men 
disagreed about their rights of ownership and use of re-
sources, and they infringed the rig..~ts of others over land, 
economic trees, pigs, personal effects and people. They 
quarrelled over many things, and engaged in hand-to-hand 
fighting, which I ref' er to as -brawling. That was regarded 
as legitimate physical combat between 'sweet people', and 
was considered an essential preparation for warfare between 
parishes, Few men were killed in the course of brawls; 
the majority of victims of intra-parish homicide were old 
men, women and children. Many more were believed to have 
died from sorcery - magic performed over personal leav-
ings - at the hands of other residents; both forl!lB 
killing were condemned. 
However, the Ku:nimaipa were not an aggressively 
quarrelsome people. By that I mean that they did not pick 
quarrels at the slightest provocation, nor i_n conversation 
were they continually finding fault in others. 'It's hie 
As for example, among the Nuer. E.E. Evans-Pritchard, 
The l'fuer, p.172. 
2 
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affair' was a typical comment on another's behaviour; even 
when pressed, they often showed reluctance to express a 
moral judgment. I have no doubt they~ such a judgment, 
but they di.d not publicise it until the occasion was 
appropriate. That occurred when the man who had deviated 
from some norm cf behaviour injured another, who then 
voiced his moral judgment in the form of insults. 
During the years I was in the field there was an 
average of about one dispute every 3 to 4 weeks between 
men living in Omu parish, and a couple each year involving 
3 
an Omu resident and men of other parishes. For the rest 
the only overt evidence of discord and dissension - and 
it was observable only after I got to know people well -
was an avoidance of conversation between several men who 
had quarrelled seriously years before. 
Women, too, quarrelled and fought, but very infre-
quently and they did not sustain quarrels as men did, The 
only bitter fighting among women occurred between those 
who were competing for the same man. The struggle might 
go on for years between co-wives, but more usually one 
retired from the fray. A woma..n whose husband neglected 
The adult male population of Omu varied over the period 
between 55 and 65, as men went away and returned from work 
Port Moresby. 
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her for the wife his nodepu, quarrelled with her husband 
rather than with the other woman. Other quarrels between 
women were mostly triggered by theft :from gardens, damage 
to gardens by pigs, and interference in domestic squabbles; 
the women might say harsh things to each other, and occa-
sionally unrelated women might fight with sticks. Men 
rarely intervened, and I did not see a quarrel between 
women spread to involve more than a couple on each side. 
it day or two after female cognates or affines had quarrelled, 
either took the initiative in suggesting they spend a day 
together in the gardens. Ties of loyalty to their respeo-
tive kinsmen were not a cause of friction between the wives 
4 
of kinsmen, as among the Kuma. Unrelated women might 
refuse to speak to each other for longer periods but they, 
too, gradually and informally resumed normal social inter-
course, 
Quarrels between adults of opposite sex were extremely 
rare, except for domestic quarrels between spouses. The 
. 5 
avoidance relationship between affines of opposite sex 
prohibited legitimate contact and quarrelling with them. 
1tn offence against a woman was an infringement of the 
Marie Reay, The Kuma, p,80. 
5 
See pp.124-9. 
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rights of her husband (or if she were unmarried, af her 
father and brothers, and if she were a widow, of her dead 
husband's kinsmen), and thus became a dispute between men. 
Men did not send a k:ins.woman back to a husband who beat 
her severely, and they 'paid-back' her death if her hueba.'1d 
killed her. Consequently this account mainly concerns 
conflict between msn, 
'Pain people' and 'sweet people': the moral-jural 
s ignificanc~ 
followed from the distribution 
6 
intra- and inter-
parish marriages that some, but not all, of the people 
living within a parish were linked by close ties of kinship 
and affinity. In other words, some fellow residents of a 
parish were a person's 'pa:in. people' and some were his (or 
her) 'sweet people'. In a parish context the 'paL~ people'-
'sweet people' distinction a.mounted to a moral and jural 
. 7 
dichotomy. 
See p.148. 
7 
I use the past tense :in this account because it describes 
the jural processes before the establishment of Government 
control and the introduction of courts, Where offences are 
now heard and punishments inflicted. But it should be 
understood that people still profess the traditional moral 
and jural obligations between 'pain people', It is only 
in regard to 'sweet people' that adoption of court pro-
cedures has introduced changes concerning the morality, 
adjudication and punishment of offences. 
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The ideal norm of conduct between 'pain ople' was 
mutual help and assistance at all times; it was held to 
wrong and shameful for them to quarrel or to injure one 
another. In contexts of conflict the element of shame was 
stressed by referring to them as 'shame people'. (I shall 
continue to refer to them as such.) Disputes with, or 
offences against them were at all t :Imes offences against 
morality. So, too, was conflict between men of a hamlet. 
In reality, of course, they did sometimes quarrel and 
injure one another, especially those who lived the same 
ish. When that happened their mutual relatives ied 
to persuade them to settle the dispute, By convention, 
an offender should pay compensation to the offended, 
that should end the matter. The injured man should not 
'pay-back' the offence at a later date. If 'shame people' 
had quarrelled and subsequently refused to speak to each 
other, they met formally in a ritual over killed pigs. In 
Kunimaipa ideology they became reconciled because of the 
shame at having deviated from the ideal norm. In practice, 
however, both did not participate jointly in big cere-
monies no formal meeting was arranged. 
In jural matters 'shame people' were sharply contrasted 
8 
with 'sweet people'. Intra-parish homicide was condemned, 
See p.323, 
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but it was not considered wrong to quarrel with, deceive, 
or injure 'sweet people' except when preparations were 
under way to hold a b ceremony in the parish, or im-
mediately after a resident had been killed by a man of 
another parish, unless the 'pay-back' had already been 
killed. At such times leaders criticised a man who offended 
a 'sweet person', but at other times neither they nor any-
body else said that offences between 'sweet people' were 
immoral. 
A man who injured a 'sweet person' living in the sa;me 
parish was never under any obligation to compensate him. 
It was up to the victim, or one of his relatives, to exact 
vengeance if a.'1d when he could. The general aim was to 
'pay-back' the offence with another of the same kind. It 
was not the job of a man who was related to both part 
to try and arbitrate to settle the dispute, nor was such 
itration attempted. A man who was related to both 
might try to separate them if they brawled, but that was 
a different matter. Finally, informants often said that 
a formal me ing was not arranged between 'sweet people', 
but in fact a meeting was arranged to allow big ceremonies 
to proceed smoothly. However, such a meeting was not a 
settlement of the dispute; the offence could I paid-
back' after the ceremony was over. 
Conflict between 'shame people' 
Rules of conduct 
Kunimaipa notions of right behaviour towards 'sbame 
people' were clear and straightforward. Sex relations 
and marriage were forbidden with them, and any reference 
to sexual matters, or any form of joking or teasing. 
fines of opposite sex should practise strict avoidance. 
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There should be no injury to their persona by fighting, 
sorcery or homicide, or to their self-esteem and reputation 
by insult. A person should not steal or damage the pro-
perty, lie to them or refuse the requests. Those who 
lived together should generously share the food, and 
especially all pork which they received. Clearly, many of 
these junctions were aimed at avoiding the conflict and 
quarrels which were wrong between 'shame people', and en-
couraging the mutual help and assistance which should 
characterise their relations. 
Sanctions 
The rules were buttressed by a variety of sanctions. 
The marriage regulations were largely kept because many 
of them were in a man's best interests. Infringement 
9 
carried what Nadel has called 'intrinsic' penalties - in 
9 
S.F. Nadel, 'Social Control and Self-regulation', Social 
Forces, 31, p.269, 1953. 
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this case failure to maximise potent advantages. Obli-
gations of help and ass tance, especially at each other's 
ceremonies, were strong posit sanctions which made it 
rewarding a, man to conform. Withdrawal of support 
constituted a means of penalising an offender, especially 
one who failed to acknowledge the obligation to compensate 
a at ive for infringement of his rights. That obl ion 
to pay compensation was, of course, itself a sanction. In 
add it ion to all these consequences, individuals suffered 
10 
from feelings of shame to the extent that they accepted 
the moral basis of their relations with 'shame people'. 
There could be no better indication of the strength of the 
sanction of shame in Kunimaipa society than the fact that 
they refer to those between whom it should operate as 
'shame ople', 
Being a code of ideal rules no distinction was made 
between the strong end the weak. But the diffuse sane-
tions failed to invoke the correct sentiments in a man, 
"there was nobody with authority force him to obey the 
rules, with result that in the real world, where men 
sometimes failed to 1 ive up to such ideals, a roan' s repu-
tation was of some relevance even in his dealings with 
'shame people 1 • 
See pp.56-7. 
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In general d cussions these were the sanctl.ons cited. 
Nobody ever suggested that people should honour their 
obligations for fear of supernatural punishment, and my 
informants did not believe that the spirits of the dead 
inevitably punished a person for failure to do so. :But 
the spirits of the dead and of those about to die were 
considered to be capricioo~. They did not cause sickness 
or injury to people but they might set fire to a building 
or a valued article, take or injure a pig, or hide some 
article and return it a few days later. (The spirit of a 
person about to die, but not of one already dead, might 
miraculously save another person from serious injury, or 
might cause sickness in a p herd from which the animals 
would not recover until the person d d.) 
If a man suffered some such misfortune at the time he 
was feeling guilty about his failure to honcur some obliga-
tion to a close relative, he was 1 ikely to consider that 
the spirit of a dead cognate was punishing him. In that 
case he was sometimes able to remedy his mistake. If his 
pig had disappeared he explained to the unidentified spirit 
why he had erred and asked it to send back his pig, but 
otherwise he did nothing. If, on the other hand, he were 
not feeling guilty, he considered it just something that 
capricious spirits do, and there was nothing he could do 
about • 
Clearly, the belief that sp its of the dead might 
ptmish their 1 cognates was greatly weakened as a 
sanction by the limited range of misfortunes they were 
thought to cause, as well as by the patent inconsistency 
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with which they did so. Little wonder, then, that it was 
overshadowed by the predictable practical sanctions wielded 
by other men. 
11-ccount of conflict between 'shame people' 
Since men had much more to do h their relatives 
than with others, it not surprising that they sometimes 
came into conflict. About half the disputes I wi tne 
were between 'shame people', and although I am imarily 
concerned with the traditional system of dealing with 
conflict I draw on my observations for illustration. 
Disputes about resources were rare between related 
men, From all accounts land disputes were uncommon (I saw 
one between brothers-in-law about the use a plot, whioh 
arose only because of a previous quarrel and was settled 
amicably), but occasionally men quarrelled about rights 
in pandanus and areoa palms. Disputes over the use of 
among men who had jo ovn1ership rights (of which 
I saw two) were more numerous than rival claims to owner-
" . I snip \ which I saw none). 
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Traditionally the Kunimaipa had little in the way of 
mater valuables. Shell ornaments had arrived in quant tty 
only within the older people's lifetime, and were still not 
plentiful. Nor was there a regular source of money incomes. 
I did not hear of a person stealing the valuables or garden 
produce, etc., of a relative during my fieldwork, though 
was cited as the cause previous disputes. 
When a man's pig broke into a relative' s garden it 
was more usual for them to repair the damage jointly than 
to quarrel, and compensation was normally offered for a 
pig killed for that reason. I saw a man pay such compen-
sation, and the only quarrel I heard was due in part to 
other reasons. Any temporary feel inl;liS of ind. ignat ion caused 
by the custom of relatives marking pigs in each other's 
herds were usually kept private, and in due course 'paid-
back', But I heard a :father and son quarrel bitterly in 
a dance-village about wb.o was to get the pig which had 
been marked in the son's herd by his younger brother, 
The obl ion on a person to accede generously to 
a relative's request seems to have involved no great hard-
ship in a society where all had virtually equal access to 
goods. it has given rise to quarrels under the new 
conditions of men going away to work in the towns. Wnile 
they were away, kinsmen supplied their wives with firewood, 
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mended garden fences and gave pork to their children, The 
vast majority of those who received gifts from the workers 
on their return did not express dissatisfaction, whatever 
may have been their private feelings, but quarrels were 
instigated by three men who did. 
Kunimaipa men were very sensitive to slight, but they 
did not always quarrel on spot. They might wait until 
an occasion presented itself and then bring out their 
grievance, or, after brooding on the matter, they might 
commit some offence, often of a tri:fling nature, to create 
a suitable occasion, One man did so to voice his dissatis-
faction with the goods he had received from returned workers, 
and another to complain that he had not received the pork 
he expected from a big ceremony. Another man asked a dis-
tant relat to the old-age announcement for him at 
a ceremony, with the intention of punishing a younger 
brother who had insulted him. By convention, a man's close 
relatives should make the announcement for him before 
others, so to uphold honour the younger felt obliged 
to kill pigs and 'wipe away' the announcement. Such harsh 
act ion was very rare• for it added to the ill-feeling be-
ll 
tween the parties, instead of reduc it. 
The older brother is a particularly quarrelsome fellow. 
He is the man referred to on p. 240 who moved from his 
father's to his mother's parish in late middle age. The men 
of his father's parish withdrew the :ir promised support of 
his dance-village because he had antagonised them by con-
tinual quarrell i:ng. 
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J!ilen who 1 ived together occasionally quarrelled one 
considered the other had failed to o e his fair 
share of labom:·, firewood, pork, etc. I saw two 
quarrels. They sometimes quarrelled, too, about the dis-
ciplining of women and ildren, Dur my fieldwork a 
man was involved in two d i.sputes se reasons. He 
first quarrelled with his wife's f'ather who had slapped 
his son, and went defence of sister 
fought husband. Disputea about the remarriage of a 
man's widow to one of 
12 
ferred above to the 
kinsmen were rare. I re-
quarrel of this type that I saw. 
Very occasionally outsiders were believed to cause dis-
sension within a hamlet by to one man that another 
resident was committ adultery with his wife, killing his 
pigs by and so on. 
The older men claimed that in pre-contact era men 
did not seduce kinswomen or wives of kinsmen of 
a. senior generation. The only case they could cite was a 
man z who was believed to have copulated with step-
daughter, later her and she d axe 
WO\L>ld, ( s told me she :L".lcurred by 
leaving the parish to he was building a 
See p.145. 
dance-village for which he wanted her help.) They main-
tained that men were deterred by the sanctions of shame 
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and the inevitable withdrawal of pig-support by the offended 
1'3 
kinsmen. Yet L'l 2-ir years 2 Omu men committed adultery 
with close kinswomen (all 4 were members of Zahoina' s kapot 
by patrifiliation), and another man with the wife of his 
mother's father's brother's son. 
Two factors may account for the difference: the absence 
of men on contract labour - the husbands of all 3 women were 
away at the time - and the court procedures for dealing 
the crime. The couple mentioned on p.174 had had an 
affair extendin,g over 5 to 6 months at least, but until 
the woman confessed during a court case heard by the Assist-
14 
ant District Officer, nobody seemed to have had the 
slightest suspicion. Her revelation in the court astounded 
and shocked everybody, Interrogation in a court, especially 
one conducted by a European officer, was a very different 
matter from traditional practice, under which nobody could 
0 opulat ion with closely related women, kin or affinal, 
was considered a sign of death for the man, but was not 
itself the cause of death. Because he was about to die 
his 'inside' made him forget his relationship and he 
copulated with a 'shame person'. But his death, when it 
came, might be caused by homicide or, in native belief, by 
sorcery. 
The case concerned another charge. 
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force a person to give evidence. Another important d 
ference was the ab ity to enforce compens ion, and it 
appeared that desire for compensat prompted the 
other Zahoina woman accept the advances of her f 
15 
cousin. To get the necessary evidence she arranged with 
a neighbour to catch them in flagra.nte delicto. 
After first of these two adulteries cawe to 
men Zahoina's kapot said that but for the Government 
they would have killed the guilty man's pigs, raped his 
wife, attacked him and perhaps even killed him. When the 
young woman was released from gaol refused to return 
home because her shame, and stayed with relat s who 
were 1 iving temporarily the Loloipa valley. She had 
become pregnant in the course of' her liaison with her kins-
man, and she died in childbirth a week after the young man 
had returned to Omu on completion of his gaol sentence. 
The Zahoina men completely ostracised hL~. He lived a 
shack in wife's father's hamlet, and rilateral 
rel at were the only other people to befriend h The 
told me they would have defended him against his 
She was married to a man of Amena par • I was unable 
to question her because the local Village Constable took 
the case to sub-district office and both were sentenced 
to gaol. 
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patrilateral kin. When I asked his wife's father what they 
said about the young man's behaviour, replied that they 
d 't say anything. Asked what they thought, he replied 
that they didn't think anything: Were they to criticise 
him, he said, would go away leaving bis wi and young 
baby. Soon afterwards, the young man 
go to work, and he was still away when I 
ft the par to 
16 
ft the field. 
Several examples were cited from the pre-contact period 
of men committing adultery with avoided affines, but there 
was only one suspected case of this type during my stay. 
The injured husband usually refused ever to become recon-
ciled with the adul·terer. An Omu man was killed a brawl 
following such an adultery. The man Z mentioned above 
seduced the unmarried half-sister (same father, different 
mothers) of one of his wives. Her father and brother 
burned Z' s men's house and a brawl developed. The girl's 
father broke Z's father's arm, whereupon Z's kinsman grabbed 
his bow and shot an arrow at the brother of the girl's 
father. The latter man was taken by h son to Ganiawai 
parish where he d :Led of· his wound; from there son went 
quietly to Omu and killed the sister of hie father's killer 
(who had meanwhile fled to i par:Lsh). Ano·ther man went 
I have since heard that he has taken a job with the 
Government. 
so far as to have a kinsman who lived another parish 
killed. He suspected his father of making advances to 
his wife and wanted to kill him, but his matrilateral 
parallel-cous M persuaded him to lure the old man's 
sistsr's son to where M and another man were waiting to 
17 
kill him. 
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Most men punished a wife for adultery, often quite 
severely, and one woman died from her injuries. A second 
man killed wife deliberately suspected adultery 
with her co-wife's brother. 
However tr ing the initial cause of a dispute it 
was easily aggravated by insult. After serious insult some 
just refused to have anything to do with each other for 
years, some engaged in a brawl, and a minority resorted to 
homicide. Quarrels between 'shame people' which were sus-
ta:L~ed for years were a small proportion of the total. Any 
form of physic injury to a 1 pain person• was of course 
immoral. When they brawled their common relatives urged 
them to desist, and reminded them of the shame they would 
l 
Another mother's brother of the victim, while living 
Hagave parish, had killed M's brother years before in a 
battle, and although the killing had been duly 'paid-back' 
and the killer himself had later met his death at the 
hands of a man whom he had cuckolded, M ae ized the oppor-
tunity to pay off an old score. 
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feel when they got over the i.:r anger. relevant, they 
pointed out the trivial cause of their dispute, but if the 
disputants continued, any of ir relatives who were pre-
sent usually tried to separate them. I heard of two such 
brawls in years. The only parricide Omu over the 
previous 50 ars resulted :from a fight. The son, a wizened 
little man, said his father was forever insulting him and 
he struck him in anger. 
Conflict between 'shame ople' was responsible for 
a further 5 homicides, 3 L~tra-parish, 2 inter-parish; 3 
killed distant kin, kapotakari, and 2 killed a relative's 
cognate. Briefly, the circumstances were as follows. A 
youth A was refused pork so consistently by his father, 
who wanted him to become a 'sharp man', that A decided to 
punish him by killing his father's kapot akapu, a young 
child. The youth was egged on by his mother's brothers. 
Some years later, A had been deserted "by several wives 
whom he had beaten severely. His father's brother's wife 
admitted that she had urged one of them to leave him, so 
A persuaded his patrilateral parallel cousin to k a 
young child, the son of her matrilateral parallel cousin, 
who had come from Hagave to live in Omu. The killer obliged, 
in order to gain the homicide emblems. 
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Another man B i.nsul ted his father's brother Z (the same 
man who had killed his own step-daugJlter and seduced his 
wife's sister), a-l'.ld Z sent his son to kill B's mother's 
mother's brother, an old blind man. Later, B's brother 
killed a kapotaka"PU o:f Z because Z shamed him public. 
( Z had reared B and his brother after their father was 
killed in battle.) The father of another man had killed 
his wife's kinsman a battle; many years later the son, 
grown to manhood, 'paid-back' the wrong his father had done 
mother by killing the husba11d and son of h father's 
kapotakapu. He told me his mother had not suggested it to 
him, though she had told him about his father's ing. 
In other words 11 killings, 8 of them intra-pariah 
3 of them inter-parish, collllllitted by different men, 
resulted. from conflict between close relatives during a 
period about 50 years. will be noted that 6 conflicts 
were between father and son, l between father and daughter, 
1 between a man and his father's brother's wife, l between 
brothers-in-law and 2 between spouses. 
18 
As mentioned above conflict between father and son, 
though common, was not universal. Nor did it always lead 
to violence, for relatively few men were willing to run the 
See p.108. 
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risks involved. But these figures suggest that was the 
relationship of greatest strain. wnatever psychologic 
factors may have been involved, the conflict would seem to 
have included an element of resentment against paternal 
disc ine and a desire to establish independence the 
:father. To punish his father a man identified himself with 
his maternal kin, if necessary. 
The fact that men committed such acts and of'ten got 
away with them - 7 of the 11 killers were alive when I was 
the field, 2 others had died of natural cau£es and 2 
by men of other parishes - indicates the 
extent to which the fear of homicide must have guaranteed 
a man's 1 ife and property. Nevertheless, there can be 
l doubt that the validity of norms regulating 
9 
These killings were liable to 'pay-back', When a man 
killed his wife it was up to her kinsmen to do so; they 
d in both oases mentioned above. 
An inter-parish killing, even if homicide and victim 
were relatives - 'shame people' or k~otakari - became a 
matter between the respective pari~es, and as such was 
subject to 'pay-back' the usual way. Similarly, an 
intra-parish killing by a man of his relative's cognate 
was 'paid-back' by the victim's kin. They could leg ima-
tely seek their vengeance an inter-parish killing, So, 
too, could the kinsmen of a victim killed by a collateral 
relative, for some of the killer's cognates wouid not be 
the relatives. There was no vengeance killing in the 
icide mentioned above, though the victim's son by 
another wife did tell his half-brother to hang hilllBelf. 
attempted to do so, but was cut down in time to recover. 
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kill were weakened by the existence of a cultural loop-
hole. A :man Who had been fed the mixture as a child to 
make him a 'sharp man' was to some extent exonerated from 
responsibility. That excuse was usually given - I 
suspect rather uncritically, though there was no way of 
proving it - to account for such deviance, but by no means 
who had been fed the mixture were guilty of such acts. 
As might be expected, the community sometimes found 
itself burdened with men who were to some ent 'above 
the law'. The maxi Z was one such. By Kunimaipa standards 
he was a thoroughly immoral man. He is said to have lied 
to and quarrelled with his relatives, stolen their goods, 
seduced step-daughter, kinswomen of bis wives and the 
wives of his kinsmen; though not of those he lived with. 
The son his half-s ter (same father, different mothers) 
assured me that When he was a young man Z had instigated 
20 
sorcery against him, Z behaved in the same sort of way 
with non-relatives, but that was permissible. He never 
achieved much o.f a reputation in organie ing ceremonies and 
that only as an older man, and his high reputation as a 
killer was achieved large part by treachery. Yet he 
lived to a ripe old age and died naturally about 1952. 
Unlike sister's son who lived in the same hamlet, 
Z's own sons had little if any capacity for organising ce-
remonies, &'1d the sister's son claimed that Z feared he 
would come to dominate them. 
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son was the only other of the above killers who 
was also an intractable offender. He was later killed by 
a Lobdon man in a small raid, an event which, a number of 
men told me, ple aeed them atly. But the speed with which 
Z arranged to have the killer put to death justified the 
erstwhile reluctance to kill Z's son themselves. 
In each generation there were a couple of men l them 
a population the size of Omu who persistently committed 
offences against their O\'ln close relatives (as as 
against others), despite insult, destruction of their houses 
and sometimes corporal punishment. At the of my visit, 
the only intractable off ender ive Omu was an old man 
who was confined to h house, but he st quarrelled a 
good de • Those of the next generation had died or been 
killed by men of other parishes prior to 1947. Among 
younger generation a couple of boys were already beginning 
to qualify - lying to everybody, steal from the houses 
and gardens of the parents and other close relat 
and so on. At least part of the to discipline such 
children probably stems from the custom of one parent com-
forting them when other punishes. 
Yet despite his immoral conduct such a man was not an 
outcast the society. Being no respecter of persons he 
struck fear into the hearts of his opponents, both 
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intra-parish brawling and in warfare. For those advantages 
kinsmen were normally will to endure h occasional 
offences against Sometimes they left him to fight it 
out with an outsider whose s he had infringed, but 
usually they went to his rescue he were getting the 
worst of ·~ J_". Only if he failed to refrain from offending 
other residents of the parish when they were preparing for 
a big ceremony in their hamlet did they drive him out. 
There was nothing automatic about the support for their 
ceremony by men of other hamlets. It could be and occa-
sionally was withheld. If they were forced to choose, they 
judged the success of the ceremony more important than 
ir obligations to an intractable offender, even though 
he were a kinsman. 
The man A who figured in two of the killings was an 
intere ing contrast. He was a man in his mid- to late 
thirties when I knew him, a somewhat impetuous but very 
intelligent man, sr.rewd enough to have learned to adjust 
to the changed situation, and quick to see where his ad-
vantage lay. He had been to work in Port Moresby, had 
learned Pidg and Motu, and soon after h return got 
hims appointed as a Village Constable. But it is likely 
that he would also have learned to control himself under 
the traditional system, for he was amb ious, he had the 
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necess qualities leadership and was already acquir-
21 
ing a reputation organ is ceremonies. 
Several of the o killers were hot-headed quarrel-
some men, but other ways they served the moral code. 
Paradoxically, though the kill Ill be :immoral , if 
they were made in defence of moral principles they strength-
ened those principles by deterring others from transgress 
Compensation and meeting 
I recorded examples (only 2 occurred during my 
fieldwork) of men offering a 'shame person' compensati,on; 
10 of pigs and 1 gave a dog return for similar 
animals they had killed. The other man gave a p to com-
pens ate wife's adopted brother whose wife he had seduced. 
did not compen,sation for other injuries nor for 
offences went undetected, Intractable offenders were 
said not to have compensated 'shame people' whose rights 
they violated. 
will be remembered that the Kunima said they 
arranged a meeting between the part s to a dispute who 
were 'shame people' (or who lived the same hamlet), be-
cause of the shame in having quarrelled. The particular 
He was the man who successfully 'killed' his mother's 
father's 'orphaned' dance-village, mentioned on pp.208-9. 
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:t'orm the meeting between 'shame people' varied according 
to the sever of the quarrel, After a minor one, they 
met by excha.'1ging food, a:t·ter a more serious one they might 
exchange shell ornaments, and following a really serious 
quarrel they met in a more formal ritual over killed 
p at a ceremony. The pigs were provided by either or 
both parties, or by others. In the days the announce-
ment over the pigs took 
22 
hands' or, if one man had 
form 'the two of them take 
ft the hamlet and had 
23 
to rev it 
' h 'leg (was) stood on that, the 
occasion his first visit since the dispute. When shell 
goods became relatively plentiful, men often exchanged 
orname.nts of equal value and, more recently, money was 
sometimes substituted - again an exchange of equal sums -
and they shook hands, a custom learned from Europeans. 
Men who had engaged in mL~or squabbles, which had not 
been aggravated by s, met each other within a day 
or two, but the timing of the reoono iliation a serious 
quarrel varied according to the wishes of the parties. It 
took place within a few days if the men intended to go on 
living together. one had atened to leave the 
23 
See p.461. It was said by whoever made the announcements 
the ceremony. 
See pp.459-60. 
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hamlet the other could 'pull him back' by killing a pig to 
arrange a reconciliation. Other residents might also 
contribute p 
A quarrel between 'shame people' who were living in 
different hamlets (either before they quarrelled or as a 
result it) was normally to remain in exiStenoe 
until one was killing pigs at some ceremony. He, or a 
kinsman or woman, approached other man to ascertain 
his willingness and if he were agreeable he attended the 
ceremony, usucally took along a p jg (though he was not 
obliged to) and they met formally over the killed pigs. 
The meeting could be held at any pig-killing, but pract 
cally every dance-village I saw being built was preceded 
by the settleme of disputes between men who were taking 
part as Hosts. Prior to that they had refused to meet. 
One dispute had occurred eight to ten years before, others 
were more recent, but unt the formal reconciliation the 
parties had not spoken to each other since their quarrel. 
In a very small number d putes between 'shame 
people' a formal meeting was not arranged, because one did 
not 'work for' the other. In this context, 'working for' 
another man consisted either in their both taking part as 
Hosts at a big ceremony, or ir mutual support with 
pigs each other's ceremonies. A.'l elderly man without 
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a no p and consequently could not 'work for' 
his relatives. Quarrels involving one or more such men 
were not formally concluded, but simply allowed to peter 
out in the way typical of d ieputes between 'sweet people' . 
In other words it would be more accurate to say that 
the Ku.:nimaipa arr'anged a meeting between ives because 
they participated jointly ix1 b ceremonies, rather than 
because they had shame from having quarrelled. 
Conflict between 'sweet people' 
Rules of conduct 
Homicide within a parish was condemned, though dif-
24 
ferent people phrased their criticisms in different terms. 
Nor should a person instigate sorcery against a resident 
to cause his death, though everybody believed that it was 
done. An offence by a man against a 'shame person's' close 
ative caused dissension between 'shame people', for 
that reason most men refrair1ed, even though the two people 
concerned were 'sweet people' • Disputes were contrary to 
25 
the whole basis the relationship between nodehol and 
was similarly against a man's best interests to quarrel 
26 
with his absokupu. Good Leaders, Big Men and the Owners 
See p. 323. 
25 See p.118. 
26 
See p. 307. 
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of ceremonies did not commit offences :for fear alienating 
support for the ceremonies, but they defended their rights 
against a 'sweet person' who tried to infringe them. 
But the reaction by injured party to offences com-
mitted by a man against 'sweet people' was not 'he did 
wrong' but 'let us pay-back'. Such actions were er ic ed 
other members of the collilllunity as wrong only when pre-
parations were under way to hold a b ceremony in the 
par and, again, soon after a resident had en killed 
by a man another parish and 0he 'pay-back' had not been 
effected, Then Good Leaders and Big Men are said to have 
insulted an offender to shame him; if he were an intractable 
offender, they might even try to punish him. At ot times 
offences (other than homicide) and di.sputes between 'sweet 
people' were not a breach cf any of correct or right 
within the range of ·behaviour. In that sense 
permitted conduct. 
Sanctions 
In place of the d 
y 
moral sanctions obtaining be-
tween 'shame people' , sanot ions of vengeance and self-help 
operated between 'sweet people' within a parish. The 
Kunimaipa had no system of compensation for settling dis-
putes between them, and consequently no go-between like 
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bilateral Kalinga to ass arranging it, permis-
s ion allowed a man to of a 'sweet 
person', so long as a big ceremony was not be organised 
in the parish or a resident had not i·ecently been killed, 
was matched by sion granted the injured party and 
his relatives to punish the offender 'pay-back' 
to brawl one, but a serious one might ing in most 
bod male residents of a parish. Brawls began only 
lowing an offence. 
Intra-parish brawling was distinguished from fighting 
28 
between parishes by name, by the weapons which were us 
and by intent. Bows and arrows, spears a.vid stone clubs 
should not be though occasionally they were. Wooden 
ol.ubs were kept for brawl.i.ng and steel axes were sometimes 
used. fj1 . "'ne aim was injure but not to kill; houses were 
destroyed occasionally. 
R.F. Barton, The Kal.ingas, p.164. 
28 
The verb for it is zenai t-; t- is the root of 
'to do' but it is used to build a large number of 
expressions like this one. zenaj, means 1 iterally 
(parish) sharp(ness)', 
verb 
verb 
'place 
The verb root men- means 'to cut' and in context 'to 
kill'. They use a number of expressions for fighting 
between parishes of which the more common are: 
gs::B;naiu men- 1 • 'to kill head-sharpness'. 
etnaiu men- lit. 'to kill real-sharpness', 
abnaiu men- lit. 'to kill man-sharpness ' • 
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Men said that they became only 'mildly angry' about 
ing. After they had recovered from the wou."l.ds to their 
persons and their , those who had joined in to support 
a relative gradually and informally resumed contact• without 
harbouring hard feelings. To some conflict with 
parish was encouraged brawling because its in 
educat young men for warfare between parishes. Without 
, they claim, young men would have become 'blunt' and 
afraid, and consequently easy victims of men from other 
parishes who came to attack. In brawling, as i.n warfare, 
older men example and spurred on their younger re-
latives. Further, it was a means of inducing a proper 
respect from others, both for individuals and for groups. 
Men who were known not to defend the rights by fighting 
a 
were more likely to be the victims of attacks by others with-
in the parish, As such it was a manifestati.on of the host 
1 and conflict between indiv uale and with the 
par , and an attempt to gain supremacy over others by 
physical force, 
Whatever the outcome of a was never the 'pay-
29 
back' for the offence which started it. Accepted vengeance 
Many Kunimaipa showed the same attitude towards the fines 
and gaol sentences of the arbitration tem which the Go-
vernment had introduced for settling d isuutes. A com-
mitted an offence a~ainst B and had to pay a fine or go to 
gaol, A or one of his kinsmen tried to force B or one of his 
close kinsmen to commit an offence at;;ainst on~ of theig: 
then the gaol sentences or fines wouLd be rec1procatea as 
well as the offences. 
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was an eye ax1 eye , even intra-parish homicide, though 
victim's kin might a relative of homicide who 
lived another parish. .A im wl10 could not obtain 
satisfaction openly was believed to resort to plott or 
sorcery, especially for a serious offence. he might go 
to 1 another par and from there return to attack 
his opponent. Even he st d in par the more 
offence the more likely was 
to help the offender any 
ar a grudge 
Failure to 
support their big ceremony was an important sanction by the 
residents a parish against the men of a hamlet who made 
themselves too unpopular. 
Account of conflict between 'sweet people' 
Spec offences between 'sweet people' amounted to 
about those I witnessed, but I thL'lk likely that 
the proportion was in pre-contact era when re-
ution was less sm·e and a good harder 'to 
However, the pattern of offences was different from that 
between 'sha:me people', as we would expe 
in their respective obligat 
from the contrast 
Unrelated men might dispute ownership claims to the 
lar1d or palms of a ma".l left no dire heirs, for his 
various kL"lsmen were not necessarily related to each other. 
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I saw one such quarrel about palms and another between two 
men who both want to garden on a p icular plot. In 
each case one party withdrew favour of the other. A 
further dispute arose from accident burning palms, 
another from cutting pandanus nuts from palms under a 
ban. Such disputes seem never to have been very common. 
In the pre-cont act period a disputes resulted from 
theft valuables, but many more from the k ing p 
which, together with adultery, appear to have been the two 
serious offences most quently committed against 'sweet 
people t. 
When I did my fieldwork the fine for adultery a 
nat court was a fair-sized pig, a heavy penalty for a 
Kunilllaipa. Yet adultery was the most common single offence 
(one-quarter of the total between 'sweet people') arid it 
was gene agreed that considerably more took place than 
were detected. Another man was accused magic to 
harm the pigs of a woman who refused him while her husband 
Port ~i'.oresby. was away working 
Remarriage widows without the approval of the dead 
husbands' kinsmen caused three disputes in Omu during my 
stay. The marriages were opposed because they occurred be-
the final mortuary announcements for the de had been 
made, not because they were contrary to the marriage s. 
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Such marriages were less common when kinsmen of the dead 
husbands could ibly oppose them, that sanction 
atly in effectiveness, and European Government 
officers allowing remarriage widows, they showed the 
oppos ion by quarrelling, ertheless, two of the new 
husbands who were Omu men the par to es punish-
ment by dead men's kinsmen, 
Another d e developed when a youth ed to 
a girl who been 1 with her mother's brothers since 
her mother had died, mother's brothers opposed the 
( 
because they wanted her to go on attendi."lg 
later sent her home to her father,) 
Between 1953 and 1957 there weI'e a number small 
brawls, each involving a few men, but only two in which 
ically the able-·ood men of the parish ok part. 
The incidence of brawl had probably been by Go-
verm:nent influence, introduction of courts had. prov 
an alternative means of punishing 
caught another in the of oommitt 
injury against him or one of his re lat attacked 
him. were a minor offence of pro e 
from pal:ms or a quarrel about land - ly the two men were 
left to alone. However, should one get worst o:t' 
the and to his relat for the brawl 
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spread. More usu.ally, brawls were provoked by serious 
offences, One during my fieldwork followed an adultery, and 
the began a about gambl debts. Of 12 
others for which I collected details, 7 were triggered by 
adultery, 3 by the killing of pigs and 2 by theft of valu-
ables. 
Most offences were not premeditated, and took place 
when men were widely scattered attending to ir d 
tasks. As a res 
act or in possession 
the absence of 
p ions were nursed. 
certainties an 
the culprit might not caught in the 
irrefutable evidence his gu • 
evidence nothing was dons, but sus-
Sometimes developed into virtual 
identified the culprit, b 
st nothing was done at that stage because the informer 
usually asked secrecy protect himself against v 
timisation. Then, vihen the victim or surrogate judged 
the time to be right, the offence was 'paid-back', and 
were intended to ma.J;;:e the occasion for a brawl the 
offence was committed openly and provocatively. 
Men went to the of a ative a because 
was a relative not because was innocent or guilty 
of committing offence in que iono tShame 1 were 
obliged to help each other in that way, but obviously 
obligation created d icult for a man who was 
to both, usually began by trying to them, but 
if one were beaten by the he might go to his aid and 
become involved. Different men asses obligations 
d i:fferently, instance, the widow of a Lamai man married 
a Zahoina man. The elder son of Zahoina man by another 
consistently 
brothere-:Ln-law 
ed to brawl with the Lamai sons and 
his step-mother, while his (full) 
as consistently brawled thern~ 
It WaB accepted that obligat kinship or 
L>J.ity some men tried to separate those engaged in a 
the heat of the struggle they wer·e sometimes struck but, 
iI1 cold blood, the situation was appreciated, they 
were net criticised for the stand they took. same was 
a man who, the sa.'I!e reason, not come to 
another's aid a brawl. A badly injure& man might be 
angry with relative for a few , but he soon got 
over it. 
ion brawl ed r iesues on any or 
all of which men take sides There be ret ia-
t ion, like setting fire to the culprit's men's house, 
kill his pig, or physical ury or serious to 
a combatant on either side. beos:me e ct a number 
small fights as men engaged e other pa1.rs or in 
S!llall scattered over a considerable area. 
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Under cond the event started it became 
only one of disputes. A man join such 
generalised brawls even though he had relatives on both 
sides, by picking out non-rel at among opposition. 
Opponents 
though in residence was as important as kapot membership 
as a bas re Being ad hoc group they 
varied in oompos , partly by chance - some men were ab-
, in the forest or too 
late by • Men re from 
they were liable to an insult v-1ot.lld cause them 
A man who had re buried a close relat 1 but 
had not 'washed' the bones, did not jo in for that 
30 
an opponent wou1d to the s. 
two adulteries involving members 
other Zaho men told me they would be careful not to brawl 
with men of other ~::2.QJ::S while they were st ing 
acute shame. With their eye on future advantages, Good 
Leaders, B Men and the Owners of ceremonies did not take 
an part in brawls, to se-
the contestants. I shall "we shall b 
a dance-v " but if I brawl with now he not 
p,54. 
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heed me then. Ins he will just listen go aws,y', 
y explained to justify stand y ok, 
Some ended wj_thout ser us damage to of the 
contest s, but with sufficient minor wounds to dampen 
iasm. One always ended 
which was thought might prove 
the only Omu fatal brawl 
In any case, a brawl was 
a man received a wound 
' 
I have described 
31 
ing about 50 years. 
confined to one day or 
a day, and once it su-osided was rare for to 
flare in·. 
The infrequency of homic brawl was a 
expediency rather than moral rectitude, It was read.ily 
ad.rnitted that a man bent on kill within the ish se-
le men, women and cially father-
or adopted children. For one was , and 
for another ir loss was felt less keenly. reduced 
the the chances of a re-
rel at the between 
homicide victim's 'owner'. I 
the ions surround :Lng 8 of kill Onrn; 6 
9 remain 
ren a,na_ 1 
p.375. 
victims were children (3 adopted 
father was dead), 2 were women d in 
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parishes the last was an old man. By com-
parison with accounts from other par s Omu record 
seemed fairly typical. However, kill had ta.~en 
e many years before, and only 2 of the 8 men respons 
were alive when I d my ldwork (5 had d and 1 r.ad 
been in battle). 
The worst outbre led to the deaths of 4 children. A 
man G killed the daughter of his father' e female kapotakapu 
who come from Ganiawai parish to marry an Omu man. 
formants ga>"'fi two motives for the killing. Most said that 
the girl's brother had jo d in a raid on Eli parish in 
which G's mother's kinsman (the relationship could not be 
traced) had been killed. G about the death and 
several of his relatives suggested to him he would feel 
better if he killed to 'nav-oaok'. He was too afraid to 
att one of the men and he chose that g because her 
father was dead. Others said that the raid on i had taken 
place out a year before, and y maintained that G killed 
simply to get the homicide emblems. Nobody knew any 
prompted kill dispute which 
If G had hoped get away with it he reckoned 
his own patrilateral el aousin D, who 'paid ack' 
death that same day by killing the adopted son of i'L ( 
was Tu!' s wife's son by her previous husb from 
hout 
i) ' 
3 
one of men who was said to have urged G to D 
isted that he had not with G prior to 
nor d they as a result. 
boy had an older brother and two of his ' 
:fathers' , M's olose patr kinsmen, escorted h to 
i to be out of danger. On the way back they are said 
to have grieved over loss of two ons, so they 
resolved to 'pay-back' the ing. They told everybody 
living on the far s of a creek from ir 
stay in the owil territory. order was directed at 
the residents o:f the hamlets of both killers, which were 
across the creek. A days later a man H defied them. 
is reported to have said to them, 'We are all Omu people, 
his wife's son by her former husband, whom H had adopted. 
A brawl developed and H's brother chased M's son to 
V11f1e:r·e was killed by a Lobdon man. 
Two girls and an old man were killed in another out-
break. Many before men o:f Z,ahoina's kapot had killed 
33 
a man. Rememb the victim some Lamai men are 
reputed to have said 'our grandfather died with blood 
s brother a11d G were married to s so from 
33 
Nobody knew what had reminded them, 
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his nose (i.e. , being killed); the Zaho people are 
1 to ola. and dying peacefully. t us one of 
their old To evade a 'pay-back' against s' 
a man of Lamais kapot urged a man 
a Zaniwa child, (A little to 
Zahcina's kapot to k 
that a Zaniwa man 
killed his , a Zaho woman.) 2 
girls they were drawing water, &~d to 'pay-back' the 
de the JJamai man killed an old Zaho man. 
Another u:an killed a sick woman simply to get the 
homicide emblems. husband wounded his kinswoman but 
did die, The 2 were 'pay-back' killings. A man 
brother-in-law had killed his s ter for suspected 
adultery 'paid-back' by ing an elderly Lobdon woman 
to the homicide's kinsman. r man 
the son of a Ganiawai and an i mother who was 
living in with his mother and step-father, vengeance 
for the ath of an Omu man at hands of men of Ganiawai 
• 
The prohibition on quarrell with and offending 
'shame people' channelled 
with whom it was permitted. But in add ion a Kunimaipa 
adult expe 'sweet people' to and hann him (or her) 
Ior own advantage. He had plenty of 
many of them d so overtly the ways I have descrl.b 
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he believed that they did so se by inst ing 
sorcery him or his e • Most 
34 
and de , except among the aged, was attributed to sorcery. 
ion frequently on residents of the parish, 
who not only had gre access to the necessary materials, 
but who also were thought most likely to have had reason to 
injure another by this means. Residents other parishes 
could kill an enemy; withi."'l the parish that was too dan-
gerous, So al though a man sho;:ild not injure a fellow parish 
resident by sorcery, everybody b ieved that it was done. 
However, there was no technique of divination to identify 
the person re empts to do so were t>ased 
on e. When by the patient's relative 
to ir armp food which was to be fed to hill', 
residents J1ever ref'used-e To have dcr1e so 
would have been to e susp ion. Logically, re, 
they could en accused of causing him illness out 
The practit loners of sorcery performed magic over the 
personal leavings victim - food , otpr 
body-dirt, hair nail parin cloth , etc. The mater 
was despatehed away, sorcerer who ac ly 
performed tt.e normally did not know the 
ally or even name. The s ant rel at 
between sorcerer and , b;it between the v im 
and the person who took the materials on which sorcery was 
made. It was believed that the pat food which 
had been in the armp of that person he recovered .• 
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• Informants admitted that, but were not shaken in 
their b ief that a person sometimes did kill another 
resident" 
Men insisted that 'sweet people' d not as a 
result of inter-parish homicide. For example, a man of 
Zahoina' s in Hagave parish was ed 
by a man of Lamai' s kapot, should get square by 
kill some relat of hie who lived :L"l any other par 
In 
off him the course a quarrel, Similarly, if a Lamai 
man killed a res of Hagave parish and were 'paid-
back' by the killing of a ZaJ10ina on said that 
Zaho men did not feel angry with the i k er. 
Instead, they are repated have said 'we are all Orr,u 
'people; us go and the pay-b All resi-
dents, as we have seen, responded immediately to the 
porary defeat 
35 
parish. 
a slanging match with the homicide 1 s 
But the death of a resident a further 
tightening cohesion a parish. J1:ny man who quarrelled 
was rotu,dly insulted by the leaders, ' op , they have 
See p.340. 
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ki.1led one of us this the time to pay-b You are 
-blunt men, like women with your short perine 
words, real men would be thirlking a-bout 
dangerous obl ion to revenge the killing, 
:t'ar more 
c an Omu man had killed a resi_den t of 
another parish they 
the 'pay-back' • Men d 
preca..-i.it 
fa<tl!U<;:tS, 
to 
consult a-
tion, arranged guards at appropriate points protect men 
and women as they worked. Disputes that d id 
in the pas"t were forgotten temporar in the of the 
greater danger to which they were all exposed. They denied 
my sugge ion that a guard might ow one of his char 
to bs killed because of some quarrel they had had. ike 
plotting with a man of another parish to have a fellow 
resident killed, that would have been a public act 
therefore too dangerous. 
Even allowing the smaller parishes 
the was lower the Omu average about one 
v im and one 'pay..:baok' a ar, it 
that 
means limiting ove 
Disputes be 
preparations were be 
ish11 This was 
ctJ.ve 
conflict within a parish. 
residents were 
\;O 
so 
o condemned w11en 
a ·big ceremon:y- in a 
a dance-village 
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ceremony. Unaccus as men were to co-ope 
groups, sources of tion arose the conduct 
the common ent ise. Vifhen d icult arose the;y 
often required the experience of Good and Big 
ll/Ien a sat cry ion. The job of the 
lead.ers was made doubly hard res - whether or not 
they were participat at ted 
offences, for d to ad and 
those engaged in the dance-v age, The leaders criticised 
and insulted those who thre ened the success of the cere-
mony dissuaded others from joining in a brawl. 
both were taking an active part as Hosts they were persuaded 
to agree to a meeting the first available opportunity, 
There was no ri·tual requirement that tr1ose taking 
36 
should be a s of· amity. T+ ~v was simply a matter 
ic d ies. A man who had suffered some 
fringement h rights \ll/as expected 'to ~restrain hims 
and not vengeance until ceremony was concluded. 
In effect there have been cons id 
each other, 1/fnen they were, vengeance and self-help were 
strong sa:nct keep do?m the level of open confl 
As for example ice;) M. Fortes, 
d:!;y]~il.£:U?.f_~~filLI!!!!2.r!E...!l!L~d.f!:~, P • 98 • 
of 
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s e person' no 
shame, men said at t that no formal meeting between 
them was ; their d were simply left to ter 
out. However, were ical occasions a 
formal meeting was held: the two men ted toget11er· 
a they were both to Hosts at a b ceremon~f, 
and again, if the 
big ceremony. 
parish been invited as Guests to a 
ive participa,t as s at a big ceremony was the 
determining factor of the 
was in the formal meet 
two oond it 
bet>r?een t shame 
' 
as it 
ople', The 
meet was arranged by men sponsoring 
followed same 
though sometimes there was no exchange of goods. Very oc-
oasionally the Owner of a ceremony pres ed an unreoipro-
cated gif·t to a man who let be known that he would have 
ii' had not been an o:ffence 'b~r,. or a become a 
brawl , one or more res of the Sponsor's hamlet. 
I'he g was determined by the r s and wrongs of 
offence or brawl, and was in no sense a payment r 
injury inflicted, It was given to obligate rec 
p to ass the at his ceremony, and that 
purpose only, 
A 
only 
each ether, and. 
was to go 
of them were st 
re were a dWJger 
dance another par 
to 
further le on 
or the Because 
W!tt!LLet grOUpS 
a re 
a parish one or more -'G reject 
an 
Go 
it at to dance when the f overtures were 
Le Big Men then pe~~nRn them accept the 
itation, to agree a formal meeting with ir 
erstwhile rivals one the small ceremonies arranged 
to the en route to the dance-v 
ceremony .. 
A common pr iple emerges we compare the 
stances under which a formal meet was arranged between 
they were 'shame ople ' 
was that no dispute oe-
tween the men of a was allowed to it ate 
the successful conduct of a big ceremony, e in 
ish disputants or elsewhere. 
met each other formally d resurne the 
ceremony, but was no 
people' the 'pay-back' of an 
Tr1e meet pr a settlement of 
te:c 
:L'lg 
e 
dispute, 
though 
was 
had that between 1 shame people' • Its 
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chief purpose was to ensure that factional differences were 
not permitted to interfere with a dance 
At other times, as s put , 
ceremony. 
is there to 
about?' There was, indeed, nothing that had to be discussed 
by a collect y, and was tl1e ivate if' men 
did not wish to speak to each other. Contact between 
was mainta:ined by those who not jo a 
:brawl. 
This 
cerning 
raises several t po con-
system of moral y, but I do not propose a 
d sion of that aspect of the society at present. 
My concern has been describe, in some detail, the system 
more-or-less orde:ved anarchy uii.der which the Kunimaipa 
lived ir lives and managed to organise their b cere-
monies. The backgro against which they had to operate 
gives some idea of the stature of leaders who were the 
driving force behind those ceremonies. The next 
an elaboration of what traditional leaders and 
do it. 
is 
they 
Chapter 9 
TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP 
The Kunimaipa distinguish two grad.es of leaders, Big 
(the infill: -aho- me ans 'big' ) and Good 
l 
Leaders, aba:miri (the infix -.,,ill_.i-- me ans 'good ' ) • Many 
informants can describe the differences between the two 
grades in terms of stereotypes, but there are no symbols 
of either e there is no cle de criterion 
for assessing whe<;her a man is a Big Man or a Good Leader. 
Consequently, informants disagree to some extent about 
which men they place each category, In terms of the 
stereotypes, a Big Man gives advice to his hamlet group and 
to a lesser extent to kinsmen with whom he does not live, 
while the influence of a Good Leader extends to all hamlets 
wi.thin his parish. In other words, the difference between 
the grades lies the physical range of leadership. 
Leaders have high prestige because the principal means 
of gaining it is the organisation of ceremonies, which 
In the area where I worked the alternative morpheme for 
'good' used much more commonly in other contexts. 
Thus a man who is 'good' the sense of observing the 
norms of the society is an and aba:mipu \sing.) 
is tl.J!led only a le ad er. 
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their especial concern. I explain a little later what this 
involves. Formerly, they are said so to have advised on 
ing. So long as homicide was not 1 to prejudice 
the success of the ceremonies they encouraged and part 
oipated in raids and warfare, to enhance the own reputa-
t and that of the parish. But while leaders were 
never 'blunt men', it was not essential for them to have the 
highest reputations as killers. Both homicide and the or-
ganisation of ceremonies kept a man's name on the lips of 
other people own and ne ighboixring parishes, and thus 
served to increase h fame. The name of a Good Leader 
'goes far away', that is, it known all surrounding 
parishes. The names of other Big Men are knovvn within a 
more restricted range. 
In addition to being well known further afield the 
presence or absence at ceremonies of a Good Leader is noted 
and commented on. At a dance-village ceremony he takes 
justifiable credit for bring the dancers: 'they didn't 
want to come', he tells the Owner of the ceremony, 'Imt I 
persuaded them'. When he visits other parishes, a Good 
Leader is likely to be found talking with others of his 
kind, and a favourite topic of conversation with them are 
the respective achievements and accomplishments. The 
forms of deference shown a Good Leader will become ear in 
4-09 
what follows. There are no spec material advantages. 
For example, a Good Leader is not given better food than 
any other guest when he goes visit he not given a 
bigger cut of pork nor, if he is an owner of a road, he 
treated in any way differently by his co-owner. 
The difference in the stereotypes regarding the scope 
of the leadership of Good Leaders and Big Men not easy 
to check by actual observation, since leadership is 
mostly informal and is confined to a 1 imited number of 
situations. However, informants can cite plenty of evi-
dence to support it. But I saw Omu men (together with men 
other parishes) various combinations organ a number 
of ceremonies, large a.~d small, and those contexts I was 
to observe that some men have more, and some 
more, influence than others. 
"""'" much 
There are 10 or 12 out of the 50 odd Omu men over 30 
years of age who are generally considered to be leaders. 
Two of them, who are probably about 50 years of age, are 
agreed by all to be Good Leaders, and are said to have 
leadership qualities the time they were young 
men. Their pre-eminent role in influencing others was also 
obvious to me. was generally agreed that another 2 aged 
between 35 and 40 years are becoming Good Leaders. Again 
was readily observable that they stand out among 
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men the part they play in the organisat and 
conduct o:f ceremonies which they take part, Such a man 
may be called a Big Man, but more usually he is said to be 
'like a Good Leader' or 'a man who become a Good ad er'. 
There are diff erenoes o:f opinion about the other 6 or 
8, whose ages range from mid-forties to early sixties. These 
are men who have 1 ess 'goodness' , and who are saii to 
have been slower than the 2 Good Leaders to show much 
fluence. Some informants include a few of them, not always 
the same ones, as Good Leaders, Others say they are Big 
llien, not Good Leaders. There is a tendency, though not an 
invariable one, for an informant to place those who influ-
ence him most the h grade and bring into the 
lower grade men Who are not considered by others as leaders 
at all, Big Men could be observed to play an important 
part in their own hamlet groups, and a slightly ss promi-
nent than the Good Leaders in the conduct of dance-
village ceremonies. 
Ln of both the lack of any formal recogn ion that 
a man is an ordinary man, a B Man, or a Good Leader, and 
the different gradi.ngs given by informants to many of the 
leaders, the question of mobility between the grades is 
evitably rather vague, Lack of experience excludes young 
men, roabanari (lit. 'boy men') from pos ions of influence 
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and, with the onset of old age - socially after the old-age 
announcement has been said for a man, but in fact some 10 or 
so years later - a leader 'goodness' begins to diminish 
and he becomes classed as an 'old man' , abauapu. As he and 
h wife decline in phys al strength they cannot feed so 
pigs, they therefore take part in fewer ceremonies, 
and he receives less pork, But though gradually takes 
the initiative less often he continues to help and advise 
his younger relatives, especially those with whom he lives. 
Some men - those who have no wife for all or most of the 
lives, and some who have a normal married life - pass into 
old age without ever coming Big Men. All the lives 
they are prepared to follow others. They par tic ipat e in 
ceremonies and fulfil their obligations according to their 
supply of pigs. They are not looked up to, but neither are 
they downtrodden, though in a quarrel they are likely to 
be reminded of the sub-ordinate position they hold. 
Organisation of ceremox1ies 
The organisation of a ceremony begins in a hamlet with 
feasts, and the initiat suggesting and arra;ng:LYJ.g them 
is taken by the leaders. J..rra:ng a feast is not an 
automatic response to having the necessary supply of foode. 
Left to themselves other men would be more inclined to enjoy 
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the cial foods, especially meat and anus nuts, which 
they distribute in feasting. The activities of the various 
residents require a certain minimum of planning and oo-
ordir,ation, and the leader sees that it achieved. When 
a.'1 occasion es which seems to call for a small ceremony, 
a ,,leader' e judgment and experience enable him to assess it, 
Pigs cannot be wasted on a.vi event of m:L"lor sign ic snce, 
but neither can an occasion which calls for a ceremony be 
overlooked. When one is held the announcements which did 
not j ify kill pigs :previously must be recollected 
included. 
Hosts at kavis and bullroarer ceremonies are usually 
2 
confined to adult male residents of a hamlet, so that a 
man learns to conduct them with the group in which he lives. 
But the organisation of dance-village ceremonies learned 
at any ceremony any hamlet where a man becomes a Host. 
An amb ious man does not confine himself to ceremonies in 
surroll.c~d hamlets; more frequently than ordinary men he 
becomes a Host at dance-villages sponsored by his close and 
tant relatives :L~ neighbouring parishes, 
that possessed by a ritual pract ioner, abmenoRu, who brings 
See pp.273-4. 
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various materials from 'pig-creeks', 'pig-stones' and else-
where :for use in ri tua.ls various stages of a ceremony. 
The Kunimaipa believe that those rituals make a ceremony 
more successful than it would be lithey were not performed, 
but ceremonies can be, and are, conducted without them, 
3 
need be. Most itioners arn from others but some 
also experiment with innovations their own, so that 
there a good de of variation in materials and 
techniques they use and in the success they are believed to 
achieve. They are accorde<i prestige proportional to that 
success, but the roles of ritual pract ioner and leader 
are quite inct. Some pract ioners are leaders, some 
are not, and vice versa. Neither the esent Good 
aders Omu has more than a smattering, but one of the 
men who is expected to become a Good Leader is establishing 
something a reputation as a ritual practitioner. Several 
who have a limited reputation as practitioners are Big Men, 
but one of the most famous j_n the previous generation never 
married, and consequently had no reputation as a leader. 
In the organisa·tion of dance-villages the aders are 
concerned essentially with practical affairs. Their 
3 
The various ways in which 
success of a ceremony are 
the footnote to p.247. 
the rituals contrib to the 
cribed in the account mentioned 
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greater experience and self-confidence enable them to advise 
Hosts on matters of' detail in the performance of their role, 
points about which some are often in doubt because of the 
infrequency of dance-villages. But those mostly concern 
the final stages, and in the meantime the leading men have 
to weld a collection of men, most of whom are quite unac-
customed to co-operating with each other, into a group 
capable of carrying through a major enterprise lasting for 
a period of many months. The leader of the hamlet where 
the dance-village is being organised does not have to do 
the job alone. There are always leaders from other hamlets, 
within and outside his parish; some were members of the 
feasting group, others participate from the time building 
operations begin. 
As each important stage is reached the Sponsors advise 
all who are participating - all Hosts and such of their 
Supporters as wish - to foregather. Notwithstanding the 
fact that most of the men spend the previous night 
dance-village men's house, early in the morning the name of 
each man is shouted out, calling on him to attend. In this 
way his presence given wide publicity. During the day 
they engage in the special activity for which they were 
summoned - building the fence, erecting the men's house, 
lighting the magical fire the men's house, aning the 
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arena, outlining the positions of the women's houses, erect-
ing the food structures, lighting the arena fire, and so on, 
right up to the f p ing. 
During the afternoon of each assemblage (apart from the 
last) a meeting is called to d cuss plans for the next 
stage. That meet must await the arrival of every man 
who has not indicated that he is unable to at • A man 
may have left the dance-village during the day and been 
delayed in h return, for example by avy rain, but no 
matter what his age or status the meeting ca..'1.not co:mmence 
he arrives. To start without him would be an affront 
he would not regard lightly, By wait till everybody is 
present, not only do they avoid offending a man but they 
also ensure the best possible discussion. What one forgets 
or overlooks may oocur to another, so that the decision 
they reach is the more likely to be the best possible 
the circumstances. 
J.:ny man is free to speak at these discussions, though 
the older and more experienced do most of the talking. As 
initial enthusiasm wears off and progress owe down, the 
leaders urge everybody to speed things along. The choice 
of Guests involves careful consideration. Different Hosts 
favour different Guests, but the anticipated supply pork 
may not be sufficient for them and a compromise must 
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be reached. Later on the subject frequently re-opened 
when Hosts are promised p by additional Supporters. 
Guests must be continually remil1ded of progress at the 
dance-·village. Later discussions concern the form and 
ion of the Hosts' dance, the invitation to Onlookers, 
the gifts of pork each proposes to make to men of various 
among the Guests and fil1ally, when all in read 
neee, the sunlllloning of Guests. 
i\11 decisions must be unanimous, for a dissatisfied 
man likely to withdraw. Leaders stand out in all this 
by the ab ity to lead and direct discussion, to suggest 
compromises and have them accepted. To the extent that 
they anticipate d iculties and conflicts they prevent 
them develop Lng. Just as important, they cont :L>J.ue to in-
fluence participants in these same ways, but less obtru-
sively, in informal discussions throughout the long months 
of preparations. Progress in building usually is delayed, 
because men have to attend to their ordinary jobs as well, 
and suspicions th one of their number has resorted 
to magical procedures which make men lose their enthusiasm. 
A spell wet weather is seen as the work of jealoua men, 
bent on ruinir..g their oereIDony, With so much at stake the 
Hosts understandably become touchy, and inclined to quarrel 
on relatively minor points. 
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?for, as we have seen, are Guests always eager to 
welcome an invitation, and. the main task o:f persuad.ing 
them falls to their aders. So, to~ does the maintenance 
5 
of peace on way to the ceremony. ivaJ. of the Guests 
lil the dance-village releases new fears and suspicions on 
both sides. Many of these people are trad ional enemies 
each other and, dance-village or not, are believed to 
be only too glad to make the most of the opportunity to 
cause harm. Possessions are carefully guarded, and food-
scraps and other materials on which sorcery can be made 
disposed of lest they fall into an enemy's hands. If Guests 
are sharing a house with ople they do not know well they 
frequently take it i:n turns to guard over their sleeping 
companions. Outside L--i the arena the wives and daughters 
Hoste and Supporters sometimes let the1r flamiP.g torches 
get too close to the dancers, maybe by accident, maybe co 
'pay-back' a burning the menfolk received on a previous 
occasion. The indignant Guests may refuse to dance on 
until dawn as they should. 
Formerly Guests might raid the Hosts' gardens and even 
kill a stray pig they found one, The Hosts were supposed 
See pp. 349-51 and 405. 
5 
See pp.348-9. 
to raise no objections, lest the Gue cause them great 
6 
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shame by returning home fore the pig-kill • But even 
without that provocation there are st 
They always bring the leaders on both 
quarrels and fights. 
racing (often 
literally) into action. These men prevent the parties to 
the dispu_te from continuing rashly, by reminding 
them that they be 'paid-back' they do. Though the 
outcome is rarely in doubt many of these l serious 
for a time, and the termination calls for the 
' 
persuasion experience of the leaders, 
Such, briefly, are sorts of situat with 
leaders are faced the organisation of ceremonies. Since 
a man never solely respons:i.ble for organising one, it 
would be d icult, not impossible, to set up a stand-
ardised procedure of ceremonies in which he must take 
to qualify as e a Big Man or a Good Leader. Yet, 
desp the fact that the Sponsors may be assisted by many 
other men, especially in a dance-village ceremony, they as 
a group, the Owner of the ceremony and the recognised 
leader hamlet are accorded the main credit for it 
the form of increased prest if it successful. That 
is reasonable enough, because it depends largely on them 
Such destruct was in due course 'paid-back'. 
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how much support they can attract from outsiders. Be :ing 
Owner of a ceremony, or the recognised a.der in a hamlet, 
are important stepp 
or a Good Leader. 
stones to recognition as a Big Man 
2 (III and X) of the 10 hamlets existing 1952 
there were no Big Men or Good Leaders. There was one, who 
was the recognised leader of the hamlet, in each of the 
others, and in 2 hamlets (VII and IX) a ris Good Leader 
and two additional B respectively. During my field-
work dance-village ceremonies were organised in hamlets 
and X. That :in hamlet was a very small ceremony 
only about a dozen houses - and the founders were assisted 
by their patrilateral ki.nsmen from hamlet I and affinal 
relatives from hamlet VI. The ceremony 
7 
hamlet X was a 
combined ceremony with hamlet IV, but even so they de-
pended heavily for leadership on Good Leaders and Big Men 
of Omu and a B Man from Hagave parish. The Owners of 
these two ceremonies are both elderly men (the old-age 
announ.cement was said them some years before), with suf-
ficient experience to organise the feasting which led up 
to their respective ceremonies, but without the necessary 
ab s to take a leading role in organising a successful 
big ceremony. 
See footnote, p.207. 
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The :fate of the ceremony such a hamlet, without s 
011m Big Man or Good Leader, is to a greater extent than 
usual the hands of If the Owner of ceremo 
a disagreeable quarrelsome fellow he risks the ignominy 
of ceremony forever being postponed or, he goes 
ahead with what little help forthcoming, he has to con-
or a bullroarer ceremony which 
are very much easier to organise. , on the other hand, 
he has assisted h relatives in the past and is not always 
quarrelling with them, they are very likely to recognise 
their obligation to assist him. But unlike the younger man 
8 
who founded hamlet V, those older men their run a bit 
late. A younger man's first success, either as Owner of 
the ceremony or as leader of the hamlet, makes him eligib 
for the class of B Man, or he is younger st he 
begins to look 'l a Good Leader'. will become more 
widely recognised as he consolidates his posit ion, whereas 
men for whom the old-age announcement has been made are 
passing into category of 'old men' and are unlikely 
ever to sponsor another ceremony. 
For a hamlet group to have a chance success 
with its big ceremony it requires least one man with 
See p.177. 
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eye firmly fL1Ced on the ceremony if they are to y a 
sound 'base' in feasting and small ceremonies. Oocasionally, 
as I have noted, there are several such men, who may or 
may not be pretty in status. They may have been co-
founders, or one may have joined the hamlet as an incomer 
on oonolusicn of a ceremony sewhere. They may split up 
again when the hamlet is turn abandoned. It depends 
on their respective abilities, ambitions, personal ies, 
and ages, and to some extent also on the number the 
1 followers. But if they come into conflict in regard 
to each other's influence in the hamlet they will certainly 
go the separate ways. Some men are capable of sharing 
leadership in a group. If they are not the system of re-
sidence permits them to part company. 
Qualities of a leader 
Good Leaders differ from Big Jl,'i'.en in the extent to 
which they are endowed with and arn the qualities for 
leadership; in general Good Leaders show the necessary 
attributes to a more marked degree than do Big Men. To be 
a Good ader a man must possess enterpr e, initiative, 
and sound judgment of people, situations and consequences, 
Men listen to and follow his advice because they have 
learned by the experience of themselves and of others that 
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is likely to be sound. They see him successfully carry 
through feasts and big small ceremonies; make announce-
ments called for by the circumstances; persuade uotant 
dancers to accept a proffered invitation; urge hamlet groups 
in addition to his ow.n the same parish to hold ceremonies 
and then persuade others to join so that they will be 
successful; go himself to other parishes to build a house 
a dance ; call for a cessation of hostil ies 
when they are likely to create difficulties for the conduct 
of ceremonies but at other times urge the kinsmen or fellow 
parishioners of a recent victim to the 'pay-back' • 
A Good Leader requires 
patience to persuade others 
at reserves tact and 
heed h advice, for caution, 
timidity, fear danger and factional differences have 
often to be overcome. For that reason he cannot come 
easily a:i::tgered in discussions, though may become 
the course of a quarrel. He must have confidence and 
abil publ oratory, qua!. ies which are not very 
colllll!on the conrrnunity; opportunities to develop them are 
rare. Jlilost men report feeling shy in the presence of 
strangers or large numbers of people, and are afraid of 
making fools of thel!lflelves. Physical disabilities such as 
ial or other disfigurement are no handicap to a man with 
the necessary qualities of character, -but, significantly, 
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informants said that a man who had had such a disab ity 
s:L"l.ce childhood would not be likely to have these qual ies 
of personality a."ld character. Were he to develop the dis-
figurement after he had begun to show qual ies of leader-
ship, would be no d advantage to 
A Good ad er must l;e a good gardener and hunter, and 
a hard worker. Like everybody e he can only become a 
Host or Supporter at ceremonies if he has the necessary 
pigs, and his more active part ion requires a good 
supply. S e women tend p is a.'1 advantage 
to have several wives, but it not essential, and Good 
appear to be no more successful than men :Ln 
re ing more than one wife. He has no especial obl 
tions to those l s with in providing p to augment 
depleted herds, food if gardens are destroyed, or provid 
for widows or orphans, These matters fall within domain 
of kinship obligations than to the ader-follower 
relationsh • But he likes to have adequate supplies of 
provide generously for visitors. In a society with 
mater valuables wealth not a qualification for 
ship. 
In many primit societ s a man may be hampered or 
even disqualified achieving a ading position by the 
lack of a ient body of kinsmen related by particular 
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t • Kunimaipa rules of iation and inheritance impose 
no such restrictions. Further, their ceremonies are such 
that a man can accept the obligation, which is created by 
residence, in any one of a number of hamlets; this greatly 
weakens the im that men ought to live with their agnates. 
Consequently, a man who has agnatic kinsmen but who 
possesses the necessary qual ies to become a Good Leader 
or a B Man is g scope to exercise his capabilities. 
For example, one the two Good Leaders of Omu, a man 
Zuaro's .l!;E:E.Q!, established h reputation when he lived 
for many years in Bubu valley New Guinea. He and 
his father were the only two Zuaro men to go to New Guinea 
and he lived 
affinal relatives, and men to whom he can trace no rela-
tionship. On his return to Omu other Zuaro men joined h 
in hamlet 
9 
hamlet. 
, but Zuaro men were never in a majority the 
A Good ad er not a sorcerer but he may perform the 
ritual in a dance-village, on garder.s, on girls to make 
tend pigs well, and so on. present at any rate, 
'holders of areca nut' are not necessarily Good Leaders, or 
10 
vice versa, desp the sugge ion that they ought to be. 
10 
See pp.194, 197 and 199, 
See p.291. 
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The Good Leader of 's ~apot mentioned above is the only 
one of the four recognised or prospective Good Leaders of 
Omu who is a 'holder of areca nut', but another 'holder 
of are ca nut' is a Big Man. Moreove:r, it is generally ad-
mitted that the title be given to more children than 
show the qualities which will be required they are to 
become Good Leaders. 
Uot surprisingly, Good Leaders (and to a 1 esser extent 
Big l'lfen) are able to discuss the working the society 
with far greater understanding tha.""1 ordinary men, but their 
greater preoccupation with their own affairs meant that it 
was not possible to use them as informants except for brief 
periods from time to time. 
A leader's career 
Leaders, and especially Good Leaders, are able to 
detect in boys while they are st children qualities 
of personality and character that are neoess for leader-
ship. The manifestations of 'goodness' vary from age 
age, but a child who obedient, who does his tasks care-
fully and well, who can be trusted to take mess cor-
rectly, who is not afraid or timid, who is willing to go 
out bad weather conditions and so on, is said to be on 
the way to becoming a Good Leader. is on younger men 
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with such qual ies that experienced leaders concentrate 
most of the:i.r efforts of instruction, though others are not 
overlooked. 
A leader aims to train the best of his younger kinsmen, 
some 10 to 20 years younger than himself, to take his place 
when becomes too old. He pays special attention to his 
probable successor in the d discussion, but especially 
at times of ceremonies, large and • It is the 
course of discussion of preparations for these that a young 
man really begins to learn all the intricacies of conduct-
ing a ceremony. Although there is noth:L~ esoteric abo-u.t 
the instruction which is given, not available to all 
to same extent, f'or less intelligent and less 
capable older men never learn and therefore cannot s 
on. For th reason, there is a certain degree of care 
taken that when an older man instructing a younger 
man, no young man not related to the teacher or pupil is 
around to eavesdrop. Should he hear the pearls of wisdom, 
he might outstr the one who is rightf'uily being taugh 
With so much of the instruction given in situations 
as they occur from day to day, a young man taught by 
ading men with whom he lives or with whom he holds big 
ceremonies. Asked to name teachers, a Good Leader 
t1Sually lists two or three men, one whom most commonly 
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an agnatic kinsman, The others may be additional agnates, 
ya wife's 
father. said that a Good Leader will instruct any 
kinsman, related to him through males or females, 
and the opportunity presents it an affinal relative 
too, who has the necessary 
racter and personality. That is because a man assists at 
ceremonies the hamlets of these various relatives, and 
it is therefore to the advantage of the respective groups 
that he becomes knowledgeable in the conduct of ceremonies. 
Their appreciation of the supreme importance of ceremon s 
for the society distinguishes them sharply from the 'bad' 
11 
man cited above who, out of jealousy, is believed to 
have instigated sorcery agatnst his s 's son who showed 
signs of becoming a Good Leader. 
As an adolescent his educat begins the organisa-
t p ceremonies and, especially tf the group 
with which he living build a dar,c e-village, he is 
told to h own house, That introduces him to all 
the respomsib ies of a house-builder - arranging with 
kinsmen (and aff:ines he :married) to bring him pigs, 
taking part in discussions of Hosts, and gaining 
See p.380. 
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experience from an early public aking .. all of 
these he is advised and instructed by h mentors. It 
rare for a man to have sufficient confidence to begin 
the iative regard to a b ceremony before is 
approaching 30 years of , and he may even be older 
that. Until then he is still learning the rules about the 
conduct of' a ceremony, as well as how to determi.."!e which 
cocas ions call for a pig-kill , which can wait, how 
judge the right time to hold a ceremony, and so on. 
A man's first successful b ceremony, carried out 
on his initiative and partly tL"lder his direction, 
starts h on the road to fame. he e oially am-
b ious he likely to have established his own hamlet 
when he felt sU:::ficiently confident, so that h name would 
be spoken separately. Younger men of that ibre are 
rare, for it is they vvho are 1 ikely to become Good Leaders 
the ambition is matched by intelligence. More us~~·~~., 
the younger man stays on with an established leader and 
becomes O~mer of a ceremony. In time he gradually supplan 
older leader in the hamlet. Such a man may become a 
Good ader, but if 
on experience 
l igence, he is more 1 
is slower to learn and relies more 
on init ive, drive L~tel-
to become a Big Man. 
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From that point only a few men progress, With increas-
ing ience and confidence, those men proceed not only 
to organise ceremonies their own harr~e , but also to 
advise other hamlet groups when to hold their ceremonies. 
That extension the field of his leadership distinguishes 
a Good ader from a B Man. 
There are several reasons why a Good ader acts in 
this way. First, it is said that he would have great shame 
were residents of other hamlets in the parish to say about 
h 'we only kill pigs in his hamlet: when we speak about 
holding a ceremony in our hamlet he doesn't tell us to go 
ahead'. They would say that were he to monopolise the 
holding of bj.g ceremonies his hamlet. They might even 
further and make sorcery against him or against res 
dents of his hamlet. Second, the greater share of both 
work and responsib ity for a ceremony falls on the Sponsors: 
is to the benefit of the Good Leader, as it to 
his fellow residents, that be shared among the respec-
tive hamlets and not concentrated one. Third, the Good 
Leader enhances h pre st when, visit other parishes, 
he able to say 'we hold ceremonies when I say the word: 
were not for me the young fools would. not hold feasts 
ceremonies'. It no fault for a Good Leader to praise 
himself in that way. 
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Having urged the residents of another hamlet to hold 
a ceremony, a Good Leader goes along and he1ps to conduct 
it. He also urges his followers and the residents of other 
hamlets in the to 
Obviously, a Good Leader 
as Hosts or Supporters. 
not left to shoulder the burden 
of organising the ceremony alone, but any case he exerts 
influence over 
hamlet. 
r men whether or not it is 
A le ha.'! no authority to tell even those 
his O\.'W. 
lives 
with to plant a garden in a ticular place, to take a 
p to a ceremony, to buy or sell a p or anything e. 
A man's rights in property do not depend on h residence 
in a particular hamlet, and only rarely he dependent on 
his fellow residents for the use of proper-ty. His younger 
relatives especially may ask a leader's advice, or he may 
give on his own init ive, but these matters he 
influences his followers by persuasion. Each mornir.g the 
residents of a men's house discuss their plans the day. 
Some aders, with monotonou~ r-egularity, urge other- re-
sidents to 'work hard and then we shall kill pigs' (that is, 
hold the cer-emony), but the organisation of jo work 
is not part of the adership role. Men do most 
of their- jobs independently and to that extent are free to 
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determine their own work. The more ambitious and 
industrious to prevent yoUIJger kinsmen getting into 
bad habits by mildly insulting them if they are lazy. 
It is not the prerogative of a ader to itrate L"Yl 
the event of a dispute among his followers, and places 
him in an awkward predicament whatever the rights and wrongs 
of the oaee. Strong orit ism or serious insult of either 
party is highly likely to ienate him, and the leader 
is prepared to do only when there a greater risk of 
damaging their ceremony ~~re to fail do so. The lack 
of authority, meaning by that 'expected and legitimate 
12 
possession of power' granted to a traditional leader even 
within his hamlet, accords with a system of residence which 
allows a man to move from a hamlet which he is dissat 
fied to another where he is omed, 
he present when a quarrel or brawl occurs a 
leader instructs the men, 'Stop! You are wrongly, 
calm down. If you quarrel 1 that one of you will go 
under the X people, another will under the Y peo and 
our feastirig will become bad'. Like other residents 
tries to separate them if they brawl. Eut it is a 
serious offence they may not follow h advice; the nearer 
H.D. Lasswell and A. Kaplan, Power and Society, p.133. 
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the big ceremony, the more likely they are to listen to 
• 
If he absent when the dispute occurs he may return 
to find one man has retired to his wife's house. In that 
event the two :parties are usually ing to dis ous s the 
matter with the a 
reconciliation. , on other hand, one has left the 
hamlet to live elsewhere the leader cannot force them to 
a.gree to a iation, which then must await some 
futru:·e occasion. 
A ader himself very rarely fights with any of his 
fellow residents but occasionally he may quarrel with one 
of them. I saw a quarrel between the leading man of a 
hamlet and the Owner of the ceremony, but af'ter an absence 
a few days the Owner agreed to a reconciliation and 
returned the men's house. In another neither left 
the hamlet - they lived separate men's houses - but 0he 
refused to give leadership fo.r several months, 
The residents of had already spoken 
hold i."lg a dance-village ceremony, but they were waiting 
until eu:fficient pigs were available. Then, withe con-
sul ting the B Man, a resident became a Rost at a ceremony 
13 
See p.232. 
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another et. This angered the B Man, because he 
considered they could not to dissipate resources 
juncture a ceremony another hamlet. Had he been oon-
sulted that was the advice would have given. 
nothing t , but a short time later he quarrelled 
witl1 follower when a p broke into a garden o:f another 
resident. (Neither the pig nor the garden belonged to 
either t ' ' nem& 1 They refused to spe to each , and 
the ceremony in the other hamlet the Big l\qan asked an-
other Host make an announcement 'to se (the Big 
Man's} lips'. That was to pub ise the fact that , the 
Big Man, d not intend to give leadership to the men of 
his hamlet until, at a later ceremony, he symbolically 
14 
'wiped away the clay' which was sealing h lips. 
The irony o:f such a situation that the process 
the leader hurts himself more than he hurts those who 
insulted or humiliated him. Without his leadership they 
e i tber do not hold feasts or ceremonies, or they do, 
they are rarely successful. Outs not e and remark 
See p. 461. It is not essent for a publ io announce-
ment to be mad.e 'to a man's lips'; in this case the 
Big Man did so because an opportunity presented itself'. 
But announcement 'to wipe away the clay' must be made 
icly at a ceremony. 
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to each other 'see how they do things without ir le 
Criticism that sort disored of them as a group, 
but the leader far more sensitive to critic than 
are the followers whose action caused him to withdraw. 
'That silly thing' , they s 
no more about 
the ader is 
of the mistake, and think 
move from the hamlet and dis-
sociate himself from the failures of the group, he can.>iot 
afford for own sake to allow them to muddle along 
indefinitely. He revokes his previous dee ion when he 
considers either they have learned their lesson, or 
that continued failure to feast or hold srrall ceremonies 
will have serious adverse effects on their reputation and 
the b ceremony they will hold. 
A leader in one who helps and advi.ses his re-
ives - kin or - in another, may similarly with-
hold leadersh if they displease him seriously. aders 
find it necessary to resort to such tactics very rarely; 
for the most part followers recognise their dependence 
on them for advice, and avoid giving offence. 
A ader does not commit offences like kill other 
people's pigs, stealing the goods, seducing their wives 
and so on, and in he does not tal;:e p 
But he suffers some infringement his ts by a 
'sweet person' cannot simply refrain from retaliation. 
He escapes from the dilerw'lla by suggest i.ng, necessary, 
one of :followers to 'pay-back 1 for him. He is 
choose for the job an habitual offender, who is normally 
happy oblige. The ader does not publicise his 
truction nor to be informed of the outcome. 
Good aders in particular a.re believed to be jealous 
of the respe they consi.der due to them, to use their 
influence over others to punish 'sweet people' who quarrel 
with them or ignore their wishes. To obviate sorcery being 
made against them they are thought to work in suhtle ways. 
Consequently direct evidence can rarely be produced but, 
for example, during fieldwork, failure of many residents 
to support a dance-village ceremony was attributed to the 
influence of a Good Leader who had been sl by a 
prominent Host. In other words, he was believed to have 
done the very reverse of what, in , d tinguishes 
a Good Leader from lesser men, and to that he 
diminished own status. Once the threat of a Good Leader 
using his influence such ways is (or believed to be) 
translated into actuality, it redounds to his own discredit. 
The very nature of the leadership role inhibits open 
confl between Big Men Good Leaders in their competition 
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to outdo other. To the extent that a ad er to 
help and assist other leaders and their followers achieve 
their goals, either by withdrawal or by opposing good 
advice with oad, he reduces ovm status, Both leaders 
and followers claim that a leader does not try to pirate 
another's followers, though if a man joins a hamlet 
a quarrel elsewhere, the leader advises other residents 
to treat him with consideration at least unt he has re·-
oovered from his a11ger. Nor are leaders said to be respon-
sible for stirr:L'l'lg up j,n each other's hamlets. 
Although a Good ad er said to be a leader of a 
parish, not only of a hamlet group, he has no authority to 
convene a public meet of residents. If he wants to 
suggest a change of attitude, for example regard a 
rejected invitation to dance, to go to the men h 
1Nhom wants to diecues the matter, direcc the conversation 
around to the subject a:nd then suade them to change the 
views, by reminding them of the likely consequences of the 
action they are proposing. The only legitimate reasons the 
Kunimaipa recognise for calling people to assemble are to 
attend a feast or a ceremony. An invitation to a ceremony 
(and formerly to join m a battle) taken to hamlet groups, 
and so as they congregate they do so by mutual consent. 
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The importance tt e role of a Good 
15 
ader used to be 
recognised when one died or was k d. For an ordinary 
man who died or was killed the prime of l , his re-
latives from other parishes (excluding that of his k r, 
because was too da.~gerous for them to come) approached 
the ad man's hamlet in a menacing fashion, But the 
dead man were a Good Leader, it j_s said that men from other 
haml s within his parish and his non-relatives other 
parishes so joined in the attack, They aimed to a 
resident of his parish, preferably one of his kin, to 
punish them from allowing a Good ader to die or be k d. 
Then, as now, they might also pigs. The relatives of 
the dead man placated the attackers by offering g of 
pigs, dogs and she ornaments to the men of each parish. 
In accepting the gifts they abandoned attack, and 
remained qu the funeral. 
Especially for a Good Leader the threat seems to have 
been real enough, but the precautions taken were such that 
nobody was killed and only one man injur the 1 
of my ir>.:formants, However, a man who was present when 
See p.329. 
16 
These gifts are called abneohau, which name can also be 
used the gifts by a homicide to hie victim's owner, 
though 'the human head thing', .§£~&§§., is the more usuel 
term the latter. 
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a Good Leader from Omu was killed in a raid, they did 
not bring home his body for ar be attacked by 
Lobdon men. They hurried back to t others 
to go for the body. 'll'hen Good Leader died 
brother invited his own wife's brother, a renowned 'sharp 
man' from Hagave come and help protect them. 
Informants attribute desire by men of other p es 
to punish a Good Le 's death to their recognition of 
h influence in n:aintaining communications between ishes. 
But Good Leaders there would have been cbronio warfare, 
they say, and no big ceremonies to which they could invite 
each other. Within his par a Good ader helps men of 
own and other hamlets to organise the ceremon , and 
so achieve the various goals. But it clear 
big ceremonies also have a crucial significance the 
structure and functioning 
individuals. 
The fact at a man Ca.'1 
the society as well as for 
a prominent part, by be-
coming a Host, in ceremony, accords with a system of 
ocgnat filiation, wh defines an important range of 
obl ions for both men and women to categories of people, 
not to groups. Marriage is cont on a couple honouring 
See pp.59-64, 
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ir obligations to wife's rel at as much as to the 
husband's. Each couple are the centre of their own universe 
of relatives, and for th reason they can accept the obl 
, which created by residence, any one of a 
number of h!?:mlets. 
Nevertheless, since the final deois of where they 
live rests f.Ll'"'-'-"'-.Y with the husband, most men in 
praot ice establ domic with agnat ic kinsmen. 
The intere in the ceremonies of their ag:nates is an 
important reason doing so, though it is not the only 
one. The type of domic which is adopt in turn results 
in an overlay, mainly a.gnat ic, to the bas oognatic ideo-
logy. But the overlay is not inevitably agnatic, and pro-
v ion is made for men to become accepted as members a 
pariah community virtue cf a maternal, or other 
link, provided they live for a. long per and icipate 
actively in ceremonies a parish. 
The pattern of residence, as distinct from domicile, 
shows a range of variation, the final analyeis 
!1arnlets t as sep llliits a ceremonia:l purpose .. 
oompos ion is cons ent with that purpose, as 
is the type of leadership within a haml , both its form 
and scope~ 
To explain the terms of the 
of and aff:ines to support each other 
p at their big ceremonies is to do nocu~,5 more than 
to gain J?ig-many Xunimaipa do themselves. But 
Supporters also means converting enemies to in al 
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since pig-support goes toge with se 
and homio • that extent 
u:r:·;I 
conflict 
in a society in whi.ch conflict open and 
aggressive confl is permitted, and indeed laudable, 
between unrelated persons both within and between parishes. 
social life to be possib it has to be controlled, 
and the ation of big ceremonies one of the most 
important factors W:Qich control • For all these reasons, 
I suggest, the 'goodness' the leaders, who are mainly 
respons 
imp 11 T't: "111 t: 
organis the oeremon s, includes an 
component of soc good. 
Appendix 1 
TER!!l..TJ:NOLOGY OF KINSHIP ANTI AFFINITY 
The categories of people to whom kinship and aff inal 
terms are applied are listed below, and illustrated in 
the charts facing pages 125 and 131. 
Kinship reference terms 
The following kinship reference terms, given here in 
the singular, are used by a person of both sexes unless 
otherwise stated, 
banapu 
(reciprocal) 
izlpu 
ciprocal) 
papapu 
Reciprocal terms are indicated. 
all persons of third generation 
through males and/or females. 
all persons of second generation 
related through males and/or :females. 
father and all his male cognates 
of his generation: i.e. men he calls 
nanepu, bos ipu and !!!!~:11!!. 
husband of woman ego calls azapu 
(optional use).l 
Spouses of kin in the ascending generation may also be 
referred to by terms from ego's own generation, if these 
are applicable. 
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nonopu 
g(pu 
ciprooal) 
azjpu 
ciprocal) 
nanepu 
tetepu 
2 
mother and her female cognates 
of her generation: i.e. women she 
calls tetepu, saupu and hesepu. 
wife of man ego calls papapu. 
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wife of man ego calls guapu (optional 
use),:< 
mother's male cognates of her genera-
tion: i.e. men she calls , 
bosipu and napapu. The used 
reciprocally, hence it by a 
man for the offspring of female 
cognates of his generation. 
husband of woman ego calls aza.12u 
(optional use). 
father's female cognates of his 
generation: i.e., women he calls 
tetepu, saupu and napa~u. The term 
is used reciprocally, ence it 
used by a woman the offspring of 
male cognates of her generation. 
wife of man ego calls guapu (optional 
use). 
older male sibl 
older than ego, 
and women 
and male offspring, 
men ego 
ego calls nonopu. 
younger male sibl and male off-
spring, younger than ego, of men ego 
calls papapu and women ego c 
nonouu. 
older female s 
offspr , older 
ego pauapu 
nonopu. 
ings female 
than ego, of men 
and women ego 
See previous footnote. 
saupu 
narapu 
reciprocal) 
hesepu 
t reciprocal) 
naripu 
naropu 
banapu and 
izapu 
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younger female siblings and female 
offspring, younger than ego, of men 
ego calls papapu and women ego calls 
nonopu. 
male ego: offspring both sexes 
of mother's male cognates of her 
generation (whom ego calls guapu) 
and father's female cognates of his 
generation (whom ego calls azapu). 
for female ego: male offspring of 
mother's male cognates of her genera-
tion (whom ego calls guapu) and 
father's female cognates of his 
generation (whom ego calls azapu), 
ueed only by female ego for female 
offspring of mother's male cognates 
of her generation (whom ego calls 
guauu) a.~d father's female cognates 
of his generation (whom ego calls 
azapu). 
male child: the male offspring of ego, 
the male offspring of cognates of 
the same sex and same generation as 
ego, and the male offspring of 
cognates of the same sex and same 
generation as ego's spouse. 
female child: the female offspring 
of ego, the female offspring of 
cognates of the same sex and same 
generation as ego, the female 
offspring of cognates of the same 
sex and same generation as ego's 
spouee. 
child. Used in plural forms narohol 
to refer to children of both sexes. 
Affinal reference terms 
as for kin 
lelamapu 
(reciprocal) 
anapu 
abupu 
.anhaiitapu 
anezapu 
(reciprocal) 
abezapu 
(reciprocal) 
ankamepu 
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spouse's cognates in 
generat 
ascending 
spouses of cognates of ego and spouse, 
first descending generation. 
this is the word for woman and is used 
by a man for his wife, and the wife 
of hie nodepu, a non-k:L"1 relationship 
involving sexual rights in other's 
wives. 
used by female ego for husband and 
nodepu of husband. 
used by a woman for her co-wife and 
the wife of her husband's 
used only by male ego for male affine 
of same generations as ego and ego's 
spouse: i.e. husband female 
cognate (of ei;i;o' s generation), wife's 
male cognate t of her generation), 
husband of wife's female cognate (of 
her generation). The literal meaning 
is 'one (person) of a woman', i.e. a 
(male) affine related through a woman. 
used only by female ego for female 
affine of same generations as ego and 
ego's spouse: i.e. wife of male 
cognate (of ego's generation), 
husband's female cognate (cf his 
generation), wife of husband's male 
cognate (of his generation). The 
literal meaning is 'one (person) of 
a man', i.e., a (female) affine 
related through a man. 
used only by male ego r female affine 
of same generations as ego and ego's 
spouse: i.e. wife of male cognate 
(of ego's generation), female cognate 
of wife (of her ~eneration), wife of male 
cognate of (of her generation). 
abkamepu 
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used only by female ego for male 
affine of same generations as ego and 
ego's spouse: i.e. husband of female 
cognate ( o:f ego's generation), male 
cognate of husband (of his generation), 
husband of female cognate of husband 
(of his generation). 
used among themselves by cognates of 
a woman to refer to her husband, in 
the form of X, where X the 
husband's personal name. Wives of 
male cognates of the woman may also 
use it in the same way, but husbands of 
female cognates do not normally do so. 
Terms of address 
Kin terms of address are used frequently by children 
to each other and between children and adults, but adults 
practically never use them for each other. Ins ad, they 
address each other by the two terms of greet , fil:Q!il for 
a male and 
younger persons may address old people by the words for 
'old man' or 'old woman'. Somet children o use 
those forms for eaoh other and for adults. The kin terms 
of address are mostly grammatical var of the terms of 
reference, with pref depending on the age of the person 
being addressed. The word for man is abanapu, for old man 
abauapu, for woman anapu, for old woman anauapu, for male 
child ropu, and for female child naripu. From these words 
the syllables ab-, ~-, ,!;!!-, 
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prefixed to address an adult male, old man, adult female, 
old woman, boy or girl respectively. In the following list, 
terms of address which are ooI!llllonly used are compared to 
the corresponding terms of reference. Terms Which are 
rarely or never used in normal convers ion are not included. 
Term of ref erenoe 
izapu 
papapu 
nonopu 
guapu. 
azapu 
napapu 
hesepu 
nanepu 
bosipu 
tetepu 
ropu 
nar 
narepu 
anizai : abizai 
narimai ; amai : anau:mai 
roguai : nariguai : abguai 
nariazau 1 anazau 
napai : ronapai : narinapai 
narihese 
ro.nau. 
robosai 
nariteo 
narisauai 
roakapu, lit. 'that boy' 
nariakapu, l . 'that girl' 
nare - used by a man to the 
husband of a kinswoman only if 
the husband is the company 
of his wife. 
T 
i. 
2 
1. 'I outs 
A day or 
2 .. 
t . • 
3. 'I 
ths 
4. eat 
2 
: 
the 
b 
(prop up) X's 
some mo:r1ths 
2 
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o=· ){ and his 
. 
. 
the women 
h ,, 
l 
X's ch 
fo:r 
[1 b 
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5,. 1 T d.o and ear X: I :X: a 
names are to t child by 
en k 
4 
; 
6. ( a b - ' '"'. 
"" 
~~ x an axe and a 
(' ' 
"0) a , I :x: a bag a 
i.ck. ! 
trl_e of-' 8 12 ars: 
7. ! a ine b on .X: .. t 
ruarr • • 
8. x a11a with h • 
a . ~ gir,L : 
0 
... 'I on x een::l_ on t road to 
are g n w See p .. for 
't 
given 
t11e rest s 
fat11er 
ot11 worn to 
l women. 
the time marriage, pigs are 
10. (a) the bride by her 
sleeping mat, let her 
house. 1 
'I burn X's 
her husband's 
(b) bride by groom's kinsmen - 'I 
the thighs X's wife give her 
goods which to set house, so 
we call for water will 
when we for leaves to make a 
she pluck them give them us. 
We put here ' 
The announcements made when a man his wife are 
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approaching old age been chauged in recent years by 
a new whj_cf1, s say, has spre from the 
valley. Both are now used in any 
inat ion. The old 
• 
were 
Old 
• (a) 'I cut the toenails of X and wife.' 
(b) 
(c) 
more 
'I from the and chest 
x and 
'I cut the hair of x his 
innovat are: 
'We take away dance finery, drum 
of X and his wife and it to the 
children.' 
e 
of 
wife, 
. ' 
nails - not broken the process working -
of cleanliness, are considered be signs of old 
From ad cence t old age b sexes used to wear 
• When plaits 1 , they 
was allowed to grow again. 
wore the clos cropped. 
scissors razor most 
people now vv-ear cropped. 
6 
I 
• 
A 
make 
8 
mony 
the 
15. 
1. 
{b) ' 
( 
(b) 
on 
ar:rival o±' old : 
'I make X bald 
. 
. 
white 
one ... ' 
'I c~over X with c 
4 
x his 
' (at t ii'1le h 
d, wife -headed.' 
one, hts wife the 
banana leaves.' 
8 
e-
g you X's blanket.' 
of putting the 
the 
-"1 e ' ) ..L~- sn ; 
it was 
t11at some 
to att,end, 
o.r dis-tance, 
old person d. 
underst 
( 
vert 
f.rom 
pigs,.~ 
of ar1 
becal1se, f'or 
ted to a cere-
not come to 
4 
On occas of the p 
( js commonly at time of f'u_ne ) : 
0 
j 
2. t Vie 
Before mourners, have 
the1x own 
scatter those ow ( 
ave b 
ss tt1an a year 
' 
the 
removed: 
4, 
structu:re can : 
down ial 
6. hole the place we 
burial, 4, 5 
6 4(a), 5(a) 
are no J.c t , hut this 
the name of th part p 
or1 a ed 
on tt1e soc us 
bones are taken., 
wornen bones and their 
and e men 0 t 
J.ves, 
the same and d 
close 
ople bones 
women 
t s a bone a Good Le 
be 
it 
o:t' 
on 
are 
' ffi1d 
11 
e man 
his 
prime. 
' 
often 
a of de 
t!1e b 
the bones, there 
do so, or f~. 
icular bone. A 
r dead and, a 
sis t1:1ose of a dead woman, 
The women 
during 
b 
re 
bones, 
or 
some months. 
s wears some 
a man 
his 
:remove tl-ie 
]_2 
wear a 
h:ie neck 
have be 
8. 'The bones t 
woman p 
4 
011e too, taker1 
k a::nd 
more distant; atives 
no c ion 
rel at to take 
all ren1ain s o_f 
or me~n. 
arou11i:i the necks 
s the 
, and carr 
It is rar·e men to wear 
of a de 
th a COVvT ' 01· 
won1en can 
, ·pigs 
off into 
o her 8 :ing 
ar1 occas 
to f ' or 1 the bone. 
in t 
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s the 1 the bones 
at a ceremony, ar.nounc ing: 
9, 'I with 
A:fter bone e e in me s 
or L"1 womar1 * s with tb.e 
it out to be I in 
d d 
to 1 wash' i11 p blood, 
13 
r it,. bc;nes be 
'was}1e d ¥ a:r-e t together or placed a strJng 
escapes on to tf1e 
leaves during the a P be d on 
bones , or the bones 
SOT' aod_, as 
'I 
r 1 the 'bones is 
a 
a series 
the 
s of the y 
same v·erb used, 
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• end the 'was a or 
return the ·bone t:he osest of 
person .. man ke 10 15 ars 
d of 
' 
on a pile 
stones in a plot once 
person, or palm the dead, and so on. 
a man does intend to ' may d 
it s throwing from t arena of a 
add ion the takes, a man also 
' some bones \Vhich d not cimen. 
a borrows bones 
dead on, a."ld returns ter 
mak a.nnouncement. 
The day of earth b was 
from ,. who i.n turn had 
it from Euro:pe ans the former Mandated 
t of a, Kt2nimaipa s are still 
,. but ere as 
ncrmt;e:rs. ir head the CI' aves 
grave are subs ti , and 
or 1.e 
the , il'ieapons, c,, 
were ives 'S 
dead on had ( ) t. Hts 
4 
ess such ople, 
to no es ii ored unt those to tr1em 
d a p ! in p 
art used were to 
the use by the new owners. ice is ill 
, sent some are 
tre as a sub for , in are 
t 
s 
b 
unt a P 
ad 
been 
ive of the dead. 
which a ad ma11 cut :rrrt:tst be 
p blo 
can 
house or l 
. 
• 
t imtler or a 
' I oi' :x: who ha-s 
I shall pull it down. 
food 
de 
be cons an 
t I here cut an axe the s 
x })l 
: 
not d 
thatch 
er 
, or f'ood 
1. 
suppl be or stor·ed 
t death &'1 old person. Only ... l;, 
to er1su:r-e 3-1.:, of 
the mourners, but is 
an old 
for ing ed 
and 
!jawake' \! 
die, the , or the ored 
to 
ind 
new season_' s 
• 
ivid 
a 
15 .. 
de 
fro1n 
ar or 
a 
or 
•x 
man, 
a 
the 
on what 
can be 
. 
. 
a 
e X's awake food. 1 
or sex vol 
one or more 
more, because of 
ive ~ bre 
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eat 81'1US 1 ;i 
allow a. 1.VJ.dow 
15 
me. 
etc. 
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antj_c 
rnen m.alz..:e 
ons who 
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All food 
is 
pig 
nuts be re-
occurs, 
dee 
+· vne 
tbe 
k 
, a woTI.:an 
att of a 
h.as been 
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:f e 
l torn 
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in gs axes~ his bro};::e:n 
ob cts neck, 
o·ff bones 
removes success 
tl1e bo.ne of her 
ne 
rem.a,:rr s, the nei,.-v 
• 
h 
, the kix1smen 
any man who 
A widower d 
died 
4 
, body, and 
bags. 
b 
011s, and so on" 
s 
of 
, and 
contin11es to weEz.r 
16 
:rema,rr iage .. 
coccyx 
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to of de manj on 
a P rt he kills 
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